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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historical and Linguistic Background

Kumauni is an Indo-Aryan speech spoken in the hilly region of Kumāun Division in the Uttarakhand. It is a central constituent of the linguistic group termed as Centro-Eastern Pahari by Dr. Siddheshwar Varma. Its place among the sub-Himalayan dialects of India was already established by George A. Grierson in his monumental work LSI (Vol. IX. Pt. IV).

It was on the inspiration from Dr. Varma that I undertook a phonological analysis of Kumauni in 1965 which was completed in 1971 and was also accepted for the doctoral degree in Linguistics by the Panjab University, Chandigarh.

In a way the present work is a by-product of the above mentioned treatise. It was during the course of phonological investigation of Kumāuni that I came across the bewildering variety of phonological and morphological elements, noticeable in various dialects of this language. Consequently, I made up my mind to present a complete view of all the prominent variations of some of the phonological and morphological items, through maps in a more scientific way. Besides, my another research project: Formation of Kumāuni (1985) also contributed to a great extent in the collection of the data for this volume.

1.2 The Term ‘Kumāuni’

The term ‘Kumāuni’ has been constructed by suffixing -i to the stem ‘Kumāun’ in the sense of ‘the language of the land’. Formerly, the region around Champawat was known as ‘Kumū’ and the language spoken in that region was known as ‘Kumaiyyā, which is still referred to as such by the speakers of other dialects of Kumāuni. But with the expansion of the domain of the rulers of ‘Kumū’, the whole territory under their rule came to be known as Kumāun; hence all the varieties of the language spoken in this area are designated as Kumāuni.

Writing about the name of the language of this area, Grierson says: ‘In the south-east of the Almora District, there is a peak over 7000 ft. high named Kānādeo, the old name of which was Kūrmāchala ‘the mountain of Kūrma’ related to the legendary ‘Kūrma’ incarnation
of Lord Vishnu (LSI, IX, IV. P. 108). But Professor H. S. Joshi, objecting to the derivation of ‘Kumāun’ from ‘Kurmāchala’, on the ground of phonetic changes, has derived it from Kurmāngaka or Kurmānaka>Kummanño>Kummao>Kumāun>Kumā>Kumō (Joshi, 1964: 63). But in the opinion of Y. D. Vaishnava, the term Kumā may be of Assyrian origin. According to him, the Asuras of Indian mythology are none but the Assyrians and Asuran-Bāna was the Assyrian ruler, Asur-Ban-Pal (768-726 B.C.). The end of their rule in Babylon came in 538 B.C. and they were forced to leave their country and came to India by land and sea. According to the Śatpatha Brāhmaṇa of the Yajurveda, the immigrant Asuras had founded many small kingdoms throughout the Northern India along the submountane regions as far as Magadha during the first millennium B.C. The temples of the Assyrian god Bel or Bal at Ramak, Balar, Bahāditya and of Asur (Sun) Barāditya, Bhau-mditya, the name of the Lohawat River (river of blood), the town of Lohāghāt (Valley of blood) in and around Kāli Kumāun proclaim that Kumā was the colony of one of the groups of Assyrian immigrants. These Asura immigrants, like European settlers of the New World in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the Christian Era gave their new country the name of their own original home. The valley of Champāwat was given the name of Kummuh after the ancestral homeland Kummuh of Kassite Assyrians. Kummuh was the hilly tract in the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea near the source of the Euphrates River. Not only Kum but also other names of places adjoining the ancient Kāli Kumāun closely resemble the Assyrian names. Sor (Pithoragarh) Sira, Elam can be found in the ancient geography of Assyria. Sor (the present Tyre) was in northern Nīvevah like the Sor Valley which is in the north of Kāli Kumāun. To the east of Assyria was the very ancient country of Elam. Elam is still the name of the region in the east of Kāli Kumaon in Nepal (Nainital: An Autumn Souvenir, 1974, p. 18). This suggestion, though interesting and fascinating enough, needs historical evidences to accept the conjectural approach.

1.3 Historical Background

The history of the ancient and early period of this region is shrouded in mystery. Legends and Purānic references indicate that during prehistoric age, these regions were ruled by Kinnarārs, Kiratās, Khasas and Vedic Aryans. During the sixth century B.C., they were invaded and conquered by some race about which historically very little is known. During the Maurya period, however, this region was a part of the
Magadha Empire and the rulers of these regions had acknowledged sovereignty of its rulers. The Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta is an undisputable proof that the king of Kartripura had accepted his sovereignty. Similarly, during the Vardhana Empire, this area was under its influence. But after the reign of Harsha Vardhana, this region was ruled by Tibetans for nearly two hundred years. During the Middle Ages, Kumāun was under the dominance of Katyuri rulers who successfully ruled over it for over a century, but by the end of the twelfth century they lost a part of it to a Nepali invader, Anek Malla. Then came the age of Chandas which lasted till 1790 when they were defeated by the Gurkhas of Nepal. The present Kumāun came into being in 1814 when the Gurkhas were defeated by the Britishers.

1.4 Geographical Situation

Kumāun, as delimited here, roughly comprises three north-eastern Himalayan districts of Uttar Pradesh, viz. Almora, Pithoragarh and a larger portion of Naintial, lying between 28° 43’ 55” and 30° 49’ north latitude and 78° 44’ 33” and 81° 5’ 15” east longitude. It is surrounded by the districts of Chamoli, Pauri, Bijnor, Moradabad, Rampur, Bareilly and Pilibhit in the north-west, west, south-west and south respectively. Its two boundaries constitute two international boundaries of India. In the north, it has a common boundary with Tibet and in the east with Nepal, separated by the Kālī River. Thus the Kumāun region is situated on the central Himalaya, extending from the Dumna River to the Kālī River in the north-east.

Geographically, the region has two major surface features, viz. the Himalayas in the north and the foothill belt of Tarāt and Bhabar in the south, the heights varying from over 5,000 meters to 180 meters above the sea-level. The Himalayas are roughly divisible into three zones, viz. the sub-Himalayas, the lesser Himalayas and the great Himalayas, usually consisting of snow-covered peaks. "Kumāon is a region of great diversities in population and physical setting. There are perhaps very few areas in the world presenting so many contrasts of environments. The fantastic snow-covered peaks in the north, the alpine highlands, the rice-and wheat-growing river valleys, the dense swampy forests of Tarāt and Bhabar and the large food-producing farms in the Tarāt all occur within Kumāun."
1.5 Land Area and Population

The diversity of land feature in Kumaun has exercised a strong influence on the pattern of its population. The mountainous part accounting for more than 80 per cent of the total area of Kumaun has only two-thirds of its total population. According to the Census of India 1981, the details of the land area and the population of Kumaun (including non-Kumauni speaking population) are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Area (sq. km.)</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pithorāgarh</td>
<td>8,856.0</td>
<td>489,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almora</td>
<td>5,385.0</td>
<td>757,373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nainital</td>
<td>6,794</td>
<td>1,136,523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Census of India, 1981 Series 1, India, paper of 1982, final population. According to 1971 census it was 18,53,865 (census of India, series 1, Paper I of 1972, final population, p. 24).

But the exact number of Kumauni speakers may be difficult to ascertain owing to the fact that thousands of Kumaunis are at present scattered all over the country. Roughly, the number may be estimated at 12 Lakhs. According to the 1961 Census it was recorded as 10,30,254 on the basis of the data collected from this area alone (see, Census of India, 1961, Vol. I, Part II-C (ii) p. 209).

1.6 The People

Ethnically and linguistically, the people of Kumaun hills belong to Aryan and Shauka (Rang) races. The Shauka population comprises a very small percentage of the total population of Kumaun and are found at the mouths of all passes to Tibet. The Bhotias of Johar are also called Shaukas and are a component of the western division of the Bhotias, they spoke a Tibeto-Himalayan dialect called Rangkas. There are the eastern Shaukas living in the Pargana of Dārma which is sub-divided into three paṭṭis, viz. Dārma, Chaudāngs, and Byangs. They speak a Tibeto-Himalayan dialect of their own and are much akin to Tibetans. The Shaukas of the group, falling in the territory of Pithorāgarh are collectively known as eastern Bhoṭias. The rest of the population belongs to Aryan race and speaks the dialects belonging to Indo-Aryan family, the only exception being the Rājis of Askot, who speak a language of the Munḍa family, but their number is quite insignificant.3

---

3 For the details of these speeches, see *Tribal Languages of Uttarakhand*, Vol. I of II
On the whole Kumāunts are very nice people and their character has been beautifully summarised by Dr. M. S. Randhawa just in a single sentence which is as under:

"The Kumāunts are modest, gentle and honest in their dealings and are remarkable for their love of truth." (1970, Preface, VII).

1.7 Linguistic Area

It may be noted here that Kumāuni is not spoken throughout the length and breadth of the Kumāun Division of the present Uttar Pradesh. Out of the three districts of the Kumāun Division, viz. Almora Pithorāgarh and Naintāl, people of Pithorāgarh and Naintāl also speak other languages, e.g. in Johār, Dārmā, Byāṅgs and Chaudāngs Paṭṭis of the Pithorāgarh District people either speak Rang dialects of Tibeto-Himalayan family or a mixed form of Kumāunt. Similarly, in the southern part of the Naintāl district, viz. Tarā and Bhābar area, it is mixed with Hindi dialects. Though a sizeable population of Kumāunts has now settled in the Tarā area, yet the number of other settlers, such as Tharūs, Buxas, Muslims and Panjabis, is also considerable. As such, these areas cannot be declared as Kumāunt speaking. Moreover, the Kumāunt settlers of these areas, out of fashion or owing to the necessity of communication with the speakers of other linguistic communities, have become totally bi-linguals and the use of their native tongue is confined to their homes only. Besides, in the east of the Pithorāgarh District along the Nepal border, all the dialects of Kumāuni, known as Soryāli, Sirāli and Askotī show the influence of the neighbouring Khaskura or Nepāli. Even in the west, certain areas of Salt and Chaukot Paṭṭis show an influence of Garhwāli, though retaining the major characteristics of Kumāuni.

1.8 Linguistic Boundaries

Kumauni on the borders of Kumāun meets with many languages of Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Himalayan groups. On its north, its boundaries have Shauka dialects of the Tibeto-Himalayan family and in the south have Hindi or Hindustani. Similarly, it is flanked by Nepāli in the east and by Garhwāli in the west. Thus it is needless to say that on its border areas, it has been clearly influenced by, or rather has become admixed with the languages spoken across the borders. As such, in these border areas, sometimes it becomes difficult to segregate one language from another, their isoglosses moving both ways. In some pockets, however, it has been influenced more by the dialects spoken across the border than in others. But in the course of the present study, I have taken all areas bordering on Nepal and Garhwal as Kumāunt areas. To me,
both Garhwali and Nepali belong to the same Proto-Centro-Eastern Pahāri, of which Kumāuni is the central constituent.

Besides in these border areas, in its own tract, too, it meets, with some other non-Aryan languages. In Askot, there is a small patch of land in which the Raj language of Ban Rauts, belonging to the Austro family, is spoken. Similarly, in Pithoragarh there are a large number of Shaukas, speaking languages belonging to Tibeto-Himalayan families, viz. Rankas. It will be seen that all these neighbouring dialects have in one way or other contributed to the formation of the modern Kumauni.

2. IMPORTANCE OF DIALECTOLOGY

The term: Dialect Geography, also called ‘Linguistic Geography’ is related to a dialectal analysis of local linguistic variations with a wider area, displaying the results in a series of maps.4

2.1 Importance

Now a days the study of dialects, i.e. dialectology or ‘areal linguistics’ has found an important place in the linguistic investigations all over the world. As the science of language progressed, it embraced within its fold more and more aspects of language, and, therefore, it was natural to bring within the purview of linguistics, the study of dialects for its potentiality of throwing a great deal of light on the evolution of languages related to dialects under investigation. As such dialectology has acquired an important place in modern linguistics.

Dialect geography, being an important part of dialectology, has naturally found an important place in these studies, for, dialect maps, besides pin-pointing the dialect areas, greatly help in interpreting the history of the development of a language, the directions of changes that occur in various features of a language due to changes in social structure of the group of its speakers; or migration of population from its original home to distant places. All these factors can broadly be established from its geographical distribution only.

For, “when a dialect feature is found in the focal areas around which the isoglosses circle, that feature which has edged out other

4. The term ‘Areal Linguistics’ has been used in the Russian “Dictionary of Linguistic Terms” (Moscow, 1969: 217). According to Dr. Siddheshwar Varna (a personal note) this sub-discipline has aroused so much interest among Russian linguists that many conferences have been organized to discuss various aspects of it (vide Theoretical Problems of Soviet Linguists, Moscow, p. 40). Still, for the sake of clarity, I have preferred the old term ‘dialect geography’ in the present work, though the new term definitely sounds more scientific.
comparable features can be reasonably expected to be older. If a feature is found only in the relic area, its spread in the focal area can also be guessed of its survival in the relic area” (Subramoniam, 1974: 332).

Moreover, in a geographical presentation, the direction of the movement of the dialect features can be inferred from the existence of transitional areas attested in it. It also helps in determining the areas of density of communication and prestige motive which are prominent factors in the directions of change of various linguistic features in a language.

Similarly, centering of isoglosses is also an indicator of political and economic centres of the region in the past or at present. For, the prestige of the dialect or the language spoken in these areas or the patronage which it receives from the ruling and upper class of the society, has always exercised its influence on the neighbouring dialects of the region. Moreover, study of dialectal variations has a special significance for the historical analysis of the language concerned.

Linguists in general, but those specializing dialectology in particular, have been feeling the lack of comprehensive language atlases for some time back. As George Steiner has remarked: “We have until now, no language atlas which can claim to be anywhere near exhaustive. Furthermore, the four to five thousand living languages are themselves the remnants of a much larger number spoken in the past. Each year so called rare languages, tongues spoken by isolated or moribund ethnic communities, become extinct. . . . One can only guess at the extent of lost languages. It seems reasonable to assert that the human species developed and made use of at least twice the number one can record today.” (1975: 51).

The situation in this context, in our country is all the more alarming. The tempo of irresponsible modernism seems to be sweeping the country and scores of ethnic groups with their peculiar linguistic elements are liable to be swallowed up soon, and many of them have already lost their identity and their dialectal peculiarities have been irrevocably lost. Therefore, the linguists in India must hurry up and endeavour to preserve as much of the linguistic heritage of these fast vanishing ethnic groups, as is possible within the next decade or so. Hence, if nothing more, at least an atlas of each language and its dialects spoken in various regions of this vast sub-continent must be prepared by pooling together the existing linguistic reasources of this country.

Pleading for paramount need of the study of various dialects of a language, Louis H. Gray observes, “whatever may be the purely
practical objections, economic, commercial, etc. against dialects, from the scientific point of view their disappearance is lamentable. . . It is true that dialects conserve much old material which is no more available in the standard languages yet in their divergencies from the standard language and from each other the linguists may find clues to the development of the language as a whole. We may safely say that 'no investigation of a language can be considered complete without the most exhaustive study possible of all its dialects. (1950: 29-30).

Similarly, highlighting the importance of the study of dialects, Bloomfield also states, "Local differences of speech within an area have never escaped notice, but their significance has only of late been appreciated. The eighteenth century grammarians believed that the literary and upper class standard language was older and more true to standard of reason than the local speech forms, which were due to ignorance and carelessness of common people. Nevertheless, one noticed in time that local dialects preserved one or other ancient feature which no longer existed in the standard language."

He continues--"The progress of the historical linguistics showed that the standard language was by no means the oldest type, but had arisen, under particular historical condition, from local dialects. (1963: 321). As such "the study of local differentiation in a speech area, dialect geography supplements the use of the comparative method." (ibid.)

2.2 History of Dialect Geography

The history of Dialect Geography tells us that it is a by-product of historical linguistics. It was in the year 1876 that a German scholar, George Wenker surveyed the local dialects in the northern Rhine country round Dusseldorf to find out the phonemic regularity determining development of sounds in that area which was broken in the standard language. Later on, he extended his survey to a wider area, and published six maps in 1881 as a first instalment of a dialect atlas of central Germany.

Encouraged by this survey, Wenker, later on undertook the task of linguistic survey of the whole German Empire with governmental aid. The results of this type of study stimulated a great interest among linguists. His work was highly appreciated by those who were interested in the historical development of languages. The publication of this atlas established that Dialect Geography confirmed the conclusion of comparative study, namely, that different linguistic changes cover different portions of an area. The new approach yielded,
however, a close range view of the network of isoglosses.” (Bloomfield 1963: 323).

In the field of Dialect Geography, Germany was followed by France, where the earliest atlas, "Petit Atlas Phonetique due valais roman" by J. Gillieron was published in 1881. His assistant, E. Edmond published between 1897-1901 an atlas consisting of 1920 maps which became a model for all subsequent linguistic atlases. Gillieron’s effort was to prove that the question of phonetic regularity is only a matter of speculation, each word has its own history and must be studied as such. Though it was an extreme view, yet it did give a new dimension to the study of language as a whole. Today many institutions in France are taking keen interest in the field of dialectology. Application of structural approach to dialectology by A. Martinet has opened up new vistas in the study of dialects. In U.K. though interest in dialect investigation preceded the work of Wenker in Germany, yet Ellis, who had undertaken this task, was not able to accomplish much. It was only when Murray and Craige, the two famous editors of the Greater Oxford Dictionary realized the necessity of having a complete survey of all the dialects of Scotland which ultimately led to the establishment of the, School of Scottish Studies’ in Edinburgh in 1951. This survey was conducted through two postal questionnaires containing 200 queries issued in 1951 and 1953 to each teacher working in all the schools in Scotland. The results of this survey are said to be ready for publication. Meanwhile, another questionnaire containing 907 phonological items and 175 morphological items was prepared by J. C. Catford in order to find out various contrasts available in various dialects spoken in Scotland. On the basis of this questionnaire an extensive field work was carried out there. It may have been completed and many lacs of slips may be awaiting computer analysis of the immense amount of data thus collected. Besides in Edinburgh the University of Leeds had also undertaken a project to investigate the dialects spoken in England. This study is based primarily on historically oriented questionnaire prepared by Dieth and Orten, it was being directed by the latter.

In the USA Hans Kurath and L. Bloomfield were pioneers in the field of dialect geography. A project for ‘The Linguistic Atlas of USA and Canada was formally submitted to the American Council of Learned Societies in 1929 with a budget estimate of 6.6 lacs of Dollars. But on the advice of the Council, the area was, at the first instance, limited to New England only and the field work on it was carried out between 1931-33. The first volume of the New England Atlas appeared in 1939
under the editorship of Prof. Hans Kurath. Later on, the work as planned earlier, extended to other regions of the USA was under the auspices of the University of Michigan.

Moreover, in the USA projects also were launched to survey and prepare atlases of the Jewish language and the native American languages. The most notable of these may be said to be the linguistic and Cultural Atlas of Ashkenazic Jewry, founded by late Uriel Weinreich and the transect programme for the Mayan languages of Norman. A. Mcquown.

The ambitious project of Spranch Atlas of German, spoken by the Swiss in Switzerland was planned in 1935 with a total of 573 points out of which 565 were in Switzerland and 8 in Italy. Field interviews in these areas were conducted in 1939-1958. The office of this atlas at Zurich had prepared the result of 573 full interviews and 52 partial interviews. Three million forms were directly transcribed. Half a million spontaneous forms had also been archived. Two volumes of the Atlas dealing with vowels and consonants were already published and six more on morphology, syntax and word geography were to follow. Besides, another work in this direction was the study of German dialects spoken in Switzerland by H. Baumgariner in 1942.

In Columbia, too, preparation of an atlas of linguistic and ethnographic facts was undertaken in 1954 under the guidance of Luis Florez with an initial questionnaire containing 8,000 items, which later on was reduced to 1884.

Similarly, in China, work on dialectology was undertaken in right earnestness in the forties. Since 1949 at Peking and in Taiwan the Academia Sinica had published some important works in this field. But the primary purpose of the Chinese studies was to compile grammars and dictionaries to differentiate the dialects of Chinese and to pin-point their peculiarities in phonology, morphology and vocabulary than for large-scale surveys and mapping. In modern China, however, more importance is being attached to the preparation of dialect monographs with ample texts. But at the same time the work known ‘Chao’s Report on Survey’ (1949) presents a detailed information regarding informants with isoglossed maps of the Hupei dialect of Chinese.

In this direction the Japanese had displayed a special interest in native dialectology even before they came in contact with Western methodology. Inspired by Wenker’s method, Ueda Manen (1867-1937) established the basis of dialect units. Arisaka Hideyo (1908-1952) was the first to carry out the phonological analysis of Japanese dialects.
recent years important work on phonemics and Glottochronology were carried on by Hattori Shiro and Attaist. Besides surveys of a limited type, many smaller areas with a provision to publish the maps, have also been conducted. The most important project in the field of linguistic geography is the National Linguistic Atlas with 230 questions which was directed for nine years by Shibata Takeshi.

In the USSR, a huge project to be completed in 8 volumes was undertaken by the Institute of Linguistics at Kiev in 1946 of which the last two volumes are to contain only isoglosses. In Belorussia, considerable interest is being evinced in dialectological works since 1948. The institute of Slavic Studies under the direction of the Soviet Academy of Sciences had conducted the survey of the Bulgarian language through field expeditions organized between 1948-50. In Rumania, too, the work on the Atlas of Rumanian dialects had made considerable progress. Its first volume was already published.

In Poland, the dialect work initiated by Nitsch was being carried on by well established institutes and pursued by teams of trained dialectologists. There are two active schools of dialectologists in Warsaw. "The Small Atlas of Polish Dialects", four volumes of which had appeared long back, are the significant contribution of Polish dialectologists in the Post-war period. In Denmark, Italy and in some other European countries too dialect surveys and studies are being conducted by many dialectologists.5

In India, after the completion of the monumental work of George Grierson (L.S.I. 1916), specific studies have been carried out on various dialects with specific objects in view, but the work on dialect geography and the preparation of maps based on these studies has not received due attention. The only mentionable works in this field which have come to light are:

(i) The Linguistic Atlas of Panjabi published by the Punjabi University Patiala. This project was undertaken by the Department of Linguistics of the Punjabi University in 1969 and was completed in 1972, and published in 1973. It contains 101+21 maps showing variations in vocabulary items pertaining to parts of body, kinship terms, days of week and names of months and agricultural implements in different dialects spoken in the present state of Punjab (101) and in the pre-partition Panjab (21).

---

5. N.B. These details about the work on linguistic geography/dialectology were compiled some time back. I am sure many of these may have been completed and published by now.
(2) Other works that deserve to be mentioned here are:
"Baghelkhand kā Shabd-Bhūgol" (A Word Geography of Baghelkhand), with 375 maps, by Hiralal Shukla (1971). Besides, Dr. B. D. Misra has worked on Dialect Geography of the district Banda. (His unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Lucknow, contains 52 maps, 1966). Dr. Lata Dube has presented her Ph. D. dissertation entitled "Bundeli Kshetra Ki Bundeli Ki dhwanigat Vibhedon Ki Citravali Ka Adhyayan" to the University of Sagar (1957) which includes 94 maps, but both these works have yet to see the light of the day.

3. "Dialect Survey of Malayalam (Ezhava Tiiya, 1974) by Dr. V.I. Subramoniam of the Kerala University, may be said to be one of the systematic venture in the field of dialectology. In this publication he has presented an exhaustive structural description, with 15 maps, of one of the dialects of Malayalam spoken by a single caste, viz. Ezhavas/Tiiyas, living throughout the state of Kerala. The field work for the project was undertaken in 1965 and completed in 1969, the estimated expenditure on the project is said to be more than Rs. 70,000 financed by the U.G.C. (Govt. of India) and the Kerala University.1 Besides, Dr. Subramoniam has also conducted another investigation of the Pulaya dialect of Malayalam spoken by the Pulayas (otherwise called Cheramars), a scheduled caste, in Kerala.

Thus it may be evident from the foregoing survey that in India systemic attempts, in the field of dialectology or areal linguistics covering the entire area of a linguistic group are yet to be made. The sporadic attempts made by individuals perforce cannot achieve much because of lack of resources. It is in the light of these handicaps that the present attempt needs to be viewed and assessed by scholars interested in the study of dialectology in general.

2.3 The Scope of the Present Study

The main purpose of the present study is to present a detailed account of linguistic variations manifested in the varieties of dialects spoken in the different regions of Kumaun with the help of maps.

The present survey does not intend to trace the history of the various items presented here, but it is hoped that the items depicted in various maps would be of some help to those who would like to work on the historical and comparative aspects of the dialects of Kumāuni. Besides, this material may also prove to be helpful in finding out the missing links of the linguistic group named 'Dardo-Pahārī'.

---

study of these correlated forms, belonging to the common stock of Dardo-Pahari is sure to offer valuable clues for the reconstruction of Dardic and Pahari languages.

Earlier Works on Kumaunt

Bewildering diversities of Kumaunt dialects had already aroused the interest of scholars even before the monumental work of Dr. A. G. Grierson (i.e. L.S.I. IX, IV) was published. Pt. Ganga Dutt Upreti in his work “Hill Dialects of Kumaun” had presented specimen of various sub-dialects of this region (Almora, 1909). Another work, “A Specimen of Kumaunt language” by Shri Krishna Pandey (with notes by G. D. Upreti) was published in the Indian Antiquary, in 1910. The first European scholar who threw light on the linguistic aspects of the languages of these regions was Mr. Atkinson (Gazetteer of the Himalayan Districts). Later on, S. H. Kellog, too, in his book, “A Grammar of Hindi Language” (1938) threw some light on Kumaunt.

In addition to these, there have appeared some studies on various aspects of Kumauni. Some of these are listed below:


Besides these, some more research projects on some other aspects of Kumāuni have been undertaken by various researchers in different Universities.

From the above list it may be evident that all of these studies except no. 9 and 12 are primarily concerned with the descriptive aspects of Kumāuni. None of these studies has either taken into account the geographical or horizontal distribution of the linguistic diversities of Kumāuni in a systematic way or has attempted to study the ‘Vertical’ differences so commonly attested in dialects of it.

Thus out of these two unexplored prominent areas of Kumāuni, I have, in the present study, preferred to work on the former, i.e. the horizontal or geographical distribution of Kumāuni with a view to locate specific areas of all the variations of a particular linguistic item and also to find out their correspondences in the languages spoken across the bordering regions.

2.4 Collection of Data and Its Analysis

The data for the present volume were mostly collected by the present investigator himself. In nearly 80% cases, it was direct, i.e. based on personal recordings, and in only 20% cases it was indirect, i.e. collected through a printed questionnaire. The procedure followed in the preparation of the proforma and collection of material was as follows:

Firstly, a pilot survey was conducted during the summers 1967-70 in the central and peripheral areas of Kumauni with the help of 210 simple sentences consisting of over 1000 items, exhibiting various aspects of phonology, grammar and vocabulary, in order to find out the diagnostic areas of convergences and divergences in different dialects of it.

There only such words were chosen as would be appropriate to indicate the maximum differences in pronunciation, and at the same time, to demonstrate most, if not all, of the characteristic patterns of a dialect. Then for the purposed of recording their local variations
Informants from different dialectal areas were engaged to render those sentences, as faithfully as possible, in their own dialects.

In this all the responses of nearly 1000 informants to various items were phonetically transcribed on sheets of papers, item-wise, to sort out the points of convergence and divergence of the items in question noticeable in any of the two linguistic areas. This tabulation in a way presented more or less a clear picture of the elements of convergences and divergences, most likely to be attested in various regions of Kumaun. The over-all analysis of this material made it very clear that the area with maximum divergences, was the area of phonology and morphology, there being only a few divergences in vocabulary items. Consequently, all items manifesting pronounced divergences (minimum from the vocabulary and maximum from the phonology and grammar) were selected for a further detailed survey. These were then compressed into 88 phrases and sentences, along with their phonetic and syntactic environments, recorded in the earlier survey, following the principle that “an item in the language has no value unless it is placed in a given linguistic frame of reference” (Ghatage, 1962: 32).

These sentences, with all the variants of their components obtained from the pilot survey, were got printed on 10 full scape pages in Devnagari script, with all the variants against each items in their closest possible pronunciation to make the survey quicker and to help those informants who were to be requested to supply information through these printed questionnaires. In the proforma at the end of each series of variants some blank space, with dotted lines, was ear-marked for the entry of such variant as were not recorded in the list of variants given in the proforma.

Then the task of detailed survey was undertaken during the summer-vacations from 1970-75 for which a financial assistance was received from the IIAS, Simla. In this an attempt was made to visit personally as many areas of Kumāun as possible, even the remotest areas like Jhulāghāt in the east, Dhārchula in the north-east, Nachant in the north, Gwaldam in the north-west and Chaukot in the west, in order to locate the extent of each variation of a particular item selected for the survey, and in each case total information, as far as possible, was collected from a single informant. In some cases, however, participation of more than one speaker from the same locality was also sought. This, of course, helped me to get more representation and authentic information on the speech variety in that locality. It also served as a spontaneous check and verification of the information
supplied by the principal informant. The time spent with each informant was from 2-3 hours. While living or travelling in a dialect area, points of peculiar characteristics of the dialect were also noted from personal conversations of the residents of the locality concerned. These notes were also consulted while indexing the variants for their transfer to respective maps.

But one man, of course, could visit only a limited number of localities, and could stay there but for a short period. So I had perforce to resort to indirect method to collect information from the localities which either I could not visit personally on account of some limitations, or which were not easily accessible to me. In many cases, speakers from these areas were also contacted in the urban centres in Kumaun, viz. Haldwani, Nainital, Almora and Ranikhet and also at Chandigarh, and on checking it was found that the material supplied by these indirect informants was reliable to a great extent. For this purpose, the 10 page printed proforma, along with a self-addressed stamped envelope, was posted to head masters of primary and secondary schools in villages with a request to return them after getting them filled up by their local colleagues, and the informants were requested, through a covering letter, to put a tick mark on those particular variants from the list of variants, given in the printed proforma, which were most current in that area. He/she was also requested to place a double tick mark on the variant which was more frequent, in case more than one variant was current in that area. He/She was also requested to indicate by the initial letter the name of the caste, ie. Br. Ks. H. (Brahman, Ksatriya, Harijan), if such a linguistic distinction existed there.

It may also be mentioned here that for an effective self checking of the validity of a variation of an item, attested in a particular area, it was placed in more than one sentence. Besides, items of similar phonetic patterns and morphological categories, too, were used in various sentences to test the uniformity or diversity of their structure in different syntactic environments. This, of course, proved very useful in determining the correctness of a variant attested in a particular area supplied by a particular informant. For instance, there were 4-5 items

---

8. I am grateful to most of the BDOs of this region for supplying me the list of primary and secondary schools falling in their respective jurisdiction.

9. This aspect of the Kumáuni language could not, however, be worked out properly, and is not being included in the present study. It, however, is being done in a separate work, "Language, Culture & Society", (A Socio linguistic Analysis of Kumauni).
each in which the formation of the agentive or genitive, or acc.-dative case, or of a plural number was involved. Similar was the case of various verbal constructions involving various tenses, moods and aspects. In short, this was done with regard to almost all the elements indicative of respective grammatical categories or phonetic shapes.

The entire data collected from nearly 500 informants (5000 response sheets) were transferred to paper sheets for indexing and subsequent transfer to maps with variants of each item indicating area of its occurrence in each patti unit. This not only saved the labour of writing full form in each slip with the numbers of various pattis in which the occurrence of a particular variation was attested, but also helped greatly in the transfer of the whole material to various maps with more precision. Some of these showing a few variations were left out and others were patternized according to the linguistic elements involved therein.

2.5 Informants

It may be pointed out that the informants who were employed for the collection of the data for the present volume belonged to all age-groups and classes, though the classification of the material according to their class, age and education could not be made here. A list of all the informants with their particulars is being appended at the end of this work. A reference may be made to this list while ascertaining a particular variant indicated in a particular area. In most of the cases they were middle aged people and had very little formal education. Most of them had hardly travelled beyond the area to which they belonged. In my personal interviews, I, particularly, tried not to have information from those who were fairly educated and who had travelled beyond their regions. But in the case of indirect informants I, naturally, had to depend on educated people, but there, too, being primary and secondary school teachers, they were very moderately educated and usually had not travelled far away from the areas of their dialects.

2.5.1 Census Details of the Informants and of the Dialect

The details of the biographical and sociological information regarding the informants were sought at the beginning of the proforma. These included the name of the informant: his age, caste, village, panchyat area, patti, the nearest important town or place, its direction and distance from the village or from the locality of the informant; local name, if any, of the dialect; names of neighbouring villages speaking a different variety of the dialect; names of various castes, viz.
Brahmans, Ksatriyas and Harijans living in his/her village or in the panchayat area; in the case of more than one community living in that area, if all speak the same variety of the dialect, if not, then the nature of difference (this valuable information though not utilized in the present work can be fully utilized in preparing micro maps of different areas).

2.6 Selection of Items for Maps

Theoretically, every lexical item can be presented on maps, but in such a case only a limited number of maps will be productive in gauging the boundaries of dialects in interpreting their divergences. So, naturally, I had to be somewhat selective in the matter of selecting items to be presented on maps. Moreover, presentation of large number of lexical and grammatical items would not only have required a vast number of maps, but also would have multiplied the number of features with no productivity. Besides, in a way, it would have become an impossible task for a person with limited resources and time at his disposal. Moreover, I, too, was fully aware of the fact that "a dialect atlas is a tremendous undertaking, and in practice is likely to fall short in one or another respect." (Bloomfield, 1934:324). So, I have contented myself with 112 maps only which in my opinion can fairly represent most of the phonological and morphological peculiarities of different dialectal areas of Kumauni, representing all sections and strata of its speakers.

2.7 Preparation of Maps and Presentation of Material

Though collection of data from hazardous hilly areas was not an easy task, yet equally difficult was their presentation on maps, for, precise and accurate maps of the border areas were not available owing to some restrictions on them. The maps showing demarcation of paṭṭi units or paṭwar circles, which I have taken as the smallest unit for the presentation of my material, were still more difficult to obtain. I had to collect them in bits and then had to get the complete map of the area prepared on the basis of these pieces of maps originally obtained in different scales. As such, the base map used in this study, primarily, indicates the location of a particular Paṭṭi rather than its precise scale and shape. These maps neither show the geographical features of the land, i.e. mountains, rivers, unsurpassable terrains, high ways, etc., which

10. The dialect and paṭṭi boundaries of these maps are based on their demarcation in 1975, though there have been some administrative changes in their position and number since then.
are mainly responsible for dialectal variations, nor the latitude and longitude of the region concerned. These aspects, however, have been given roughly in a separate map (see Index Map).

2.7.1 Types of Maps

The types of maps presented in this volume are mainly 'Spread maps', i.e. maps indicating occurrence of all the variants of a single item at several points, though, incidentally, in some cases these serve as 'spot maps', i.e. indicating all variants of an item found in a single place, as well. But because in this presentation each variant has been assigned a separate symbol and only these symbols have been recorded on the maps, as such these maps can also be termed as 'symbol maps'.

Although the basic demand for the clarity of these maps, was for a fewer number of symbols in each map, yet the bewildering varieties of variations in some items made it imperative for us to employ as many symbols as there were the variation groups. In this case to assign a symbol to each variant would have blurred the clarity of the map, so the only practical solution to this problem was thought to be the assignment of a symbol to a particular group of variants rather than a separate symbol for each variation, and point out their linguistic areas in the assigned patwar circle on the facing page of descriptive notes. In choosing these symbols, special care was taken that a symbol representing a particular variation or a group of variations should be so distinct from the other that it is neither confused with the other nor causes any strain to the eyes of the viewer. In this matter, too, I have tried to be consistent in assigning identical symbols to identical variations in different items, though no claim can be made for a complete consistency in all the cases.

There are some maps which in a way are crowded with information regarding phonetic variations of a single item current in a small area. As such there was a scope for drawing sub-maps or subsidiary maps for these areas to interpret the variations more clearly and precisely. But owing to some practical limitations this could not be done at this stage, and I had to remain contented with packing of all information with symbols embodying more than one phonetically different form.

In case of more than one variant occurring in a particular locality the frequency of different variants has been shown by the fewer or larger number of symbols employed to represent them. The information regarding symbols representing the group of variants has been given below on the right side of each map. Other information regarding points or convergences, points of divergences, groupings, sub-groupings,
descriptive notes, syntactic positions, and their Centro-Eastern Pahari correlates, etc., have been given on the opposite page of the map. In some cases this information has been given about more than one item of the same pattern in subsequent pages.

One thing more that needs to be mentioned here is that in all the maps the southern most area of Kumaun, known as Bhabar has been presented as mixed area, for, it is almost a new settlement area of immigrant communities from various parts of Kumaun and from outside, too, and is frequently exposed to the influences of Hindi and Urdu. All the settlers invariably represent one or the other variety of Kumaun and no new variants, except a few exhibiting Hindi or Urdu influences, were available there. So their representation with symbols would have badly crowded the area in a map with almost all symbols allotted to the variants of the particular item.

2.8 Limitations of Presentation

Although the primary aim of the present study is to illustrate the geographical variants of a particular linguistic item, yet certain allowances must be made for minor adjustments here and there, for the phonetic forms of a particular item presented in a map or in the descriptive notes on it, for the reason that the entire material was not recorded by me.

Similarly, my informants in all the cases do not represent persons from all classes, communities or age groups of the area concerned. On this account, too, there would always be a scope for discrepancies and diversities in an area represented by a particular variant in the Atlas. Particularly, diversities at the 'vertical level' are more likely to be found in a more specific survey. As such, the variants represented in these maps are more or less indicators of the usage in the area concerned rather than that of an individual community. The form in question shows only the currency of the form at least in one or the other social group living in that area. Besides, it has also been noticed that even in a single locality sometimes an individual speaker prefers the use of one form and the other another form.

Moreover, variations, apart from those associated with geographical dialects or with the idiosyncracies of individuals, are also commonly found to be correlated with one or more socially defined factors, such as the social identity of the speaker or the social context in which the communication takes place. In India one of the major reasons for linguistic atlases may be to demonstrate not only the variations in phonological and morphological patterns, but also to present ethnological
and cultural dissimilarities. But on account of my limitations this aspect of the survey also could not be presented here.

2.9 Geographical Distribution of the Data

From the data of various linguistic items presented in various maps it may be clear that the geographical lines formed by many (if not most) of these are not very clear and sharp. Particularly, within broader groups many of these tend to thin out and disappear, though some others are fully maintained. This state of affair is but natural in the history of any language, for, with the change of situations, caused by political, economic and educational factors, many of the older forms tend to become obsolete or disappear giving place to new ones or developing into new forms. But there are always some speakers who are more conservative in their habits and maintain the old forms longer than others. Besides, in certain areas the geographical situations also help to preserve these forms for a longer period than in their neighbouring areas. Moreover, in many areas owing to the spread of education, the distinction of 'cultivated' and 'folk' speech, as well as of 'social dialects', is fast disappearing; whereas, in others, it is still being maintained intact in all respects even in a small geographical units such as a village. All these factors combined together have made the task of delimitation of dialect boundaries somewhat complex and difficult.

But more of the differences, dealt with in the present work, are quite apparent in dialects, which belong to distant geographical units. Some of these are quite regular and are fairly maintained at all levels of linguistic analysis. For example, see maps No. A.B.C. 9, 16, 31, 34, 54, 69, 99, etc. showing differentiating elements of eastern and western Kumāuni. In the case of contiguous areas the symbols are mostly indicative of the predominance of a particular pronunciation or the use of a particular morphemic element in the area concerned. Therefore, these should not be taken as precise ones.

Thus, on the whole, it has been noticed that in some cases the bundles of isoglosses run along rather close together for a distance and then fade out, and in others they are quite distinct at one point and cross and recross each other at another point. At a certain point they may, however, take different directions, moving to east, west, north or south.

There is, however, a group of lexical and grammatical items which, more or less, show a clear cut regional distribution. For instance, allophonic variants of the phoneme /l/ or allomorphic variants of the verb substantive chā-or thā-, (No. 55) or of the continuative aspect in
verbal constructions. Similarly, in the distribution of /n/ and /l/ in the non-initial positions, or maintenance or elision of a word final /-o/ and /a/ there is a clear cut regional division in eastern and western dialects of Kumāuni (see Map No. A-B).

The regional distribution of verbal stems bhā and hā (No 80) too, is more or less clear with predominance of bhā-in the east and east-northern regions and of hā- in the west and west-southern regions. (see map No. 64, 80, 81, 83).

So far as the distribution of lexical items is concerned, they, in most of the cases, are uniformly attested with a few phonetic variations, in almost all the regions, but there are some whose regional distribution is very sharp, with a trend to a particular direction, e.g. in map No. 1 the variants dihaw-dhyaw or in map No. 8 Khoroo, or in map No. 35, gatto or in map No. 34 ñssal, etc. show a trend towards the west and in map No. 53 ma ‘not’, or in map No. 2 ñnal show a trend towards the south under the influence of the languages spoken across the borders.

Besides, there are forms which are neither common to all the dialects nor show any regional distribution in the strict term, i.e. they are attested with considerable gaps in most of the regions, forming linguistic islands, or relic areas here and there. Such forms are attested in most of the maps presented in this volume.

2.10 Social Distribution of the Data

The social stratification of Kumāuni is correlated with caste system. In some places the dichotomy is actualized between Brahmans and non-Brahmans and in others it shows a three way distinction or even four ways, viz. (i) Brahmans: priest and non-priest, (2) non-Brahmans: Khasiyas, Rajputs and traders, (3) Scheduled castes. Consequently, in most of the areas speech differences correlated with social stratification are attested among the speakers belonging to these castes, but at the same time there are areas in which all the speakers belonging to different castes form only one single linguistic community.

This aspect of the linguistic distributions, too, though is equally important for the linguistic geography of this region, yet on account of some personal limitations, could not be worked out in the present analysis. This is, however, being presented in a separate work.

Similarly, though there exists a formal difference in the speech forms of the educated, the semi-educated and the uneducated speakers, yet no separate analysis of this aspect of the speech variations could be undertaken. One of the reasons for not doing this is that from the
point of linguistic usages there may hardly be an item that may exclusively be termed as 'rustic' or 'cultivated'. In fact, linguistic differences between 'educated' and 'uneducated' or 'urban' and 'rural' speakers are to a large extent, in terms of Bernstein William Bright (1976: 58) confined to the 'restricted code' and 'elaborate code' only, there being no structural aspect involved there, and partly owing to the fact that even in the speech of an educated person no notable structural divergence is attested while converging with the people of his/her caste or dialect area.

Moreover, the growing tendency of discarding older popular forms in favour of newly borrowed forms or of a strong aversion to rusticity particularly vindicated by the class of newly educated people, coming into contact with people belonging to urban areas and higher strata of society, is bound to reduce these differences to zero in the near future. I shall not be surprised if many of the forms (representing older strata of the language) presented in this atlas become rare by the time this work sees the light of the day.

At the end, it may be added that the data presented in this volume are largely phonetic in character and represent phonetic symbols of broad transcription, except in the case of semi-vowels and retroflex consonants.

In the descriptive notes, I have followed the terminology of modern linguistics, though, at places, I have resorted to the traditional terminology as well, in order to make a point in question easily understandable even to a general reader.

Although I wanted to work out the frequencies of various items presented here, yet, in the absence of adequate facilities available, it could not be done at this stage. I, however, do intend to work on this and other aspects, viz. social and ethnological, if and when circumstances become favourable.¹ I shall also be happy to extend all possible help to any investigator who takes up this important task or plans a more detailed survey of this region.

TERMINOLOGY, SYMBOLS AND TRANSCRIPTION

For the terminological framework in this volume I have mainly drawn upon the works of modern linguists. They, more or less, convey

---

¹ Work on the historical aspect of Kumāuni has been published in 2 vols. under the title of "The Formation of Kumāuni Language, (1985-87), Bahri Publications, New Delhi."
the sense given to them by descriptivists and structuralists of our age. At places, however, I have followed older terminologies also to make the sense clearer to a non-specialist reader.

In respect of phonetic symbols I have, by and large, followed the course of IPA. But certain segments, owing to typographical difficulties could not be given full phonetic values given to them by IPA symbols. For instance, retroflex and flapped sounds have been marked with a dot below them to differentiate them from the symbols used for dental plosives or rolled or lateral consonants. Similarly, the following phonetic symbols stand for their IPA phonetic correspondences given in square brackets:

\[ y = [j], j = [i], \hat{n} - (\text{Velar nasal}), n = [\text{Retroflex nasal}] \], \hat{i} = [i], \hat{a} [\hat{a}] \]

Other phonetic symbols or extra diacritical marks wherever used, normally, conform with the IPA symbols and with other conventionally accepted linguistic symbols.

**Phonemic Status and Phonetic Character of Kumāuni Sounds**

A detailed analysis of Kumāuni sounds shows (see the Formation of Kumauni Language) that it has the following sets of segmental sounds. The classifying tables given below also give broad indications of their phonetic characters: (See pp. 25-26)
### PHONEMIC INVENTORY

#### Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tongue position</th>
<th>Horizontal→</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close/High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly close</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower High</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ꞏ (a)</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi close/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid higher</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly open/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Lower</td>
<td>á</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open/Low</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>©</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lip position</th>
<th>Spread</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Rounded/unrounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>According to</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Dorsal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>tongue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>position</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palato-alveolar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Unvoiced     | P  | t  | c  | ŋ  | k  |       |
| Vl. Asp      | ph | th | ch | th | kh |       |
| Voiced       | b  | d  | j  | d  | g  |       |
| Voiced       | bh | dh | jh | dh | gh |       |
| Nasals       | m  | (mh) n(nh) | n | n |       |
| Laterals     | -  | 1 (1h) | - | - |       |
Segments placed in parentheses are of limited distribution and have a somewhat doubtful phonemic status, as they are attested in a few dialects only.
ABBREVIATIONS

abl. Ablative
adv. Adverb
adj. Adjective
ag./agen. Agentive
asp. Aspect/aspirate
aux. Auxiliary
caus. Causative
CEP Centro-Eastern Pahari
comp. Comparative/Compound
cont. Continuative
dat. Dative
dir. Direct (case)
distri. Distributive (Adj.)
emph. Emphatic
f./fem. Feminine
fut. Future (tense)
gen. Genitive (case)/gender
imp. Impersonal/Imperative
ind./indef. Indefinite
int./interro Interrogative
intrans. Intransitive (Verb)
m./masc. Masculine
n/N. Noun/Nasality
NP Noun phrase
neg. Negative
nom. Nominative (case)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>num.</td>
<td>Numeral (Adj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obj.</td>
<td>Object/objective (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass.</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers.</td>
<td>Personal (Pron.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>princ.</td>
<td>Principal (Verb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>Plural (Number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres.</td>
<td>Present (tense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part.</td>
<td>Particle/participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>Past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perf.</td>
<td>Perfect/Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pron.</td>
<td>Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quant.</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qual.</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub.</td>
<td>Substantive (verb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans.</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>Verb/Vowel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP.</td>
<td>Verb phrase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRANSCRIPTIONS AND PHONETIC SYMBOLS

Although phonetic values of all the phones and phonemes used for transcription in this volume have been indicated in the table of phonemic inventory, yet for the convenience of the general readership the scheme of transliteration and the nearest values of symbols in the Devanagari script are to be read as under:

Vowels: ḍ (a neutral ḍ), Ṝ (a fullfledged Ṝ in Nepali correlates only), ñ (a centralized short ॐ), a (आ), i (ि), u (ु), u/u: (ू), e (े), t, (ॉ), E (ै), o (ो), o (ॐ) Ṛ (ॐ)

Consonants: k (क), kh (ख), g (ग), gh (घ), ू/n (ङ), c (च), ch (छ), j (ज), jh (झ), ृ (ं), t (ट), th (ठ), d (ड), dh (ध), r (र), rh (र्ह), n (न), t (ट), th (ठ), d (ड), dh (ध), n (न), p (प), ph (फ), b (ब), bh (भ), m (म), y (य), r (र), rh (र्ह), l (ल), l (लः), lh (ङः), w (व), s (स), h (ह).

The phonetic signs used in this study may be interpreted as under:

: = in relation to/for example
< = comes from/is derived from
> = becomes/develops into
/- = or/alternate form
~ = (above the vowel) nasalization
.. = (above the vowel) centralization
[ ] = phonetic form
/ / = phonemic form
→ = rewritten as
+ = plus/second component of a compounded form
* = hypothetical construction or older form
Φ = Zero or absence of a phone/phoneme
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. B)
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 1)
Table No. 1
Areal Correlates of the Word 'house', (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas*


Areal Distribution: (Patwar circle-wise) See Map No 1.
Areally preferred groups: A-1, 2; B-3-4, 6; C-5; E-8; f-10-11.

Phonological tendencies: Phonological tendencies noticeable in areal groupings may be noted as follows:- (i) elision of initial syllable due to prominent accent on the second syllable (4-5, 10-11), otherwise cf. 3, 9 in which all the syllables are maintained due to even accent, (ii) transfer of aspiration (4, 8, 10) and elision of aspiration is also noticeable in some areas (5, 8-11). Diachronically correlate No. 8 also indicates vocalization of intervocalic /w/ bhə:n < bhavan 'house'.

Semantic variations: Some of these correlates (3-7) also show semantic overlapping with words denoting 'door' in other areas (see table No. 1A).

Centro-Eastern Pahari Correlates (CEP): Kumauni having a central position in the Centro-Eastern Pahari group of languages has its correspondences with both Garhwali and Nepali at all levels of its linguistic structure:

1. Garhwali- /ghə:r, ghə:r, ghar, dyar, dlal, dhyal, dlhal, dyal/
2. Nepali- /ghə:r/

*N.B. Numbers in brackets stand for patwar circle numbers given to different administrative geographical units in the maps.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 2)
Table No. 2
Areal Correlates of the word for 'clothes' (nom. pl.)

Correlates & Areas

1. - kápár (4, 6-7, 12, 14, 17, 24, 28, 31, 33, 35-38, 41-42); 2- káprá (35, 63, 71, 80); 3 - kápár (4, 17, 27, 75, 97, 123); 4 - kápárá (80, 82-83, 85-86, 89, 90-91, 95); 5 - kápr (4-5, 8-9, 13, 17-18, 23, 24, 26, 28-29, 47, 52, 55-56); 6 - káp (4, 17, 27, 75, 97, 123); 7 - IukUr (4-7, 11-17, 22-25, 27-28, etc. see map); 8 - dhínár /a - dhlná (13-14, 27-29, 31-32, 34-38, 40-49, 54-56, 107, 110-112, 114, 120, 128, 137-139, 150); 10 - thekálá (81), 11 - thlkáw 1 (7, 10-11, 57, 75, 77-78 (-) 95, 97); 12 - thyálı/ thilág (85, 90-91); 13 - hántár (5-7, 128, 139); 14 - hántár (5, 12-14, 18, 27, 48, 74, 123, 128, 150, 151), 15 - jhlnUr (5-6, 14, 22-23, 27, 71); 16 - jhlnrá (62, 71), 17 - chýta (69); 18 - chyóti/chiyóti (63, 69, 72); 19 - cit (60-62, 72-73, 144, 146, 148); 20 - dánál (1, 3, 101, 105); 21 - jhUlá (46), 22 - thánrá (101); 23 - khatár/ 24 - khátárá (62, 78, 83, 95); 25 - káthárá (93)

Areal Distribution: See Map No 2.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-6; B. 7; C. 8-9; D. 10-12; E. 13-14; F. 15-16; G. 17-19; H. 20; I. 21; J. 22 ; K. 23-25.

Phonological tendencies: Phonological tendencies noticeable in the areal groups of these correlates may be pointed out as follows:- (i) even accent (4, 7, 10, 17, 21, 23-25); (ii) higher accent on second syllable (1, 8-9, 11-15, 18, 20); (iii) higher accent on the initial syllable (3, 5-6, 16, 22); (iv) metathesis of consonants (12), and of aspiration (25).

Semantic variations: In some of these correlates areally conditioned semantic variations are attested. In some areas /kápr/means 'cloth' not 'clothes', in other /thyakál/means only 'a piece of cloth,' /hántár/means 'rags'. /khátara/ means 'bedding' or 'quilt', /jhyagul, págari/clothes, or special clothes, so on and so forth.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /lará, káprá káp, jhula/ ;
2. Nepali-/ luga, káp./.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 3)
Table No. 3
Areal Correlates of the Word for ‘bedding’, (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas:
1. - bIstár (6, 12-14, 17, 22, 24-25, 27-28, 37-38, 42, 50, 55-56, 58, 60-62-63, 71-73 etc.);
2. - bIchdôn (1, 5, 8, 11-14, 17-18, 25, 27, 29, 34-35, 37, 44-45, 49, 56, 60, 62-63, 65, 72-73 etc.);
3. - bIchan (73, 79, 81);
4. - bichôn (82, 85-88, 90, 93, 99, 137, 140, 141, 143, 149, 151);
5. - dhakin-bIchdôn (see map);
7. - cyôt (63, 74).
9. - dâlkâmâl (105-16);
10. - dlhân (1-2, 104-5),

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 3.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1; B. 2-4; C. 5; D. 6, 10; E. 7; F. 3; G. 9; H. 11.

Phonological tendencies: Various phonological tendencies in areally conditioned groups are attested with regard to preferences for vocalic qualities and consonants. Correlate 10 seems to be a phonetic variation of /dIlsan/.

Semantic variations: Some of these areal correlates show semantic variations in other areas, e.g., /khâtar/ may denote ‘bedding’ in general in one area, ‘covering’, ‘quilt’ in another area, and ‘clothes’ in still another area.

Inflection: These correlates do not show any inflection for direct plural and oblique singular forms, but show oblique plural formatives as ā~ō-án~án/ as in /bIstárō ~bIstårôn kē/ ‘to bedding’.

2. Nepali- /ôcchyan, occhyan, wôcchyan, bîcháuna, bîcchyan, wassyan/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlates &amp; Areas:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 4.

**Areally preferred groups:** A. 1-4; B. 5-7.

**Phonological tendencies:** Some of the important phonological tendencies noticeable in these areal groupings are:

(i) even accent (1); higher accent on initial syllable (2-5); (iii) higher accent on final syllable (6-7).

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /ag/,

2. Nepali - /ago, ag/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 5)
Table No. 5
Areal Correlates of the Word for ‘sky’ (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas:
1 əgaš (1-34, 36-48, 52-99, 104-118, 122, 125-26, 128-32, 135, 137-45); 2 - əggaš (1, 62, 71); 3. - əkaš (7, 9, 14, 22-23, 27-28, 35, 37, 42-43, 45-46, 52, 54, 75, 78-79, 80. 87-88, 90, 95, 97-99, 101, 107, 108, ....110 (see map); 4. - əsman (5, 7, 11, 13, 18, 24, 44); 5 - asman (47, 105, 118), 6 - sərəg/ ərəg (14, 27, 32-35, 38, 42, 45-46, 48, 50, 48, 63, 72, 74-75, 78-80, 82-83, 85-97, 101, 105-107, 123, 128, 137, 139, 145, 148); 7 - sərk (101); 8 - dyo (71); 9 - əggun (71).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 5.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-3; B. 4; C. 5-7; D. 8 ; E. 9.

Phonological tendencies: With regard to these areal correlates notable phonological tendencies are as follows: - (i) Initial stress accent (2, 6, 7, 9); (ii) gemination due to initial accent (2, 9); (iii) voicing of intervocalic plosive (1-2); devoicing of final plosive (7).

Semantic variation: In some areas /əgaš/ and /ərəg/ have different semantic values. In many of the areas /dyo/ means ‘rain’.

2. Nepali - /sərəg, əkaš, akaš, əgaš, əggaš/. 
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 6)
Table No. 6
Areal Correlates of the Word for 'wind'. (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - 'háwa (79, 85, Nep); 2 - 'haw (1, 3-8, 11, 13, 17, 22-29, 42, 44, 52, 54-56, 58, 64-65, 75, 83, 87, 90, 93, 95-96, 98, 107, 110, 112-13, 115, 118-20, 123, 125-26, 128, 130, 132, 137); 3 - 'háU (95, 97); 4 - 'hɔ (10, 13-14, 17, 24, 60, 73, 78, 86, 88, 128, 135-153); 5 - bəyalo (62, 69, 80, 95); 6 - byalo 10 (79, 81-82, 86, 90, 93); 7 - bəyal/byal (93); 8 - bəyaw (1-7, 12-18, 24-25, 27-28, 37, 50, 57, 62-63, 71, 75, 77-78, 97, 98, 108, 113, 128, 137-39, 141-42, 144-45, 148-50); 9 - bəjyal (70-73, 106); 10 - bəyal (62, 68, 71); 11 - bəjalo (71), 12 - bəjal (72); 13 - bəyel (63); 14 - dhan° (12); 15 - pən (22-23, 28-29, 32-40, 42-49, 58, 107, 110-114, 116-118, 120, 122-23, 125, 128); 16 - bhuy (9).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 6.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-4; B. 5-13; C. 14; D. 15; E. 16.

Phonological tendencies: Areal phonological tendencies indicated by these areal groupings may be pointed out as follows: (i) even accent (1, 5, 10-11); (ii) prominent accent on the initial syllable (2-4); (iii) higher accent on the second syllable (6-9, 12).

Semantic variations: Correlates 14 and 16 have the sense of 'stormy wind' in some of the areas.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 7)
Table No. 7
Areal Correlates of the Word for ‘labourer’, (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - bɔliy (1......151, see map); 2 - bɔli: (5, 7-8, 19, 27, 29, 35, 38, 55, 78, 93, 109); 3 - bɔllya (101); 4 - bɔliyə (150); 5 - bɔli (3, 104-5); 6 - bUli (104, 106); 7 - borU (62); 8 - bɔrU (71), 9 - bɔr (62-63, 79, 83-93); 10. borUwa (87); 11 - ‘bɔra’ (90-91, 93, 99); 12 - bɔrbətəl (82); 13 - mhintu (14, 29, 44, 58, 60, 72, 107, 116, 118, 128, 137, 142, 148); 14 - młączant (72); 15 - bhIntU (118); 16 - mąjur (see map); 17 - mąjurdar (65, 69, 71, 80, 86, 101); 18 - mąjUrldar (4, 99), 19 - bUtkar (86); 20 - kamdar (5, 22, 44, 50, 57, 60, 64, 71-73, 105); 21 - bEkary (73, 68); 22 - palti: (69); 23 - kUllı (7, 13, 17, 18, 24, 27-36, 42, 46, 60, 62, 69-70, 73, 78, 79, 81, 83, 86, 88, 90, 95, 101, 123); 24 - kUli (13, 46).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 7.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-6 ; B. 7-12; C. 13-15; D. 16-18; E.19; F. 20; G. 21; H. 22; I. 23-24.

Phonological tendencies: Various phonological tendencies indicated by these areal groups may be pointed out as follows: (i) even accent (10, 18), (ii) higher accent on the second syllable (1-2, 6, 11, 14, 16-17), (iii) higher accent on the initial syllable (3-5, 7-9, 13, 15, 22-24), (iv) transfer of aspiration (13-15), (v) loss of final syllable due to higher accent on the penultimate syllable (1-2, 5-9, 22), (vi) loss of second syllable due to accent on the initial syllable (3-4).

Stylistic variations: Stylistic variations with regard to these correlates are also attested. In some areas some of these denote a particular type of ‘labourer’, in others they indicate ‘labourer in general’, correlate No 22 denotes ‘agricultural labourer’, working on mutual exchange basis.

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 8)
Table No. 8
Areal Correlates of the Word for ‘head’. (nom. sg.)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - khoro (69, 71, 79-80, 82-83, 85-87, 90-91, 97, 99); 2 - khworo (69, 81, 90); 3 - khwāro (86-90, 93, 101); 4 - khor (14, 78, 83, 90); 5 - khwor; 6 - khwar/ 7 - khwarz (See map); 8 - mUnd (87, 93); 9 - mUnd (47); 10 - mUr/ 11-mur (14, 46, 58, 60-74, 101, 138, 140, 142-153), 12 - mUndw/munā (1, 6, 11, 23, 27-29, 31-38, 42-43, 46, 48-49, 50, 52, 54-58, 86, 101, 107, 110-113, 119-20, 123, 125, 128, 140 (munl)-104); 13- mUnI (97); 14 - kāpaw (1, 6, 12, 19, 23, 24, 27-28, 31, 32, 35, 40-49, 54, 56, 58, 60, 75, 110-117, 120, 122-23, 128, 136, 139, 143), 15 - gUdd (74).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 8.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-7; B. 8-11; C. 12-13; D. 14; E. 15

Phonological tendencies: Phonological tendencies observable in the areal groups of these correlates may be pointed out as follows: (i) glidalization of /o/ (2-3, 5-7), (ii) elision of final vowel due to accent on the initial syllable (4-7, 10-11), (iii) maintenance of the final vowel due to even accent on both the syllables. (1-3, 8-9)

Semantic variations: Some of these correlates show semantic overlapping in stylistic variations. In some areas /khwarz/ stands for ‘head’ but /kāpaw/ for ‘fore-head’. Similarly, in some areas /gudd/ means ‘head’, but in other it means ‘skull’ and is used in abusive or pejorative sense only. Similar is the case of /mUnI/, /mur/ also.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /mUnd, mUnd/; 2. Nepali - /taUko, tako, mUnd, mUnto/,
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Language Area of Kumauni

(Areal Distribution: Map No. 9)
Table No. 9
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /mE/ ‘I’
(AGENTIVE-NOMINATIVE CASE)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - mēle (61, 63, 67, 69, 70, 72, 79-83, 85-86, 88, 90-91, 95, 97, 99, 113, 128, 144, 148-49); 2 - mēE (14, 67, 71, 77, 83, 87, 89); 3 - mēle (as in 1); 4 - mēl (see map); 5 - mēl (97, 143-44, 148, 151); 6 - mīlE (61-62, 70-71, 81, 95); 7 -mīl (1-8, 11, 16, 22-24, 26-27, 32, 34, 37, 39, 46-49, 54-56, 60-63, 65-66, 69, 70-74, 98, 101, 107); 8 - mēni (12, 17, 75, 78); 9 - mēn/min (13, 25, 27); 10 - mēle (88, 97); 11 - mUile (93); 12 - mūl/mōl (57); 13 - mule (95); 14 - mēli (96).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 9.

Areally preferred groups: (stem) - mē (1-5, 8-9), mi (6-7), mu (11-13), mā (10); (Marker): -le (1, 3, 10, 11); lE (2, 6); -li (5); -l (4, 7); -ni (8, 9); zero (12, 13).

Immediate constituents: stem, /mē/, /mi/, mu/, + connectives /Φ-1/, + agentive marker /lē-1E-1i-1n-1-01/, + gender markers (including person number markers).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The connective formative /i/ is elided in all the areas in which the stem has a front vowel, but it is maintained in others in which the stem vowel is either a central or a back vowel. The correlate No 12, however, does not favour either a marker or a connective of the marker /1-/ in /mēni-mēn/ may be attributed to the sensitiveness of Kumauni to nasality, i.e. the diffusing nasality from /m-/ of the stem has nasalized the liquid /l/ of the marker; otherwise in 2nd person forms we have /twEli/ and in the 3rd /uli/-/wil/ not *twEni or* Uni, because there is no diffusion of nasality from the stem as is in the case of /m/ in /mē/. Diachronically the original form seems to be *mAile, as is attested in /wil-uile/ or in /Uli/. This may be a case of syncopation. Structurally correlates 4, 7, 9, 12 are synthetic and others analytical.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, the ergative-nominative personal pronoun is always used as a subject (NP) of a transitive or causative verb in the past tense as in /mēl kô: /koch/ ‘I said’.

Appendix: Oblique forms: Oblique forms attested with postpositional markers are: /mē, mi, mā, mu, māi/ but /me-, my-, -/before gen./- ro/ -r/, as in /mydr-mero/

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 10)
Table No. 10
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /tu/ 'thou' (ergative-nom. case).

Correlates & Areas:
1 - tul/ 2, -tUll (32, 42, 48); 3 - tll/ 4 - tll (19, 31, 34-36, 38, 44, 46-47, 52, 107-108, 112, 115-117, 120, 122-23); 5 - tEl (85); 6 - tEl (104); 7 - tEile (83, 89, 90, 101, 105-6), 8 - tElle (79, 81-86, 90-93, 99); 9 - twil/10 - twill (1-18, 22-29.....140, See map); 11 - twile (37, 42, 43, 65, 71, 78, 80, 91, 95, 98), 12 - twel/ 13 - twEL (4-5, 12-14, 18, 25, 57, 60, 66-68, 71, 74, 85, 90, 93, 98, 101, 119, 128, 132, 135, 137, 145, 150-51); 14 - twEEl/ 15 - twEElE (62-63, 67-73, 90, 93, 95, 140, 144, 149, 151); 16 - tweli/ 17 - twEli (12, 148-49, 151); 18 - tUll (32); 19 - twEEl (87), 20 - tE (Nep)

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 10.

Areally preferred groups; (Markers): -1 (1-6, 9-10, 12-13, 18-19); -li (16-17); -le (7-8, 14-15); Zero (20).

Immediate constituents: Stem /tu-tE-ti/ + connective /~φ~i-I-E~e,/+ agentive case marker (including person, gender and number markers).

Phonological and Morphophonemic tendencies: There is no gender differentiation in personal pronouns. Most of the forms have a linking sound in between the stem and the suffixal morpheme. Before connectives /i-I-e-E/ the stem vowel is either elided or glidalized, except in a few forms, but it remains intact before /φ/ connective, but in this case it may, however, change its quality (cf. 2). Morphologically, correlates 1-6, 9-10, 12-13, 18-20 are synthetic, and others analytical.

From the above data it may be presumed that in morphological environments the vocalic element, may be in the stem morpheme or in the suffixal morpheme, is the primary differentiative factor in these areal correlates, the consonantal elements, however, are converging elements in both the cases.

Syntactical usage: Syntactically, all the ergative-nominative form of pronouns are always used as a subject (NP) of a transitive verb in the past tense, as in /twil kɔ: (ch)/ 'you said'.

Appendix: Oblique correlates: Oblique forms attested with postpositional markers are: /twe~twi~tye~tu~ti~te~tE~tyE~tuI~tl~twE/ 

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /til, tll, tIIE, tIN, tina, tIN, tUllE
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 11)
Table No. 11
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /u/ 'he' (ergative-nominative case).

Correlates & Areas:
1. -wile/ 2 - wilE (61-63, 69-72, 78-83, 85-91, 95, 101, 146); 3. -wili (148-49); 4 - wil (1-29, 34-35, etc. See map); 5. -wel (57); 6. wol (104-5); 7 -ule (90, 95, 99); 8 - ulI (91); 9 - ul (1, 7, 17, 28, 115, 123, 128); 10 - yil (112, 123); 11 - Usle (87); 12 -Uli (91).

Areal Distribution: See Map No 11.

Areally preferred groups: (markers) -le (1-2, 7, 11), -li (3, 8, 12), -1 (4-6, 9-10).

Immediate constituents: stem /u (w) / (obl.) + connective /i=E~3~0/ +marker (agentive) /le-li~1/ (including person, number, gender).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Correlates 1-6 have a linking sound, viz., /i=E~3~0/, consequently, the vocalic stem /u/, has been replaced by a semi-consonantal glide favoured by front connective vowels, but no such phenomenon is attested when there is no connective vowel, as in the cases of 7-11. Correlate 10, though originally belongs to the first category of correlates, yet it is realized some what differently. The full form of this correlate was, presumably /wil~ul~, in which the predominant accent, associated with quantity, a characteristic of Kumauni accent, went with the suffixal morpheme and consequently reduced the prominence of the stem morpheme so much that it was finally elided in the due course of time and was further augmented by a front glide. But it seems that in certain regions the accent, controlled by position, was so strong on the initial syllable that the final vowel of the case marker was tremendously reduced to short /i/ or into an inaudible /e/ in some areas, and was completely elided in others.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, this ergative-nominative case is always used as a subject (NP) of a transitive or a causative verb in the past tense, as in /wil~ul de~dIch/ 'he gave'.

Appendix: Oblique forms:/u~wi-, yi~we-, wa-, Us/ + post positional marker.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwal - /ul, weI, wena, weI, tEn~/. 2. Nepali- /usIe, Uile/. 
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 12)
Table No. 12
Areal Correlates of Interrogative Pronoun /ki-ke/ ‘which’
(instrumental case).

Correlates & Areas:
1 - kel (see map); 2 - kEl (23, 24, 52, 81, 90, 101); 3. - kyal (2-4, 8-10, 14, 17, 23, 32, 60-78, 83, 86-88, 90-91, 93, 95-98, 101, 105, 123, 143, 145-47, 153); 4. - kylI (75, 83, 85, 90, 95, 97, 99, 144, 148, 149, 153); 5. - kyle/ 6. - kyEl (See map); 7. - kyalE/ 8. - kyle (63, 68-69, 71, 73, 78-80, 82, 85-91, 101); 9. - kylI (75, 83, 85, 90, 95, 97, 99, 144, 148, 149, 150); 10 - kyEl (101, 105-6).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 12.
Areally preferred groups (markers): -1- (1-3, 5-6, 10); -1i (4, 9), -le (7-8).

Immediate constituents: stem, /ki-kI-ke-kyö-kya-kye/ + ablaut + instrumental marker /-I-ll-le-lE-lI/ (+person, number, gender markers).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The ablaut /e-E/ < /i/ and the emergence of glidal /y/ seems to have been favoured by the epenthesis of the final vowel /e/ of the case marker brought about by a strong initial accent at some period in the past. Structurally, forms of correlates 1-3, 5-6 & 10 are synthetic and others analytical.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, these correlates form a part of the NP, signifying the instrument/means by which the action is performed, as in /yo rukh tUmöl kyel káti / ‘with which did you cut this tree?’

Appendix 1. Correlates of the relative pronoun, third person, singular number, Instrumental case:
Immediate constituents: stem, /ji-je-jya/ + ablaut + Instrumental marker /-I-ll-le-lE-lI/ person number, gender markers.
(Garhwalli) /jEl, jyEl, jelE, jel, jan, jyan, jyEna, jyan, jEn, jen/ Appendix 2. Correlates of the Relative pronoun (emph.) ‘by that very’.
Dialectal correlates: (i) ulE-wilE-wile-wEle-wôle-wille-wEl-wElI ~Ulle ~IlE; (ii) UsEle-USle-UsEl; (iii) tEl-tel-tyEl-tyEle-tyalI-tyal-tyasEle (Regional preferences for /ta/instead of /u/- stem).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /kel, kyal, kyan, kyase, ken, kin, kânwe, kânkE/

Appendix: 1. (Nepali) /jyele, jösle, jyale/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlates &amp; Areas:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. - h̄amûl (4, 6, 7, 11, 13-14, 16-18, 25-29, 50, 57, 60-62, 70, 72-73, 93. 114. 120, 123, 128, 132, 135-146, 150-51, 153); 2. - h̄amûle (64, 68-69, 71); 3 - h̄amûlI (33, 46, 90); 4 - h̄amûle/ 5 - h̄amûlE (34, 36-37, 56, 63, 69, 71, 88-91, 93, 110); 6 - h̄amûle (64, 68-71); 7. -h̄amûl (5-7, 12, 14, 18, 19, 22-24, 26-29, 31-46, 49, 52, 54, 56, etc. see map); 8, - h̄amûl (33, 46, 90); 9. - h̄amûlI (60, 62, 73, 78, 93, 101, 123, 144-46, 148-49); 10- h̄amûlI (62, 90, 96); 11- h̄amûl (14, 24, 43, 46-48, 87, 137); 12 - h̄amûle/13 - h̄amûle (78-83, 86-90, 95); 14 - h̄amûl (1, 3-4, 8, 12, 14, 15, 55, 75, 78, 90, 95, 97-98); 15 - h̄amûlI (12, 14-16, 24, 28, 34, 95, 97, 98); 16- h̄Emîl (1-4, 8, 9, 90, 95, 97, 104-106); 17-h̄Emîle (90); 18 - h̄Emîli (10, 91) 19-22. h̄amûnîli (90), 23 - h̄amûnîle (85-86, 91, 99, 101, 122), 24 - h̄amûnîli (90); 25 - h̄amûnûle (85), 26 - h̄amûn/h̄amû (25, 78).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 13.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): -1 (1, 3, 7-8, -11, 14-16), -le (2, 4-6, 12-13, 17, 23, 25); -li (9-10, 18, 22, 24); -ni (19, 20, 26).

Immediate constituents: stem /h̄am~h̄Emî / + oblique formative /

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morpho-phonemic features of these correlates are -

(i) variations in oblique formative, some areas showing preference for a nasalized back vowel (1-9, 19, 25), some for nasalized centering vowel with a nasal consonant (20-24) and others for a front vowel (14-18). Correlates 13 has only a zero formative, (ii) elision of final vowel in the case marker (7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 21), though all showing a preference for a front vowel, indicating even accent in the case of maintenance of final vowel and higher prominence on the second syllable in the case of elision. Structurally, forms of the correlates-11, 14-15 and 21 are synthetic and all others analytical.

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these correlates of the paradigm in an utterance is its occurrence as a component of an NP or as a subject to a transitive or a causative verb in the past tense, as in, /h̄amûl kɛ:/ ‘we said’; /h̄amûl kâra:/ ‘we got done.

Note: For oblique correlates see table No. 20.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /h̄amûl, h̄amûn, hamna, h̄amû/.

2. Nepali -/hamûle, h̄Emîle, h̄amû/.

### Table No. 13

Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /h̄am/ ‘we’ (ergative case).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. -hamûl (4, 6, 7, 11, 13-14, 16-18, 25-29, 50, 57, 60-62, 70, 72-73, 93. 114. 120, 123, 128, 132, 135-146, 150-51, 153); 2. -hamûle (64, 68-69, 71); 3. -hamûlI (33, 46, 90); 4. -hamûle/ 5. -hamûlE (34, 36-37, 56, 63, 69, 71, 88-91, 93, 110); 6. -hamûle (64, 68-71); 7. -hâmûl (5-7, 12, 14, 18, 19, 22-24, 26-29, 31-46, 49, 52, 54, 56, etc. see map); 8. -hamûl (33, 46, 90); 9. -hamûlI (60, 62, 73, 78, 93, 101, 123, 144-46, 148-49); 10. -hamûlI (62, 90, 96); 11. -hamûl (14, 24, 43, 46-48, 87, 137); 12. -hamûle/ 13. -hamûle (78-83, 86-90, 95); 14. -hamûl (1, 3-4, 8, 12, 14, 15, 55, 75, 78, 90, 95, 97-98); 15. -hamûlI (12, 14-16, 24, 28, 34, 95, 97, 98); 16. -hâmûlI (1-4, 8, 9, 90, 95, 97, 104-106); 17. -hâmûlI (90); 18. -hâmûlI (10, 91) 19-22. hâmûnîli (90), 23. -hâmûnîle (85-86, 91, 99, 101, 122), 24. -hâmûnîli (90); 25. -hâmûnûle (85), 26. -hâmûn/hâmû (25, 78).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 13.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): -1 (1, 3, 7-8, -11, 14-16), -le (2, 4-6, 12-13, 17, 23, 25); -li (9-10, 18, 22, 24); -ni (19, 20, 26).

Immediate constituents: stem /hâm~hâmû / + oblique formative /

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morpho-phonemic features of these correlates are -

(i) variations in oblique formative, some areas showing preference for a nasalized back vowel (1-9, 19, 25), some for nasalized centering vowel with a nasal consonant (20-24) and others for a front vowel (14-18). Correlates 13 has only a zero formative, (ii) elision of final vowel in the case marker (7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 21), though all showing a preference for a front vowel, indicating even accent in the case of maintenance of final vowel and higher prominence on the second syllable in the case of elision. Structurally, forms of the correlates-11, 14-15 and 21 are synthetic and all others analytical.

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these correlates of the paradigm in an utterance is its occurrence as a component of an NP or as a subject to a transitive or a causative verb in the past tense, as in, /hâmûl kɛ:/ ‘we said’; /hâmûl kâra:/ ‘we got done.

Note: For oblique correlates see table No. 20.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /hêmûl, hâmûn, hamna, hâmû/.

2. Nepali -/hamûle, hâmûlI, hâmû/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 14
Table No. 14
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /tUm/ ‘you’
(nom. /ergative case).

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. -tUmôle (61, 64, 68-71, 90); 2 - tUmöl (11, 14, 17-18, 27-29, 35, 37, 48, 50, 60, 62, 72-73, 78, 98, 110-113, 117-118, 128, 130, 132, 135-46, 150-53); 3 - tUmöl/tümöl (4-7, 12, 19, 22-48, 52-56, 63-66, 73-74, etc. See map); 4 - tUmôle-IE (61-64, 68-71); 5 - tUmle/tumłe (62-63, 71, 79, 80, 82-83, 86-88, 90, 99, 101); 6 - tUmän (13) /tumun (25); 7 - tUmUnle (85); 8 - tUmül (62, 73, 90-93, 95-97, 144-149); 9. -tUmUle (61, 80-81, 89-91); 10 - tUmIle (78, 91, 99); 11 - tUmil (1-5, 8-9, 75, 88, 90, 95, 97, 104-106); 12. - tUmIIE (78, 91); 13 - tUmEl/li (10-11); 14 - tUmlIl (78); 15 - tUm öl (4, 14, 16-17, 24, 27, 33, 46-47, 93, 95, 98); 16 - tömöl (13, 144, 153); 17 - tmlIlE (87); 18. - tömöl/-mtöl (70, 75); 19. -tImIlE (96); 20 - tUmölI (12, 14, 17, 43, 75, 77-78); 21. - tumun (25); 22. -tumEnI (78).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 14.

**Aarely preferred groups (Markers):** -le (1, 4-5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 17; -1, (2-3, 13, 15, 18); -li (8, 13-14, 16); -ni (20-22).

**Immediate constituents:** stem /tUm~tuml~tami-tumi/, + oblique marker /ə-u~U-I-E-a/, + Agentive marker /le-I-lE~ ni/ (including person, number and gender).

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** All the correlates, other than No 5, 6, 7, 17, invariably have some linking sound in between the stem and the marker. The regional preferences, however, differ in preferring a front, back or a central vowel for it. In some cases, viz. with back vowels the connective follows the stem vowel and in others it follows the suffixal vowel, thus the quality of the connective follows horizontally, i.e. affecting a preceding or a following vowel, a characteristic of the sensitive vowel system of Kumauni. Realization of /l/ of the stem in /tImIl/ may again be attributed to this sensitiveness of vowels. Centralization of stem vowel (16-18) is an accentual phenomenon. Phonemically it may be presented as /tUmöl/ etc. Structurally, forms of correlates 2-3, 6, 12, 13, 15 & 18 are synthetic and others analytical.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, these correlates are a part of an NP., signifying the agent of the VP, as in /tUmöl kab de:/ ‘when did you give?’ /tUmän kə:/ ‘you said’/ tUmänI kərə: ‘you did’.

**Note:** For oblique correlates see table No. 21.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /tumul, tUmUn, tumna, tumn/ 2. Nepali- /tumlIe, tapäile, tamle, tilm/
**Table No. 15**

**Areal Correlates of Personal Pron. /In-/these (3rd pl.), erg. case**

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. - Inōl, 2. - Inūl, 3. - InEl, 4. - Inēl, 5. - InUl, 6. - enēl, 7. - enūl,
- Inill, 21. - Inēli, 22. - Inūnle, 23. - Inēnle, 24. - InēnI, 25 - Inēn,

**Areal Distribution:** As in Map No. 14

**Areally preferred groups:** (stem) in- (15, 12-25), en-(6-7), yān-
(8-10), hin-(11); (Markers) -1 (1-11); -le (12-17, 22-23), -li (14-12);\n-ni (24-25).

**Immediate constituent:** Stem + oblique formative + agentive marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** (i) Vocalic preferences for oblique marker, viz., front, back or zero; (ii) elision or maintenance of the vowel of case marker; (iii) areal preferences for case marker /-n/.

**Syntactic usage:** See notes on table No 13.

**Appendix** Oblique correlates /Inō~Inū~InEl~Inē~yānē~yēnē~enē~Inyō~Inēn~InUn~In/ +. p.p.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /yūl, yūlE, yōl, yūna, yūn, ūn, tōn/

Table No. 16
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /un-/ they (3rd pl.),
(ergative case)

Correlates & Areas:
1. - Unôl, 2 - Unôle, 3 - Unôll, 4. - Unûl, 5. - UnUl, 6 - Unûle,
- Unlè, 20.- tûl, 21. - Unôn, 22. - Unûn, 23. - Unônle, 24. - Unûnle,
25. - Unônle, 26. - UnEûl, 27- hûnûlE.

Areal Distribution: As in Map No. 14.
Areally preferred groups (Markers) :-1 (1, 4,-5, 8, 11, 12, 14-15, 19,
20); -le (2, 6-7, 9, 13, 16, 18, 23-25, 27); -li (3, 10, 17; -ni (26)
- an-un (21-22).

Immediate constituent: Stem /û-Un/, + oblique marker /-ô-
û-i-ê-f-n-ûn-ûn/, + case marker /lê-li-ê-n-êli-ê/.

Note: See table No. 13-14 for divergent phonological and
morphophonemic tendencies and for syntactical usage. Structurally,
forms of correlates 2-3, 6-7, 9-10, 13, 16-17, 23-24 are analytical and
all others synthetic.

Appendix: Oblique correlates /Unô-Unû-Unû-Unûn-UnUn-
Unûn~ UnE-û+ postposition.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /ûl, ûlE, ôna, ônâ, ôn, wEn, tôn, tônu.
2. Nepali- /unle, unIhô rule/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 15)
Table No. 17

Areal Correlates of the Noun /cor/ ‘thief’, agentive case, plural number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlates &amp; Areas:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. - coról (7, 13-14, 17-18, 22-23, 25, 27, 29, 34-37, 40, etc. see map); 2 - corül (1, 5-7, 11-12, 22-24, 27-28, 31-39, 52, 55-56, 58, 75, 97, 101, 107-08, 110-18, 120, 122-23, 125, 128, 130); 3 - coröli/corüli (60, 148-49); 4 - coröle (62, 67-71, 86-90, 153); 5. - coröIE (34, 60, 62-63, 65, 69-73, 78, 83, 87-88, 145, 149); 6. -corüle (83, 88, 90-91) 7. - corölle (122); 8. - corUnle (79, 91, 85, 86, 90, 101); 9. - corânle (80, 82, 85, 87, 90-91, 93, 99, 106); 10 - cornãl (105); 11 - cornEle (78, 86); 12 - cornEl/cornãl/ (1, 3-4, 7-12, 14, 16-17, 19, 24-26, 34, 57, 78, 86, 90-91, 94-98, 104-105); 13- cornil (75), corânll (2); 14 - cornãm (96); 15. - corânI (12-13, 17, 75, 77-78).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 15.

Areally preferred groups: (Markers-1 (1-2, 12); -li (3); -le (4-11); -ni (14-15).

Constituents: Stem (consonant ending) + oblique formative (pl.) /o, u-õ-ûn-ûn-ûn+/connective / φ-∂/ + agentive case marker /-l, -le, -li, -ni, -n/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable features of these tendencies may be said: (i) morphemic areal preferences for oblique case marker-(a) preference for a nasalized back vowel (1-7), (b) preference for/un-∂n/ (8-9) and /n/ (10-15); (c) preference for a centering vowel (15); (ii) emergence of a linking sound with /n/ formatives (8-14); this infixation may be in between the stem and the formative or in between the formative and the case marker, depending on accentual tendencies of the area concerned; (iii) preference for /l/ or /n/ as case markers; (iv) elision of the vowel of the case marker (1-2, 12) due to higher prominence on the second syllable; (v) maintenance of final vowel in case markers due to even accent; (vi) gemination of case marker (7). Structurally, forms of correlates 1-2, 12-15 are synthetic and all others analytical.

It may further be observed from the above that in consonant ending stems the vocalic element occurring in between the stem and the suffixial morpheme is a linking sound and the nasal consonant or the nasality is a plural oblique formative. In certain regions (10, 11, 12) the linking sound appears between the oblique marker and the case markers. The ablaut in the linking sound in 11, 12 presents an instance.
of vowel harmony, being affected by the suffixal vowel. It seems that in correlates, 13, 14, the suffixal consonant may have been affected by a strong progressive nasality, the liquid being totally nasalized. In many of the regions the accentual tendency, to put a higher accent on the penultimate syllable, has resulted in the elision of the suffixial syllable, whereas it is maintained in the areas with even accent. Correlate 7 shows a tendency of gemination of the suffixal morpheme.

Phonetic “key” differential: It may also be presumed from the above data that in Kumauni the phonetic “Key” differential in inflectional forms is the vocalic element of oblique formatives.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, all the correlates of this paradigm are used as a subject of a transitive verb in the past tense, as in /corūl wikē mar de/‘thieves killed him’.

Appendices: 1. Correlates of singular number are: corEl~corēl~corēle~corle~corElE~coril/all showing ablaut in the connective formative.

Vowel ending stems: Immediate constituents of substantives ending in vowels are (i) stem + nasality + case marker (in the areas 1-7), and (ii) stem + n + linking sound (ā~E/ + case marker (in others), as in /ākhāl~ākhnEl/ ‘with eyes’; /dIlīl/dIlInEl/ ‘by sisters’.
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Table No. 18
Areal Correlates of Personal Adjectival Pronoun /həm/ 'we'
(genitive case).

**Correlates & Areas:**
1. - həmarə (18); 2. - həmarə (62, 71, 89-90, 93, 95); 3. - həmorə (79, 80-86, 90); 4. -həmrə (64, 71, 102); 5. - həmro (63, 68, 69, 90); 6. - həmoru (90); 7 - həmrə (46, 60, 62, 65-74); 8. həmUr (61-64, 69-72, 88, 146-47, 153-54); 9. - həmə (1-7, 10-14, 16-17, 22-28, etc. See map); 10 - həmə (1-2, 6-9, 11-12, 14, 18-19, 22-23 etc. See map).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 16.

**Areally preferred groups:** (Markers) -ro (1-5); -ru(6); -r (7-11).

**Immediate constituents:** Stem /həm/, + connective formaive /a–o–ʊ–ʊ–φ–u/ + genitive marker /-ro~ru~-r/

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** All the dialectal correlates, except 4, 5 and 7, have a linking sound in between the stem and the marker. The linking sound /-ə-/ in many cases shows colouring of /o–ʊ/ and in certain forms these have actually replaced the linking vowel /-ə-/.

Forms like /həməro/ həmoru/ indicate that the vowel witnessed in these forms is due to sensitiveness of the vowel system of Kumāuni. The maintenance of the final vowel and preference for linking sound also indicate even accentual tendencies and the tendency of putting higher prominence on the second syllable respectively.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, these correlates are a part of a noun phrase, i.e. these variants may be used as an attribute of a masculine, singular substantive or as a subject of a verb substantive, as in /həmar ghər/ 'our house or /həmar chə/ 'it is our'.

**Appendices:** When used as a pronominal adjective it shows agreement with the following noun in number and gender.

1. **Feminine correlates:** When denoting some thing feminine as an attribute or subject its correlates are:/həmərI– həmIrI~həmorI~həmUrI/, all masculine correlates with a coloured or replaced connective will be realized with a connective /-ə-/ only.

2. **Plural correlates:** The number of the correlates of this pronominal adjective, qualifying or denoting something plural are even less. These are. /həma– ra~həməra ~həmUrA~həmər/

3. **CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /həmər, həməro, həmar, həmro/ -ri (f.), -ra (pl.),
2. Nepali - /həmro, hamro, həməro/; -ri (f.); -ra (pl.).
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 17

you [hum]
tumāt-tumāt
tumār-tumāra
tumir-tumiro
tumur
tumār/tumār
tumāk
mixed area
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Table No. 19

Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun/Pronominal Adjective/tUm/ "you" (genitive case).

Correlates & Areas:

1. - tUmoro (79-86, 90), 2 - tUmőro (71, 88-90, 93), 3. - tUmro (68-69, 71, 90, 99), 4. - tAmőr (2, 3, 7-9, 14, 22-23, 27-28, 42, 44, 48, 52, 75, 87, 90, 95, 101, 105, 113, 145, 149-50), 5 - tUmőr (1-2, 6-8, 11-12, 14, 17-19, 27, 25-29, etc. See map), 6 - tUmőr (1, 4-7, 10-17 etc. See map), 7 - tUmő (46, 60-67, 69-74), 8. - tUmőr (7, 17, 23, 58, 61-65, 69, 71-73, 87-88, 90-91, 98, 138, 146-147), 9 - tAmőr (104-06), 10 - tUmők (71).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 17.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): -ro (1-3), -r (4-9), -k (10)

Immediate constituents: stem /tUm-/tAm/, + connective /o~A~u~o (amalgamated with number and gender)+genitive marker/ro~ro~r~k/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The most notable features of these tendencies may be said - (i) emergence of a linking sound in between the stem and the case marker (1-2, 5-6, 8-10). Occurrence of a back vowel as a linking sound may be attributed to the colouring of the diachronic linking vowel /A/- or to the vowel harmony which is so common in Kumāuni.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, these correlates form a part of an NP. It may occur as an attribute to a substantive i.e., as a pronominal adjective or as a subject of a verb substantive, as in /tUmőr kam/ 'your work' or /tUmőr cha/ 'It is your'.

1. Feminine direct forms: It shows an agreement in number and gender with the following noun, when denoting something feminine as an attribute or a subject. Its areal correlates are: /tUmőri, tUmőri, tUmőrI, tUmőrI, tUmőkI/. Here the final /i/ functions as gender marker.

2. Plural direct forms: Similarly when modifying something plural as an attribute or as a subject its areal correlates are attested as follows: /tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmőr~tUmők/. In these forms the connective vowel /-a/- or the final vowel /-á/ function as a number marker as well.

Diachronically the case marker *ro stands for something masc. sg., *ri for some feminine sg. and pl. and *ra for something pl.

3. CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /tUmőr, tUmőr, tUmőr, tUmőr/ (ri (f)); -ra (pl.)

2. Nepali- /tUmőr, tapaiko, tumrō, tamāro/- (ri (f)); -ra (pl.).
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Table No. 20

Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /U-\Un/they (remote),
(genitive case, masc gender)

Correlates & Areas:

1. - Un\aro 2 - Un\aro (88, 90-91, 93) 3 - Unoro (79, 80-86, 89-90), 4 - Unro (61, 62, 90, 102), 5 - Un\ar (1-7, 10-11, 13-14, etc. See map), 6. Un\ar (1-2, 7-9, etc. See map), 7 - Un\arwe (24), 8 - Un\oko (68-69, 71, 91), 9 - Un\ok (60-74, 144-45, 153), 10 - Un\ko (71), 11 - tk (46-47).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 18.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): -ro (1-4), -r (5-6) -rwe (7); -ko (8, 10), -k (9, 11).

Immediate constituents: Stem \u/, + plural formative /-n/ nasality
+ linking sound /\-o \-\-\phi/ + genitive case marker /ro-r-ko-k/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The most notable
diverse tendencies of these correlates are: (i) The stem \u/, when
inflected
for plural number, is replaced by /U/, showing both qualitative and
quantitative reduction. (ii) In most of the cases a central or a back
vowel is required as a linking sound in between the
inflected stem and
the suffixal morpheme. (iii) In some of the cases (5, 6, 9, 11) the
suffixal morpheme has lost its syllabicity due to higher accent on the
connectives; in others it is fastly losing its syllabic character, being
realized very weakly or rather subjectively only.

Syntactic usage: As other pronominal adjectives, this also is a
part of an NP, and is used as an attribute to a substantive or as a subject
of a verb substantive, as in /Un\ar g\ar/ ‘their home’. It shows an
agreement in number and gender with the following noun, as in, /Un\ari
k\ur/ ‘their house’/ Un\ar am/ ‘their mangoes’.

1. Appendix: Other number, gender correlates: (1) when denoting
something feminine singular or* plural its correlates are:
/Un\aI-Un\erI-Un\arI-Un\ri-\w\nerI-\w\nerI-Un\okI-Un\ukI-UnI/.
(2) And when denoting something plural (masc.) its dialectal correlates are:
/Un\arI-Un\aI-Un\arI-Un\ar-\twk-Un\uk Un\okI/ It may be noted here
that in these forms the case formative /-r + \nu/ favours a front vowel
as a connective or oblique formative and the case formative /k/ favours
a back vowel as connective.

2. CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /tk, tk, wEk, t\oko, t\oku,
-ki (f.); - ka (pl.)/
2. Nepali - /un\ko, Un\ro, Un\aro/,
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 18)
Table No. 21

Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /yò~In/ (proximate) ‘these’
(genitive case)

Correlates & Areas:
1 - Ináro, 2 - Inaró, 3 - Inoró, 4 - Inró, 5 - InAr, 6 - Inr,
7 - enár, 8 - Yánár, 9 - yánár, 10 - Inráwe, 11 - Inóko, 12 - Inók,
13 - Inko, 14 - yók.

Areal Distribution: As in Map No. 18.
Areally preferred groups (Markers): -ro (1-4, -r- (5-9), -rwe (10), -ko (11, 13), -k (12, 14).

Immediate constituents: Stem - /i~yo/ + plural marker /-n/ ~ /ϕ/ + linking sound / ι~a~o~ω~φ/ + genitive case marker / ro~r~rwe~ko~k/

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morpho-phonemic tendencies in these correlates are as follows: (i) the stem/i~yo/, when inflected for plural number is replaced by /l/ ; (ii) In the variant (7) it is replaced by /e/ and in 8-9 by a glidal sound, viz. /y/; (iii) In paradigm 14, however, there is no change; (iv) Again in most of the cases a linking sound has appeared in between the inflected stem and the case marker, and (v) the suffixal morphemes have lost their syllabicity (5-10), due to higher accent on the connective and (vi) in others, in which it is phonemically retained, it is fastly losing its syllabicity; i.e. in these it is realized very weakly, mostly subjectively only.

Syntactic usage: Like other pronominal adjectives it is used as an attribute to a substantive or as a subject of a verb substantive, as in /Inár ghář/ ‘house of these’. It shows agreement in number and gender with the following noun.

Appendix:  
(1) Gender correlates: InærI~InErI~InrI~yanarI~enarI
    InókI~InukI~yókI/ (Fem.)
(2) Number correlates: Inara~Inár~Inra~Inr~yúka~Inuka~Inók (pl.)
(3) Correlates ‘of this’ /yek~yEk~yak~yuk~yok/ (msc.);
    /yeki~yakI~yEkI~yukI~yek~yok/ (fem.).
(4) CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /yóko, yúku, yóko, yóku/, - ki (f.);
    -ka (pl.).
### Table No. 22

**Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun */u/*/ and */wo/*/he’ (genitive case).**

**Correlates & Areas:**
- 1 - wiko, 2 - wikö, 3 - wik, 4 - wEk~wek, 5 - wok, 6 - wok,
- 7 - ik, 8 - unko, 9 - uk, 10 - ok.

**Areal Distribution:** As in Map No. 18.

**Arecally preferred groups (stem)**: A. 1-6 : B. 8-9 ; C. 7 ; D. 10 : (markers) -ko (1-2-8), -k (3-7, 9-10).

**Immediate constituents:** stem + oblique formative + genitive marker.

**Phonological and Morphophonemic tendencies:** (i) All the correlates 1-6 have a linking sound (liaison) between the stem and the suffixal morpheme, consequently the vocalic stem */u/*, is replaced by a semi-consonant */w/* which is an incident of the phonotactic behaviour of these phones; (ii) but no such a phenomenon occurs when there is no liaison in between the stem and the suffix, (iii) the 9th correlate i.e., */ik/* may be attributed to the peculiar accentual tendencies of the region concerned in which the higher accent on the suffixal morpheme has altogether elided the stem morpheme */u/* = */w/*. (iv) The genitive marker */k/* in forms 3-11 is frequently elided in a quick tempo of speech.

Further more, from the above data it may be presumed that besides the vocalic element of the connective, the genitive marker */k/* also tends to be elided in most of the cases in which there is no final suffixal vowel, the elision is indicated by the preceding connective. Consequently, forms like */wi:/~wEk~we:/~u:/~o:/~i:/ are attested in a quick tempo of speech, as in, */wik paš/* = */wi: paš/* ‘with him’.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically these correlates are a part of an NP. It can be used as an attribute to a substantive or as a subject of a verb substantive.

**Other number-gender correlates:** (1) In modifying something feminine singular or plural as an attribute or as a subject its correlates are:

/\wikI~/\wEkI~/\okI~/\ukI~/\UlKI~/\ikI~/\IkI~/\Ik/.

(2) And in modifying something plural as an attribute or as a subject its correlates are: /\wikā~/\wik~/\uk~\ok~/\ik/.

(3) **CEP Correlates**: 1. Garhwali- /wek, wEk, wEkU, wEko, wiko, tEkU, tEko/; -ki (f.), -ka (pl.).

2. Nepali - /Usko, tyasko,/
Table No. 23
Areal Correlates of Indefinite Pronoun /SAb/ 'all' (genitive case).

Correlates & Areas
1 - Sǝbǝk (62, 72), 2 - Sǝbǝko (69-72, 86, 88), 3 - Sǝbǝk (17-18, 22-24 etc. see map), 4 - Sǝbbǝk/ 5 - Sǝbbǝko (67, 71, 79-80, 83, 86-87, 90), 6 - Sǝpǝk (83, 101), 7 - Sǝbog (5, 128), 8 - Sǝbbǝko/ 9 - Sǝbǝko/ 10 - Sǝbko (93, 101), 11 - SǝbUK (46, 48), 12 - SǝbUK (5-6, 22-23, etc. see map), 13 - Sǝbuk (46-48), 14 - Sǝbǝnko (85, 90-91), 15 - Sǝbǝnkwe (90, 93), 16 - Sǝbunko (85), 17 - Sǝpǝnko (91), 18 - SǝpEnko (82), 19 - Sǝbǝnǝk (2-6, 8-12, 14, 16-18, 24, 26-28, 34, 52, 55, 75, 78, 86-87, 90-91, 95-98, 104-05), 20 - Sǝbǝnǝk (7-8, 12-14, 19, 23-28, 78, 90, 95-98), 21 - Sǝbǝnǝ/ 22 - Sǝbno (1, 24, 38, 106, 108, 123, 128).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 19.

Areally preferred groups (markers): -k (1-6, 11-13, 19-20); -g (7); -ko (8-10, 14, 16-18), -kwe (15); -Φ (21-22).

Immediate constituents: Stem /Sǝb~Sǝp/ + oblique marker /Φ ~ n~n/ + connective /ə~ə~ə~u~U~Φ/ , + genitive marker /-k~ko~ə ~ə/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Almost all the variants forming their oblique form without /n/ have a linking sound in between the oblique stem and the genitive marker, but variants having /-n/ for their oblique forms have a linking sound in between the stem and the oblique marker consequently, there is no linking sound in between the oblique stem and the case marker, but it does appear where the oblique form is without a linking sound, as in 19, 20, 22. Certain correlates (4, 5, 8) show a gemination in the stem final consonant before the oblique form. The syllabicity of the suffixal morpheme tends to be elided, some time entirely and some time partially, due to accentual peculiarities of the area concerned. In forms of correlates 21-22, even the consonantal element is entirely lost. Correlates 6, 17, 18 attest devoicing of the final consonant of the stem.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a subject of a VP. and a pronominal adjective qualifying a substantive, both attributively or predicatively. It also shows agreement with the following noun in number and gender. There is a group of post-positions which follows the possessive case (see table No 24-25). Like a pronominal adjective it shows an agreement in number and gender with the following noun,
as in /səbʊkl~səbənEkl-celiyə/ ‘daughters of all’, /səbənək~səbətk kheu/ ‘fields of all’.

**Appendices:**

(i) **Plural correlates of vowel ending stems:** Plural correlates of stems, ending in vowels, are similar to those of stems ending in consonants, as shown above. That is to say, in correlates with oblique formative /ən/, the genitive marker /-k/ is appended to it with or without a linking sound, as in /bhálUnak~bhálUnko/ ‘of bears’ /bEnInak~bEnInko/ ‘of younger sisters’. It seems that the oblique marker nasal consonant is reduced to mere nasality in these correlates. With consonant ending stems and with oblique formative /n/ the linking vowel is realized as /ə/ if it modifies something plural.

(ii) **Singular-plural correlates:** Singular correlates of genitive case show only a few variations. In consonant ending stems usually a linking vowel /ə/, in some areas with colouring of /ɔ/ is added to the stem, as in /corɔk~corɔk/ ‘of a thief’, but with vowel ending stems no linking sound is needed, as in /bhálUk/ ‘of bear’, /dIdlk/ ‘of sister’. Moreover, when modifying something plural or feminine the linking vowel of consonant ending stems shows ablaut, as in /corək kam/ ‘deeds of the thief’ /corEkI bEnI/ ‘sister of the thief’. It may be clear from the above data that the feminine pronominal adjective marker /i/ is retained, but the plural pronominal adjective marker is epenthesised in most of the areas.

(iii) **CEPT Correlates:**
1. **Garhwali** - /səpuko, səbuk, səbko, səbək, səbəbu, səbə/.  
2. **Nepali** - /səbaiko, səbənko/.  


LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI (AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 20)
Table No. 24
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /ḥāṃ/ 'we' (oblique case).

Correlates & Areas:

1 - ḥāṃ- (5-7, 14, 17-18, 27, 29, 31, 44, 50, 56, etc. see map), 2 - ḥāṃt- (5-7, 11, 17, 19, 22-24, 27, 29, etc. see map), 3 - ḥāṃ- (46, 101, 4 - ḥEṃ- (101, 105-06), 5 - ḥāṃn (3-4, 8-17, 19, 22, 24-28, 34, 37-38, 55, 61, etc. see map), 6 - ḥmUn/ 7 - ḥāṃun (26, 38, 79, 82-91, 93, 99), 8 - ḥmIl (95), 9 - hEml (1-2, 14, 95), 10 - hEmInI/ hEmin (1-2, 8, 22, 98, 105-6), 11 - hEmI (101, 105-06), 12 - hEmIs (88), 13 - hāṃās (81, 83, 86-88), 14 - hāṃ- (119).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 20.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): o (1), u (2, 14), φ(3), E- (4, 11), Eₐ (6-7)-il (8-9),-ini (10); -is-ās (12-13).

Immediate constituents: Stem /ḥāṃ/ + oblique formative.

Phonological and morphological tendencies: Notable phonological tendencies noticeable in these correlates are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel due to sensitive vowel system (4, 9-11), i.e., the presence of /i/ in the formative has brought about qualitative change in the stem vowel, (ii) zero oblique formative, as in correlate No. 3. Morphologically, the most important point is that in syntactical utterances correlates No 1-4 are analytical and as such are followed by post-positions, but correlates 5-13 have become synthetic and are not followed by any post-position. However, a post-position may follow correlate No 5-7 in stylistic variations.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically the normal position of these correlates is as an object of a verb of a verbal phrase, as such it follows the subject and precedes the verb, as in /ḥāṃt kē-ḥāṃn dekhī ber/ ‘having seen us’, /hEmtihē-hEminI de: /‘gave to us’.

CEP correlates: 1. Garhwali - /hām (thaī, etc.)/. 2. Nepali - /hām (lai, etc.) hEmi, hām./
Table No. 25
Areal Correlates of Personal Pronoun /tUm/ 'you' (oblique case)

Correlates & Areas:
1 - tUmð/tümð (5-7, 14, 17, 27-29 etc. See map), 2 - tUmµ/tümµ (5-7, 11, 17, 19, 22-24, etc. See map), 3 - tUm (34, 46-47, 61-65, 68-69, 71-74, 80-81, 86, 89, 95, 101, 106, 130), 4 - tâm (111), 5 - təmi (Nep), 6 - tUmən (1-4, 8-19, 22, 24-28, 34, 37-38, 40-45, 55, 67, 75-78, 85-86, 90-98, 123, 132, 137), 7 - tUmUn/ 8 - tUmanI (26, 28, 38, 45-91), 9 - tUmø (79, 81, 83, 86-90, 99), 10 - tUms (82), 11 - tø (101, 105), 12 - tImI (104), 13 - tois (93).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 21.

Areal groupings: (Markers) -Ø (1), -ø (2, 4), - Ø (3), -1 (5, 11), -ən (6, 8), - Un (7); -s (9-10, 12).

Immediate constituents: Stem /tUm/ + /oblique formative.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological tendencies attested in these areal correlates are - (i) centralization of stem vowel (4,5); (ii) vowel harmony (12); (iii) absence of a linking sound (10); (iv) zero oblique formative (3, 4). Morphologically, a notable point of these correlates may be said the synthetic formation of correlates 6-11, the case element being amalgamated in these forms.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, these correlates are used as object of a transitive verb of a verbal phrase, their normal position being after the subject and before the verbal element. Correlates 1-4 have postpositions in this position, but correlates 6-12 do not have any postposition. However, a postposition may, optionally, be added to correlates No 5-7 in stylistic variations. Morphologically forms of correlates 6-12 are synthetic and of 1-5 analytical.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /tUm (thē), tUmu./ + obl. marker.
2. Nepali - /timi (lai), tāpāi (lai), tāmø/ + obl. marker.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 22)
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 26
Areal Correlates of /cyəl/ cyəlo ‘son’ (oblique case, plural number).

Correlates & Arcas:

1 - cyələ (5-7, 11, 17, 22, 24, 27-29, etc. See map), 2 - cyələ (5-6, 12, 18, 22, 23, 31, 38-48, etc. see map), 3 - cyələn (3-5, 24, 27-28, 34, 37, 38, 67, 75, 78-790, 82-83, 85-95, 105, 118, 123, 147), 4 - cyələn (7, 87), 5 - cyəln (1-2, 4, 7, 17, 19, 24-28, 34-35, 57, 75-78, 86, 90-91, 95-98, 101, 105, 137), 6 - chylə (48, 110), 7 - nənə (34, 107), 8 - nana (86), 9 - nantəna (28, 99), 10 - nantənən (8, 93), 11 - nənə (10, 17, 27, 32-33, 40-43, 47, 49, 56, 72), 12 - nənə (23, 46, 48), 13 - lədən (7), 14 - poθən (14), 15 - bhət (17, 72)

Areal Distribution: See map No. 22.

Areally preferred groups: (stem) A. 1-6; B. 7-12; C. 13 ; D. 14, E. 15. (Markers) -a- (1-2, 7-9, 16) -án, ōn (3-5, 10, 13-14); -u (11-12, 15) -ō (6)

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Correlates of the word ‘son’ attested in oblique plural followed by post-positions indicate that the plural markers in oblique case of a consonant ending stems are -/ə~án~ən~ō~u~ál/, the stem vowel of the morpheme /án/ showing ablaut in various areas. This morpheme also attests morphophonemic or accentual shifts in synthetic formations, as in *cyələn-IE>/cyəlnE/ ‘by sons’, * cyələn ko > /cyəlnək/ ‘of sons’; but cf. /cyələk/ ~/cyəltək/ of sons’ <∗ cyələ ko.

Syntactic usage: In an utterance these correlates are followed by case markers (synthetic or analytical), as in /nənəkə/ ‘to sons’, /nənək lijə/ /nəna hən/ ‘for sons’ (for the use of dative markers see table No 24) In the agentive and genitive cases all these forms have become synthetic. However, in certain areas (79-90) the acc. case has become synthetic as in /cyələs/ ‘to sons’. In some the locative case also has become synthetic, as in /wik cyələm bE/ ‘from among his sons’.

Appendix: Oblique plural correlates of consonant ending stems like /cij-/ ‘things’ are attested as follow: /cijə/ ~ / cijə/ ~ / cijən ~ /cijə(s) / ~ /cij-/. 

Note: (1) Consonant ending stem with /a/ as stem vowel show ablaut in the stem vowel before the direct plural forms, but with other vowels it does not show any change. (2) Stems ending in /U/ vowel do not have any plural marker, as in /car bhəlu/4bears, but they do
attest their oblique plurals as /bhálů-bhálUn kē/ 'to the bears',
/bhálůk-bhalUnák/ 'of bears'. The correlates with nasality as plural
oblique formative show intensity in the vowel, whereas with /-n/
formative do not attest any length or intensity.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /nɔnö-, nɔnû-, nUnyala; lalkō-/
   + obl. marker.
   
Table No. 27
Areal Correlates of /bEni/ ‘younger sister’ (nominative (+obl.) case, plural number).

**Correlates & Areas:**

1 - bEnI (60-74, 78-90, 93, 95, 99, 101, 122-23, 137-153), 2 - bEnI (1-18, 22-28, 32-48, 50, 52, 54-58, 75, 77-78, 91, 95-98, 107, etc. see map), 3 - bEn\textsuperscript{1}/4 - bEnI (3, 5-7, 10, 26, 29, 35, 44, 78, 93, 97, 110), 5 - bEnIyā (19, 91, 110), 6 - bEnyā (45, 95), 110, 126, 128), 7 - bAInI (Nep), 8 - bEnIn (2, 6, 11, 55), 9 - bEnin (85, 86, 88, 90, 104-05), 10 - bEnIn/11 - bEnI (32-38, 42-43, 46, 48-49), 12 - bEnI (31), 13 - b\textsuperscript{2}hānī (48), 14-bEhInI/bEhānī (46), 15 - bhUli (101, 105).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 23.

Areally preferred groups (Markers): - Φ (1-2, 7, 12-16), -i (3-4, 11); -n (8-10).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The direct plural markers in these correlates are attested as /i-a-in-n-/ in oblique cases there is no zero morpheme. The correlates of direct case attested with zero morpheme, are attested with /j/ (i.e. i + nasality) morpheme in oblique cases as in /bEnI kē-thē/ ‘to sisters’, /bEnI kē/ ‘of sisters’, others maintain their plural markers in all the oblique cases, as in /bEnI kē/ ~ /bEnIn kē/ ‘to sisters’, /bEnyāk/ ~ /bEnInak/ ‘of sisters’. As usual agentive and genitive cases have become synthetic, whereas all others are analytical, keeping apart the inflected stem from the post-positional case marker.

CEP Correlates: 1. *Garhwali* - /bEni, bhUli (younger), didi (elder), bāhini + obl. marker.

2. *Nepali* - b\textsuperscript{1}hini, b\textsuperscript{2}hānī, didi (elder), bāni, bEni. + obl. marker.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 24)
Table No. 28
Areal Correlates of Accusative-dative Markers (Postpositions). (A)

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 24.

Areally preferred groups: thā- (1-4); chā- (5-6); dhā- (7); khā- (8-10), hā- (11-12), hāt- (13-21, 26), hātē- (22-25); s- (27-29); phē- (30).

Phonological tendencies: Some of the notable phonological tendencies noticeable in these areally preferred correlates are: (i) Assimilation of vowels (1-2, 5-7), otherwise cf. 3; (ii) glidization (4-), (iii) elision of final vowel due to initial accent (9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 29), (iv) ablaut in the stem vowel (15-20, 25-26), (v) reduction of a syllable with nasal consonant into mere nasality (18-21).

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of accusative-dative markers are used, particularly, with verbs meaning ‘to stay’, ‘to tell’, ‘to ask’, ‘to enquire’ etc. when accusative sense is involved, but correlates overlapping with dative markers do not have such stylistic restrictions, as in, /mē thē-hatē kā/: “told to me” but/mē kē dekhi/ ‘saw to me’ (for details see table No 30). Most of these correlates are used as causative - accusative markers as well (see table No. 30). Correlates /thē/ and /chē/ also denote possession and proximity as in /mēthē ke nhē/ ‘I have nothing with me’. /Unārī kūrī thē ek pēr chā/ ‘there is a tree near their house’.
Stylistic variations and areal preferences: In this paradigm preferences both for post-positional morphemes and for vocalic phones are noticeable (see, areal groupings). Except correlate No. 29 all other correlates are used as post-positions, but this correlate is attested as a suffixal morpheme and consequently the resultant form has become synthetic, as in /mēs kō: / 'told me'. Correlates beginning with /kh-, h-/and/s-/ overlap with dative forms.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 25)
Table No. 29
Areal Correlates of Accusative-dative Marker (Postposition). (B)

Correlates & Areas:
1 - kē (1-19, 22-29, 31-45, etc. see Map), 2 - kənI (4-8, 14, 17, 22, 27-29, 31-36), 39-46, 48, 54-56, 58, 75, 78, 96, 107, 110-15, 120-23, 128, 132), 3 - kən/ 4 - kən (69, 78, 122, 123), 5 - kə (7, 9, 60, 123), 6 - kI (Nep.), 7 - kən (61-62, 70-72), 8 - khIn (83), 9 - gē (5, 23, 119, 147), 10 - gənI (5, 23), 11 - gə, 12 - hənI (14, 56, 101, 112), 13 - hē (101, 105-106), 14 - hən (64), 15 - hū (136), 16 - thē (46, 47, 104, 106), 17 - su (78, 79, 81-88), 18 - s (9-93, 99), 19 - Φ (1, 60-63, 66-75, 78, 80-81, 85-91, 93, 95-97, 101, 107, 123, 139, 144, 146, 149, 151, 153),

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 25.
Areal preferred groups: k-(1-6), kh- (7-8), g- (9-11); h- (12-15); th- (16) s- (17-18), Φ (19).

Syntactic usage: These correlates of areally preferred particles are used as accusative-dative markers and follow a nominal or a pronominal stem in the oblique case, as in, /mE kē/ ‘to me’ /twe kē/ ‘to thou’ /tUmō kē/ ‘to you’ /həmō kē/ ‘to us’ /lj kē/ ‘to mother’ /cijō kē/ ‘to things (articles)’, In certain areas it is optionally dropped as in, /mE didlyo/ ‘Please give to me’. /həmān dekhIber/ ‘having seen us’.

Note: 1. Some of the correlates overlap with dative markers of other areas (cf. table No. 28).
2. Stylistically, a dative marker instead of accusative marker is used (for correlates of dative markers see table No 30), if the head of the predicate is the verb /kən/ ‘to say.

Areal preferences: Besides vocalic preferences, areal preferences are notable with regard to the stem consonant. It may be /k-/ (1-6), /kh-/ (7-8), /g-/ (9-11), /h-/ (12-15), /th-/ (16), /s-/ (17-18), Φ (19).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali /- thē, tē, sanī, mā, se, khānī, khuni/ 2. Nepali/- lai/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 26)
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 30
Areal Correlates of Dative Marker (Post-positions).

Correlates & Areas:

1 - llljiy/ 2 - lliji: (1-2, 5-7, 11-18, 22-25 etc. see map), 3 - 1llyiy (47, 142, 150) 4 - 1llji (12, 14, 26, 52, 119), 5 - 1lljk (96, 23-24, 28-29, 34-35, 37, 42, 46, 48, 54, 56, 110, 113, 117-18, 144), 6 - khânl (46, 70), 7 - khân (61-65, 69, 71-74, 93), 8 - khln (62, 79-90, 93, 99), 9 - khi (85, 99), 10 - hln (81), 11 - hUnl (7, 24, 27, 34, 56, 58, 110, 112, 123, 128, 137-38, 140), 12 - hân (48, 57, 69, 86), 13 - hEnl (74), 14 - hân (60-61, 66-73, 143, 145, 147-49, 151,153), 15 - hî (75, 77-78, 85, 96-97), 16 - hü (11, 20, 24, 30, 97), 17 - hê (17, 34), 18 - thE/ 19 - thê (17, 60, 63, 68, 71-72, 79, 86-87, 91, 95-96, 122), 20 - tê (3-4, 8-10, 13, 17, 22, 43, 62, 75-78, 82, 87, 90-91, 93, 95, 97, 144), 21 - lyakha/ 22 - lyakhê (93, 101), 23 - lyakha (93, 101), 24 - lyahEli (106), 25 - lyâhali (104, 105), 26 - nlmêt/ 27 - nlmêr (42, 49), 28 - dhê (90, 91), 29 - sU (27, 90), 30 - nayâ (87), 31 - waste (4, 28, 90, 104), 32- khilya (95), 33 - zero (90, 95, 99), 34 - thyâ (90).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 26.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-5; B. 6 -9; C. 10-17; D. 18-20, 34; E. 21-25; F. 26-27; G. 28; H. 29; I. 30; J. 31; K. 32; L. 33;

Phonological tendencies: Notable phonological tendencies attested in areally preferred groups are-(i) Reduction or elision of final syllable due to higher prominence on the penultimate syllable (cf. ‘A’ & ‘B’ groups), (ii) reduction of the whole syllable into nasality (cf. ‘D’ group), (iii) voiced aspiration (28), (iv) Phonotactic assimilation (30), (v) metathesis (32): khilya < lyakha.

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of dative-accusative markers are used to denote the purpose or object of an action. In a normal utterance correlates 1-5, 18-29, 31-32 follow a nominal or a pronominal stem in the genitive case, but correlates No. 7-17 and 30 follow a nominal or a pronominal stem in the nominative case, as in /myâr lllji:/, / mê hunl/ /mus khilya/ ‘for me’. Correlates with /khâ, hâ-, thô-, dha-, and /sô-/ overlap with accusative forms (see Table No. 28-29).

Note: - Correlates from 6-21, 29-30 overlap with accusative markers. (for detailed correlates of accusative markers, see table No
The zero correlate is attested with verbal nouns only as in /mū pērēn jhān mēryō/ ‘I am going for study.

Stylistic variations: A number of areal preferences and stylistic variations are attested in these correlates (see areal groupings, above).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /khunī (with nom.) thē, tē, kōi, wasta (with gen.) lāi, sānī, hānī, chānī, khānī, kānī, ku, khatir, nibēt/.

2. Nepali-/lagī/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 27)
Table No. 31
Areal Correlates of Agentive/Ablative Marker (Postposition)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - bāti (1, 5-9, 12, 14-17, 22-29 etc.) 2 - bātE (52, 55, 63....), 3 - bātI (6, 42, 46, 90, 96, 97, 101, 106, 110, 138), 4 - bItI (104-105), 5 - bEttI (1, 4, 14, 17, 23, 32, 38, 44, 46-48, 75-77, 90, 97, 125, 138), 6 - bE (1-7, 10-14 etc. See map), 7 - bātIk (27-28), 8 - bāti (48, 61, 72, 91, 113, 142, 144, 147, 153), 9 - bātE/ 10 - bāthe (14, 60, 65, 67, 68, 71-73, 83, 85, 86, 88, 90, 93, 99), 11 - bātI (91, 93), 12 - bātI (90), 13 - bātI (90), 14 - bāthe (82), 15 - bI (68, 80-82, 85-87, 90, 96-97, 126), 16 - mātI (71), 17 - phē bE (118), 18 - pātE (78).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 27.

Areally preferred groups: bAt (1-3-7), bit (4), bEt (5), bE (6, 17), bāth (8-10), bātI (11-14), bI (15-16), pātE (18).

Phonological tendencies: The most notable phonological tendencies in these areally conditioned correlates are: (i) preference for aspiration (8-14, 19); (ii) transfer of aspiration (11-14); otherwise cf. 8-10; (iii) elision of intervocalic plosive (6, 15-18) and consequent assimilation of vowels (6, 15-17).

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of ablative marker, denoting separation, are normally used after the object from which the separation is indicated, as in /kan bāti/ 'from the ear' /gas bāti/ 'from the sky'. These correlates are also used after acc. - dative marker to denote the agency in a passive or causative construction, as in /tUm withē bātI ItUk kam 1E nE kārE sāka/ 'you could not get done even this much work from him'. These correlates are also used as a second component of an adverbial phrase, as in /wā bātI/ 'from there', /yā bāti/ 'from here', /kā bātI/ 'where from'.

Stylistic variations: Correlate No. 16 shows a stylistic preference for locative marker before the ablative marker as a mechanism of intensity.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /bEtI, bāte, bātE, bātE, bātI, bItIki, bātIkh, bIbn, bāthi, pēr bE, pērE, se, si, te, ti, kāri, ei/.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 28)
Table No. 32
Areal Correlates of Locative Marker (Postposition).

Correlates & Areas:
1. mē (1-19, 22-29, etc. see map), 2. -mā (Nep.), 3 - mā (27, 47, 58, 67, 95. 101, 105-106, 128), 4 - mhā (105), 5 - māj/māj (43, 48, 50, 78), 6 - m (6, 22-24, 27, 31-38, 41-42, 44, 46, 48, 52-56, 62, 78, 107, 110, 112-18, 120, 122-23, 125, 126, 130, 137, 140, 153), 7 - ōn/ōn (136-140).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 28.

Areally preferred groups: mē (3-4), māj-māji (5), -mā (2), -m (6), -ūn/ōn (7).

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of the locative marker are used to denote the location of an object. These follow a nominal or pronominal stem in or on which the location is indicated, as in /khet mē/ ‘in the field’ (hatām/ ‘in the hand’ (synthetic). It also follows a verbal noun or a participial phrase, as in /dekhān mē bhāl chā/ ‘it is good in looking’. /khan mē māth chā / ‘it is sweet in eating’ (=it is tasty), /jebūn/ in the pocket.

Areal variations: In the area of correlate No. 6, it has become synthetic, as in /kanēm/ ‘in the ear’, with a linking vowel in consonant ending stems. In others it is a postposition.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /mā, -m, mu, māg, mē/ in, /māthe, ūdu, un, pār. phāri/ (‘on’)
2. Nepali- /mā/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 29)
Table No. 33

Areal Correlates of Post-position, showing Association, accompaniment, which means ‘with’.

Correlates & Areas:

1 - ḏgār (1-29, 31, 34-38, etc. see map), 2- ḏgār (2, 6, 46-47, 87, 95), 3 - ḏgār (12, 17-18, 90), 4 - ḏgārā (79, 81-86, 97, 99, 101); (ḏg̱rā - 90, 93); 5 - ḏg̱rā (110), 6 - ḏg̱hār (48), 7 - ḏg̱E (5, 24, 27, 52, 55, 110, 112), 8 - pāchet (60-63, 65-74), 9 - sāmet (60, 73, 138), 10 - s̱It (60-61, 67-74, 93, 137-139, 144-45, 148, 150-153), 11 - s̱ēn (63-64, 72, 140, 142, 153).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 29.

Areally preferred groupings: A. 1-7; B. 8 ; C. 9 ; D. 10-11; E, 12; F. 13.

Phonological tendencies: Phonological tendencies noticeable with regard to group ‘A’ may be pointed out as follows: (i) ablaut in vowels; (ii) elision of final syllable (1-3, 6); (iii) elision of intervocalic /r/, and consequent assimilation of vowels (7); (iv) aspiration (6); (v) even accent (4-5) (vi) higher accent on penultimate syllable (1-3, 6-7).

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these associative markers in a sentence is immediately after the substantive with whom or with which the association is pointed out. Correlates 1-9 follow the substantive in the oblique or genitive case in different areas, but correlates 10-12 follow only the substantive in the oblique case as in /mē-myr ḏgār/-/mē s̱It-s̱ēn/ ‘with me’.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali -/ḏg̱rī, ḏg̱rī, ḏg̱rā, ḏg̱r, ḏg̱rE, ḏg̱r/. 2. Nepali-/ sita, sānta, sath/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 30)
Table No. 34

Areal Correlate of Passive Agentive Marker (Post position), meaning 'by'.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 30.


Phonological tendencies: The most notable phonological tendencies in these areally conditioned correlates are: (i) assimilation (2-4, 9) otherwise cf. 1; (ii) emergence of automatic glides (5-8, 12, 18-19), (iii) intrusion of aspiration (20-21), (iv) synchopation (3-4, 8) and consequent synthetic formations; otherwise cf. /le-lE/ in 9).

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these correlates of passive-agentive markers in a sentence is immediately after the agent in the genitive case. However, in correlates 28-33 the agent is in the ablative case. The use of the genitive with these post positions may be called a peculiarity of Kumāuni. /Umār kE/ 'by you'; /Unār bZi/ 'by them' /hāmār bUdik, hāmānchē/ 'by us'.

Stylistic variations: Besides areal preferences for respective stems the notable stylistic variations are noticed with regard to group 'A' correlates. Areas of correlates 3-4, 8-9 show a preference for a phrasal
unit comprising a verbal base + an agentive marker /le/. Similar is the case of the areas denoted by correlate No 33, in which the components of the phrase comprise a nominal base + an agentive marker. Areas from 11-31 show a preference for a mono-morphemic enclitic only.

**CEP correlates:** 1. Garhwali- /se, si, kari, te, ei/.  
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 31)
Table No. 35

Areal Correlates of Causative-accusative (passive) Marker
(Post position)

Correlates & Areas:

1 - thé (1, 7, 11-19, See map), 2 - thé hë (as in table No 27), 4 - thé hë (24, 60, 62 etc.), 5 - thé hë bë/ 6 - thé hë ber (1, 12, 14 etc.), 7 - tha/thyä (90), 8 - chë (4-5, 7-9 etc.), 9 - chë bë/ 10 - chë bë (5, 97), 11 - chë bëthë (14, 78), 12 - phë/ 13 - phë bë (118), 14 - dhë/ 15 - dhë bë (6-7, 90-91), 16 - kA/kâyä (57), 17 - hë (123), 18 - hë (1, 3, 5-6 etc. as in 24 & 27), 19 - hebï (104-05), 20 - hï/ 21 - hëbër (32, 35, 46, 105), 22 - hï (2, 27, 32-33, 42, 52, 91), 23 - hUnï (6, 7, 11, 27 etc. see map), 24 - hänï/ 25 - hEnï (23, 28, 32, etc.), 26 - hâtï/ 27 - hät (22, 24, 27, etc. as in 24), 28 - hëta (83), 29 - hätE/ 30 - hâtë (23, 29, 34, etc. 12 in 24), 31 - hënë (79, 86), 32 - dãgãï (90), 33 - se/seï (8-9, 83, 86), 34 - bëthë (79, 90), 35 - (më) ki (47).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 31.

Areally preferred groupings: thä - (1-7); chä- (8-11); phä-(12-13); dhä- (14-15); kä-(16); hä- (17-22), hât- (23-31) se-(33), dãgãï (32); bëthe (34), ki (35)

Phonological tendencies: See table No. 28 and 31.

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of the accusative - ablative markers are used to denote the agency of an action in a passive construction. The peculiarity of stylistic usage is that in certain areas more than one post-positional markers are used, presumably to emphasise the desirability of action as is the case with correlates 5-6, as in /tUm withë-thë bë/ -thë hë bë ItUk kam lE në kërÉ ŕäka/ 'you could not get even this much work done through/from him'. In this fused phrasal unit of post-positions, the first component of the unit is accusative marker and other components are ablative markers; all denoting one single concept. Morphologically, correlates 1, 7-8, 12, 14, 16-18, 20, 22-34 are mono-morphemic and others poly-morphemic.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwalí-/se, mä, thä, thé
2. Nepali - /lai, sâgo/
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 32)
Correlates & Areas:

1 - hE/ 2 - hElE/ 3 - hElagE (2, 5, 8-9, 12-14, 17, 19, 23-25 etc. see map), 4 - hEber/ 5 - hE bE (1-7, 10-18, 22-29, 31-40 etc. see map), 6 - hE bāti (31-32, 46, 48), 7 - hābE (37, 48), 8 - hā (79), 9 - hUnI (140, 149), 10 - hE lekI/ 11 - hElE (64, 80, 97), 12 - dhē (8, 85), 13 - thē lekI (17, 140), 14 - hEblI (105), 15 - hEbāti (31-32, 46, 48), 16 - bēthE (78, 93), 17 - se (46-47).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 32.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1; B. 2-3; C. 4-8; D. 9-10; E. 11-12; F. 13-14; G. 15-17; H. 18.

Syntactic usage: These correlates of areally preferred particles, denoting degree of comparison are used after the oblique form of a nominal or a pronominal stem - /u mē hE thul chi/ 'he was older to me; /u adIm hElE thUl chi/ 'he was taller than a man'.

Stylistic variations: Stylistically, some areas invariably tag the emphatic particle after it. In some areas even the ablative markers /bE-bāti-bERI/etc. are also added to it. As such in these poly-morphemic correlates it becomes a 'phrasal unit'. Correlates No 7 shows a preference for three morphemes, viz., /hE + beri + lE/. Mono-morphemic uses like /hE/-thE/, /bāti-bI[1,1 indicate that the use of both the morphemes is a mechanism of intensity in these areas, standing for the emphatic particle. As such, except correlate 17, all the other preferring polymorphemic units, have either the emphatic particle or the ablative marker only. Thus, structurally, correlates 1, 9, 10 and 18 are mono-morphemic and all others poly-morphemic.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali/-se - bi, te- bi/,
2. Nepali - /bhanda, bannya, ba:to, hElE, hElage/.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 33)
Table No. 37
Areal Correlates of Emphatic particle, which means ‘also, even’.

Correlates & Areas:
1-1E 1-46 etc. See map), 2 - le (105), 3 - le (4, 7, 8, 14, 22, 27, etc.), 4 - lek (64, 80, 91, 97-98), 5 - lek/6 - lek (10, 34, 45, 56, 71, 78, 90-92, 95, 113), 7 - le (105), 8 - leg (74), 9 - lekE (85-86), 10 - leg (63, 71, 74, 87, 108), 11 - legE (27, 62, 65-72, 74, 83, 123, 128), 12 - legE (72, 86), 13 - bi (47).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 33.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-3; B. 4-9; C. 10-12; D. 13.

Phonological tendencies: Areally conditioned diverse phonological tendencies noticeable in these correlates may be grouped as under:
(i) Aspirated (2, 7) vs. unaspirated (all others); (ii) Open vowel (1-2, 6-7) vs. semi-close vowel (3-5, 12-13) vs. centering vowel (8-11); (iii) Open syllable (1-3, 5-7, 9, 11-12, 15) vs. close syllable (4, 8, 10, 13) (first morpheme); (iv) monosyllabic (1-4, 8, 10, 13, 15) vs. poly-syllabic (4-12); (v) monomorphemic (1-3, 13, 15) vs. polymorphemic (4-12); (vi) voiced (10-12) vs. voiceless (4-9); (vii) open vowel (9, 11-12) vs. close vowel (5, 6-7, 15) (second morpheme).

Syntactic usage: These correlates of the emphatic particle are used to emphasise a particular element in an utterance, as such its place in an utterance is not fixed, but it always follows the element it specifies or emphasises, e.g. /twi ke le dyol/ ‘I will give to you as well’, /JE thE le kola/ ‘to whom-so-ever you ask’, /kE lE lE khil/ ‘he will work and eat as well’.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /bi/
2. Nepali- /pami, lE, lEki/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 34)
Table No. 38
Areal Correlates of Adjective (qualitative), meaning ‘good’.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 34.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-2; B. 3-6; C. 7-8; D. (9), E. 10, F. 11.

Syntactic usage: In an utterance its diagnostic place is either immediately before the substantive it qualifies or immediately after it, as in /bhāl mēs/ goodman, /bhālll sēnl/ ‘good woman’. It shows its agreement with the gender of the substantive it qualifies. It is also used as an adverb of manner with formatives of manner. Feminine correlates are: /bhālī/ nīlki/ Acchi/ - (i.e. in case of stems, /bhāl/ and /nīk/- the masculine marker /-o/ is replaced by /-i/ or zero.).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali /- āchho, bhālo, sUndēr, bērīya, bērīya/ 2. Nepali-/ramro, /āsāl, āsāl/.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 35)
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 39
Areal Correlates of Descriptive (qualitative) Adjective

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 35.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-2; B. 3-7; C. 8-11; D. 12-13.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Common phonological and morphophonemic tendencies noticeable in these areal correlates may be categorized as follows: (i) colouring of initial vowel by the final vowel (elided or maintained) (2, 4, 7). (ii) elision of final vowel due to stronger accent on the initial syllable (1-4, 8, 12); (iii) gemination of inter-vocalic consonant (6-7, 9-11).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, these correlates of a lexical free form are used as qualifiers or modifiers. In an utterance their position is immediately before or after a substantive, as in /nāk kam/ ‘bad deed’ or /yo kam nāk cha/ ‘this action is bad’. It may, however, function as an adverb, as in, /mE nāk mānu/ ‘I do not like (= I take it badly), and it may also function as a noun, as in /nāk cha/ ‘it is bad’.

Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 36)
Table No. 40
Areal Correlates of Ordinal Numeral Adjective (definite), for the word 'second', 'the other'.

**Correlates & Areas:**

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 36.

**Areally preferred groups:** dus - (1-8), duh- (9-10) hər- (11); ər - (12).

**Phonological tendencies:** Areally conditioned phonological tendencies noticeable in these correlates of ordinal numeral adjective are: (i) Ablaut in the stem vowel; (ii) vowel harmony (1, 2, 5); (iii) loss of second syllable (6-8); (iv) replacement of /s/ by /h/ (9-10); (v) preference for a new morpheme (11-12); transfer of aspiration (11).

**Syntactical usage:** In an utterance, when followed by a noun it always qualifies that noun, but it is used as a subject when the noun is understood, as in /dUsər ko chi:/ ‘who was the second?’/ dUsər–duhər cyəl/ ‘second son’.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /həko, hEko, hEku, dusuru, dUsəro, dUsro, ər.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Language Area of Kumauni
(Areal Distribution: Map No. 37)
Table No. 41

Areal Correlates of Descriptive Adjective for the word ‘big’.

**Correlates & Areas:**
1. thUlo (62-72, 78-81), 2. thUl (1-19, 22-78 etc.), 3. bəro (62),
4. bər (13, 46, 146), 5. ḍhār (14, 44, 62), 6. ḍhā: (23), 7. mot, 8. kəs,

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 37.

**Areally preferred groups:** A. 1-2; B. 3-4; C. 5-6; D. 7; E. 8; F. 9.

**Phonological tendencies:** Areally conditioned phonological tendencies noticeable in these correlates are: (i) maintenance of final vowel due to even accent (1, 3, 5); (ii) elision of final vowel due to primary accent on the initial syllable (2, 4, 7, 8); (iii) elision of final consonant due to long quantity of the vowel which is an accompaniment of primary pitch accent (6); (iv) stylistic preference for an enclitic (8).

**Syntactic usage:** In an utterance the position of these adjectival correlates is after an adverb of measurement and immediately before the noun it qualifies, as in /Itān thUl rukh.../ ‘such a big tree’, /thUl ḍyāl kā chā:/ ‘where is the eldest, elder son?’. It shows an agreement in number and gender with the noun or pronoun it modifies.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali- /bəro, bəru, bər, thulo (elder)/.
2. Nepali-/thulo/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 38)
Table No. 42
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Degree (intensive) or Adjective (indefinite numeral), meaning, ‘many, very’.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 38.

Areally preferred groups: A. 1-2; B. 3-5; C. 6-7; D. 8-9; E. 10-11; F. 12; G. 13; H. 14-16; I. 19; J. 18; K. 19.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The notable phonological and morphophonemic features in different areas are - (1) transfer of aspiration (1); (ii) gemination (3-4, 14-15); (iii) assimilation (15).

Syntactic usage: The syntactical position of these correlates in a simple utterance is immediately before or after the substantive it qualifies, as in /bh₄t der hE gE/ ‘it has become too late; /wik pas bh₄t rUₜ chₐ/chₐn/ ‘he has many rupees’. However, many correlates of this parameter overlap with adverbial correlates, as in /bh₄t thUl chₐ/ (it) is very big’.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /bṛi, bh₄t, bhIndi, bindi (f.), bhIndya, bindya bIndhi, bhIni, kphi (Mac.), mₐst, jada/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 39)
Table No. 43
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Degree or Indefinite Adjective, meaning, ‘a little, a few’.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 39.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morpho-phonemic aspects of these correlates are: (i) assimilation of vowels (4-6); otherwise cf. 7, 16; (ii) glidization of /o/ and epenthesis of final vowel (20-21) (cf. 18); (iii) vowel harmony (12-13); (iv) metathesis of phones (16) otherwise cf. 7.

Syntactic usage: It is used both as a qualifier and intensifier. Its place in the syntactical structure of the language is immediately before the word it qualifies or intensifies as in /mānī Eram kāri liya/ ‘please take a little rest’, /mānī bhālikē lījāya/ ‘please take (a little) carefully’.

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 40)
### Table No. 44
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Degree of Interrogative Adjective, meaning 'how much, how many'.

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. katUk (4-19, etc. see map), 2. kātu: (3, 6, 7, 8, etc.), 3. kāttu (56, 58, 75, 78, 87, 90, 93, 97, 98, 110, 112, 116-118, 123, 128, 148, 151), 4. kādUg (75), 5. kādāk (7), 6. kātI (2, 43, 60-74, 78, 99, 101, 106, 141, 144-49, 153), 7. kādu (5) 8. katUk (101), 9. kādī (1, 2, 104-109), 10. kāi (4).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 40.

**Areally preferred groups (Markers):** -tuk (1), -tu (2-3), -dug (4), -dāk (5), -ti (6-7), -di (9), -tik (8), -i (10).

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** Diverse phonological and morpho-phonemic features, noticeable in these correlates, may be noted as follows: (i) elision of final phone under strong stress on the final syllable (2-3, 6-7); (ii) lengthening and qualitative change in the vowel of the final syllable (2, 3, 7); (iii) gemination of intervocalic consonant (3); (iv) voicing of intervocalic voiceless plosives (4, 5, 9); (v) progressive diffusion of voice to the final voiceless plosive (4); (vi) elision of an interior plosive (10), cf. 6-7.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, its place in an utterance is immediately before a substantive, as in /katUk dīn hēgā/ 'how many days have passed?'. It can, however, function as an adverb to modify a following adjective, as in/wik cyāl katUk thul cha/ 'how old (=big) is his son?'.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali- /kāti/, kātig, kātk, kātkh, kāthga, kātha, kātna/.
2. Nepali- /kātI/.
Table No. 45
Areal Correlates of Indefinite Numeral Adjective, meaning 'this much, these many'

Correlates & Areas:

Areally preferred groups (Stem): i. (1-2, 8-13, 17, 20); yá. (5-7, 14, 18); ye-é (3-4, 15-16, 19, 21-22): (Markers) - tuk (1-8); -dug (9-10), -dik (ii), -tkE (12), -tkhE (13); -ú (14-18); -i (19), -nu-n (20-22).

Phonological tendencies: Notable phonological features, noticeable in these correlates are as under: (i) glidalization of initial /i/ (4-7, 14, 16, 18); (ii) elision of final plosive (2, 5); (iii) qualitative and quantitative change in the preceding vowel due to higher accent (2, 5); (iv) voicing of intervocalic and final plosives (9-11, 18); (v) elision of second vowel due to strong accent (12-13); (vi) gemination of intervocalic plosives (14-15, 20); (vii) additional aspiration (13).

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these correlates in an utterance is immediately before a substantive, with a paralinguistic emphasis, as in /ItUm with th ItUk kam lE nE kwrwE šeka: /'could you not get done even this much work from him?'/ /ItUk adIm ká jál/ 'where will go these many people?'. Some of these correlates have an overlapping with adverb of degree (cf. table No 46).

Stylistic variation: Some of the areas prefer to use an intensity marker /E/ (8-9, 12-13) or /i/ (14-19), even in a normal utterance, which mean 'even this much'.

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 41)
Table No. 46
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Degree, meaning ‘such a’

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 41.

*Phonetic and Morphophonemic tendencies:* The most important phonological features of these correlates are: (i) gltidalization of initial vowel (3, 7, 11, 17, 22, 24, 25); (ii) elision of /a/ due to strong initial accent (7, 12, 13, 23); (iii) elision of final vowel due to heavy accent on the second syllable (1-4, 6, 14-16, 21-22); (iv) elision of final plosive and consequent intensification of preceding vowel and gemination of consonant due to accent (19).

*Syntactic Usage:* In the syntactical structure of the language the diagnostic position of these intensifiers is immediately before the adjective, intensified by these, as in /Itān thUl rukh/ ‘such a big tree’. However, some of the correlates show overlapping with adjectives (cf. table No. 45).

**CEP Correlates:**
2. Nepali- yātī, yātro, Itano, ItUno/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 42)
Table No. 47
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place, meaning, ‘infront of and behind’.

Correlates & Areas:
1. āghl-pāchI (1-9, 11-18 etc. see map), 2. āghl-plchari (118), 3. āghal-pāchal (144, 53), 4. Ighil-plchil (90-91), 5. āgha-pācha (17, 60-63, 66-75, 78, 153-54), 6. āgā-pāchā (101), 7. āga-pācha (101), 8. agapacha (Nep.), 9. āggha-pāccha/ āggha-pācha (61-65, 68-69, 71-72, 146), 11. āgharI-pīcharI (13, 118), 12. āghIn-pāchIn (1, 2, 7, 12 etc.), 13. āghIn-pIcharI (44, 45, 55), 14. āghII-pāchIn/hEgI-pāchII (1-10, 55, 78), 15. āghII-pEhblI/ 16. āghIi-pEhEblIi (104-05), 17. āghIi-pachIbI (106), 18. āgbti-pākh bāti (105).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 42.
Areally preferred groups: A. 1-4; B. 5-10; C. 11; D. 12-13; E. 14; F. 15-18.

Phonological and Morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morphophonemic features of these areally preferred correlates are: (i) vowel harmony (3-4); (ii) deaspiration (6-8, 15-16); (iii) gemination (9-10); (iv) prothesis, (h) (14).

Syntactic usage: Structurally, the position of these correlates in a sentence is (i) immediately before the verb; (ii) before an interrogative word in interrogative sentences; (iii) before a prohibitive or negative word in a negative sentence, as in /wik āghI-pāchI kIIE jāchE/ ‘why do you go in front or behind of him’; /wik āghIn-pāchIn jān jāc/ ‘don’t go infront or behind of him’.

Areal preferences: Areal preferences are noticeable with regard to final phone /1-n / or / ri/. Some areas prefer even to have a post-position after the adverbical form (cf. correlates 16-17).

2. Nepali - āgari-pāchari, āghi-pāchi, agapacha, Agā-pāchā/
Table No. 48
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place, meaning 'inside'

Correlates & Areas:

1. bhÎ¼r (2, 4, 8, 10———–133, see map), 2. bhâ€ r (1-4, 9-12, 14, 134, 36, 73, 75, 77-78, 97), 3. bhÎ¼r (4-7, 11-12 etc., see map), 4. bhÎ¼r, 5. bhÎ¼r (105), 6. 'bhÎ¼r (62, 69, 71-73), 7. 'bhÎ¼r, 8. 'bhÎ¼ (60-74, 90).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 43.

Phonological tendencies: Some of the notable phonological tendencies in these areal correlates are (i) voicing of intervocalic voiceless plosive (4-5); (ii) lengthening of consonant due to strong initial accent (6-7); (iii) elision of post-accentual vowel (7-8).

Areal accentual preferences: An interesting phonological aspect of these correlates may be said, various areal preferences with regard to their accessional patterns, some showing preference for even accent, some for higher pitch on the final syllable and some for higher stress on the initial syllable.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwa- /bhEr-bhÎ¼r, bhEr-bhÎ¼r.

2. Nepali- /bâ€²r-bhÎ¼r, bâ€²r-bhÎ¼r, bhEr-bhÎ¼r.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 44)
Table No. 49

Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place (direction), showing motion, meaning ‘to this side and to that side’

**Correlates & Areas:**

13. yathā-Uthā (6, 22, 27-28, 34, 37, 38, 42, 45, 46, 48-58, 111, 114, 123, 125).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 44.

**Areally preferred groups (Stem):** ith-uth (1, 6, 8, 12, 14); it-uth-(5, 10, 12), yath-(3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13), yā-wā (15), wāli pāli (16), ewāt-owāt (17), ilth-ulth (18).

**Immediate constituents:** Adverb of place + direction marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** Some of the notable phonological and morphophonemic tendencies noticeable in these correlates are: (i) preference for a glide in the initial position (2-4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15); (ii) absence of direction marker (8-11, 16-17); (iii) nasality as a morpheme (direction marker) (12-15); diachronically /Ithā/ seems to be a finished form of *Ith hā, hā being a correlate of dative - accusative marker in Kumauni (see table No. 28-29). Similarly, synthetic forms like /yathE - UthE/ (4-7) seem to have developed form analytical forms, like /Ith-kE/, /Uth-kE/ by dropping the plosive element under accentual tendencies:

**Syntactic usage:** In a normal utterance it constitutes a part of predicate and its position is immediately before the verb. In negative statements, however, it precedes the negative particle, as in /bhānā kē IthkE UthkE ni kēr/ ‘don’t displace the utensils to this side or that side’.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 45)
Table No. 50

Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place (direction), showing motion, meaning 'downward and upward'.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 45.
Areally preferred groups: Un-ubh (1, 5, 6), Un-ub (2, 3, 7, 8-9) un-uph (4), tālī-mālī (10-15), mūnī-māth (16), unya-icya (17).

Immediate constituents: Adverb of place + enclitic /kE~/gE/, indicating direction.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable divergent phonological and morphophonemic tendencies of these correlates are—(i) elision of enclitic (6-12, 16); (ii) reduction or elision of post-accentual syllable peak (14, 15); (iii) phonotactic effect of voicing (1-2); (iv) gemination of inter-vocalic consonant (12); (v) higher prominence on the first syllable (1-4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16); or (vi) on the second syllable (5-7, 10, 12, 17).

Syntactic usage: In a simple statement the natural position of these adverbs of place and direction is immediately before the verb, as in /jyorIkē UnkE-UbhgE ni kār/ ‘don’t move the string downward and upward’.

Stylistic variations: Stylistically, there are areas which invariably use the directional particle /kE~/gE/ (1-4, 13-15) and others do not.

Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 46)
Table No. 51
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place, with emphatic sense, meaning 'at this very place' (adv. of place).

Correlates & Areas:

Immediate constituents: Adverb of place + emphatic particle /i/ + locational marker /kE-kānI-IJE/

Areally preferred groups: yā (2-3), et - (4) yet - (14-15), yat- (6-13, 16-19), yāl - (20), it - (5, 24-25) id - (26), il - (21-23), Yām-, ye- (28-29).

Phonetic and morphophonemic tendencies: These correlates of adverb of place show a number of interesting phonetic and morphophonemic tendencies in their respective areas. The most notable of these are - (i) glidalization of initial /i/ or /e/ (6-20); (ii) assimilation of emphatic particle with the vowel of adverbial base or post-position (3-18, 21, 24, 27); (iii) phonotactic assimilation of dental + lateral consonants (21-23); (iv) gemination of base consonant before suffixal morpheme (emphatic particle) (7-8, 12-15); (v) phonotactic voicing (26).

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position for the occurrence of this adverbial phrase is immediately before the verb in an utterance, as in /ālīE u yāī chi/ 'he was here just a few minutes ago', /ekē yāī r̦n dīya/ 'please leave it here (at this very place).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garwhali - /ekhēmē, Ikhme, ekhIm, yāḳm, yāḳmū, yākmē, yekhīmū, yekhmī, y̨ḳhimū, Ikhi, ethma, yāma/. 2. Nepali-/yāḷlāi, yāhi, yāi, yelą/
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 47)
Table No. 52
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place with Paralinguistic Emphasis, meaning ‘at the very place’.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 47.

Areally preferred groups: (Stem) wā- (1, 3, 4), wē- (2, 11) wet- (5-7), ut- (8-9), hwāt- (10), wākh (11).

Immediate constituents: Adverb of place + emphatic particle.

Phonetic and morphophonemic tendencies: Important phonological and morphophonemic points involved in these correlates are: (i) assimilation of vowels (3); (ii) gemination of consonants under paralinguistic environments; (iii) absence of emphatic particle (4); (iv) glidalization of /U/ and vowel harmony (5-7, 10); (v) occurrence of prothetic /h/ (10); (vi) ablaut in stem vowel due to advance vowel (1-2), otherwise cf. 4.

Syntactic usage: The natural diagnostic position of these correlates of emphatic adverb of place in an utterance is immediately before the verb, as in /tUm wāi jāwa/ ‘you go to that very place’, /tā wāi rēchē/ ‘they (f.) live at that very place’. However, it may be used predicatively as well, in a stylistic or attitudinal variations, as in /tUm jāwa wāi/ ‘you go to that very place’.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali-/Ukhi, wākhī, tākhī/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 48)
Table No. 53

Areal Correlates of Adverb of Place, showing Direction, meaning 'towards'

**Correlates & Areas:**


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 48.

Areally preferred groups: uja - (1-3), hun-, hu- (4,9), hā- (5); hin-, hi (6-8), khān, khin, khī (10-12), tārāp (13-17), tīrā (18), sī (19), kE (22), mē (20).

Phonological tendencies: These correlates of adverb of direction, being enclitics, do not have any scope for a morphophonemic analysis. Notable phonological tendencies are: (i) glidialization (1-2); (ii) deaspiration (14, 16, 17); (iii) even accent (4-6, 13, 14, 16); (v) initial accent (7-9, 15, 17).

Syntactic usage: The syntactical position of these correlates of adverb of direction in a simple utterance is immediately after the object toward which the action is directed. The interesting aspect of this formation in Kumauni is that correlates 1-12, and 18-21 follow the nominative form of the noun or pronoun, but forms 13-17 and 21 follow the genitive form of it, as in /āgaS hū ki can cha/ ~ /āgaS Eki tārāp ki...../ 'what are you looking towards the sky'.

Table No. 54
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Time ‘at that time’
(particularization of time)

Correlates & Areas:

Areally preferred groups: U-(1, 11, 13-17, 28, 29), Un (2, 24), Us- (3-4, 20-21, 23, 27), Után-(5-10), wi- (18, 22), wà-(24-25): Second component- ták- (1-5), -tuk- (6-7, 24), -jug, -juk (8-9), -ja (10), -bákhát (11-12, 20), - bhárt - (13-17), wákt, -bágt (18-19), -bétali, -béthali (22-23), -háí, -hi (25-26), -dar, -dyá (28-29).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The most notable phonetic tendencies, attested in these correlates may be said as follows: (i) transfer of aspiration from the succeeding aspirated plosive to the preceding unaspirate plosive and consequent elision of the plosive element of the second plosive, i.e., /bhárt/ ~ /bákhát/ (13-17); otherwise cf. 11-12, 20-21; (ii) voicing of intervocalic breathed plosive, cf. báget-bákhát-wákt. (iii) aspiration (23); otherwise cf. 22 or it may be vice-versa.

Usage: The syntactical position of this adverbial phrase, indicating time, is not fixed. It may precede or follow the subject or may occur at the end of the sentence, but does not come immediately before the verb, as in /Uták u wái chi/ ~ / u wái chi Uták/ ‘he was there at that time’.

| Table No. 55
| Areal Correlates of Adverb of Time (multiplicative), ‘once’ (only)’ (= one time).

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areaally preferred groups:** bākhāt (1-5), ber (6-12); bherān (13), tāk (14-16), phyār (17-18); dhā (19-20); bēlāli (21-22); bāli (23), bhēr (24).

**Syntactic Usage:** In a simple statement the natural position of these correlates of adverb of time is immediately before the finite verb or before a verbal conjunt, as in /ek bākhāt khan thik huch/ ‘it is proper to eat only once’. /yāk bākhāt dīya/ ‘give once’.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali- /ek, yek, eki-bar, -bāri, -bāgāt/.
2. Nepali-/ek-yāk baji-coti, eute sāmāy-mā, yāk bāti/.

Table No. 56
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Time (expressing a fixed point of time), meaning ‘just now, only a few seconds ago’ etc.

Correlates & Areas:
1. ElE (14, 34, 36-37, 43, 46, 60, 73, 78, 90, 93, 97, 113, 123, 128, 137-39, 141, 143, 145, 150, 151, 153),
2. ElIE (17, 22, 24, 27, 32, 38, 42, 48, 54, 58, 60, 68-72, 93, 107, 116, 120, 123, 128, 142, 145-46),
3. ElIE (2, 5-6 etc.),
4. ElE (1, 3-8 etc.),
5. ElE (4, 7, 12, 42, 45, 57, 77, 86),
6. aIE (4, 10, 17, 62, 71, 95),
7. aIE (62),
8. aIE-aIE (46-47),
9. aIE-aIE (4, 7, 12, 42, 45, 57, 77, 86, 95),
10. ElEI (118),
11. ElIE (118, 144),
12. EnnE (143, 144, 146, 148),
13. aEnE (10, 66, 148),
14. ak (71),
15. yát jāIE/16. El jāIE (11, 151),
17. El jānIE (105),
18. tāIE (44),
19. ájI (9, 42).

Areal Distribution: As above.

Areally preferred groups: El-, al-, El- (1-11, 14, 16-17), En-, aEn- (12-13), yát (15) tā (18), aI (19).

Immediate constituents: Components of these correlates of adverb of time are two particles, viz. indicative + emphatic. In some cases it is demonstrative adj. + duration of time indicator + intensity marker (16) ‘up to this time’.

Phonological tendencies: Notable phonological aspects of these correlates are as follows: (i) gemination of /I/ or /n/ before emphatic particle (2-4, 7, 12-13); (ii) ablaut in the initial vowel (4-9, 13); (iii) reduplication as a mechanism of intensification (8-11).

Syntactic usage: In an utterance the place of this adverb of time is not fixed. In stylistic variation it may occur immediately before or after the subject or at the end of the sentence, as in /ElIE u yáI chi-u ElIE yáI chi-u yáI chi ElIE/ ‘just now he was here’.

Stylistic variations: Stylistically, the limit of time is expressed (i) by intensity marker /E~IE/; (ii) by reduplication (8, 11); (iii) by / já IE/ or /ták/ ‘upto’, as in /belI jáIE/ ‘upto yesterday’, /bhol jáIE/ ‘uptil tomorrow’.

CEP Correlates:
2. Nepali-/áile, bhárkhállái/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 49)
Table No. 57
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Time, meaning ‘yesterday’.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No 49.

Areally preferred groups: A (1-3), B (4-9), C (10-11); D. (12-14), E (15).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Divergent phonological and morphophonemic tendencies noticeable in these correlates are: (i) correlate No 7 shows that the full form of this adverb would be * /beliya/, which is also supported by orthographic correlates. In this light following morpho-phonemic changes may be noted: (i) elision of final syllable due to strong accent on preceding syllables (1-3, 8-13); (ii) lengthening of vowel due to primary pitch accent on it (1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 14); (iii) reduction or elision of vowel due to primary stress accent on the preceding syllable (2, 4-7, 9, 11, 14); (iv) elision of inter-vocalic /l/ (10-14); (v) intrusion of aspiration (12-15) (vi) areal tendencies for free variation of /l/ with /l/ (9) and /w/ (6, 8), (vii) the glidal /y/ in the initial syllable again seems to be a product of accentual intensity leading to shortening of the vowel and consequently compensating it with a glide.

Syntactic usage: Structurally, these correlates of adverb of time occur either immediately before the verb or at the end of a sentence in a stylistic variation, as in /u ‘byáli yā a : (ch) /-/- u a /:/ (ch) yā byáli/ ‘he came here yesterday’, or it may be followed by post-position and another adverb. /u byáli yāi chi/ ‘he was here yesterday’. /u beli bōti yāi chā/ ‘he is here since yesterday’.

Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Language Area of Kumauni (Areal Distribution: Map No. 50)
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Time (intensive sense), meaning ‘early in the morning’.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No 50.

Componential elements: Nominal stem /rat, phājār, pārbhāt/, + adverbial formative + emphatic particle /e-E-i/ + locational marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: The most notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects of these correlates are - (i) Ablaut in stem vowel (1-10, 13-17, 19-20); (ii) gemination of /t/ before adverbial formative; (iii) assimilation of formative and emphatic particle (4, 9-10, 14, 17, 19-20); (iv) glidalization (1).

Syntactic usage: The diagnostic position of these correlates of the intensive adverb of time is immediately preceding or following the verb, as in /mē rátye ayū/~/mē ayū rátye/ ‘I came early in the morning’. In certain areas it may be followed by a locative post positional marker (9-13); correlates 16-20 have a phrasal construction, which mean “when the night was over”. Semantically, correlates 1-3 indicate the sense ‘when it was still a night’.

CEPT Correlates: 1. Garhwali-/sубеr, sубеrι, sубe ре, rатьe, phājόl, phājόλι, blnsारियमά, pārbhāтί/.
2. Nepali-/ subere, bίhάnλι. pάrbhαтάι, pάrbhαтe/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 51)
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 59
Areal Correlates of Adverb of Reason, which means ‘why’, ‘what for’.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 51.

Areally preferred groups (First Component): ki- (1-2), 21-25, 32, 35), ka- (3-4), ke- (5-6, 11-12, 14, 19, 29, 31, 33-34, 37), kya- (7-10, 36); kya- (18, 20, 26-27, 30); kye- (15, 17, 28); (Second Component): le-IE (1-3, 5, 7, 10), -lek-laki (10, 35); -la (4, 9, 36), -tē (14-16, 18), -huni (19, 24, 32), -han (20), -hin-hī (21-22, 25, 28), -hū (23, 33); -ki (26-27, 31), -khi (28), -khOn (29-30), -waste (34), -su (37).

Immediate constituents: Immediate constituents of this interrogative adverb are: interrogative pronoun + dative marker.

Phonological tendencies: Besides vocalic preferences in areally conditioned groups (see point of divergence) one of the notable phonological tendency is (i) glidalization (7-10, 15-18, 20, 26-38, 35).

Syntactic usage: These areal correlates of the interrogative adverb denoting purpose, or reason of some action are used immediately before the verb, as in /kIIE lacha/ ‘why did you bring’, /KIIE kēcha/ ‘why do you say’/ me kIIE kōl/ ‘why should I say’.

Areal preferences and stylistic variations: Areal preferences are particularly noticeable with regard to the choice of the second component of the phrasal unit. Stylistically, in some areas (14-16, 18) the dative marker follows the genitive form instead of nominative one.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /kIIE, klīi, kyak/.
2. Nepali- /kIIn, kyeki, kyai/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 52)
**Table No. 60**

Areal correlates of conjunctive phrase, meaning ‘otherwise’.

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. \( nāṭər \) (1, 4-49, 52-60, 73, 78, 87, 90-91, 95-98, 107, 110-135),
2. \( nāṭərI \) (12-17, 22, 25, 60, 75, 97, 142, 147),
3. \( nāṭErI \) (6, 11, 13, 60, 95, 97, 143-44),
4. \( nāṭər \) (6, 12, 14, 17, 19-28, 31, 34, 54, 78, 123, 137, 139),
5. \( nāṭhər \) (46),
6. \( nāṭErI \) (18),
7. \( ətər \)/\( ətər \) (48),
8. \( əntər \) (7, 34-38, 42, 48, 54-56, 112, 117, 137),
9. \( nātI \) (2-3, 10, 17, 33, 43, 74, 77, 90-91, 95, 101, 106),
10. \( nātI \) (1, 104-105),
11. \( nātI \) (3, 8, 10, 17, 33, 43, 74, 77, 90-91, 95, 101, 106),
12. \( nātI \) (1, 2, 57, 62, 64, 68, 72-73, 78-79, 81, 83, 85-95, 97, 99, 108, 128),
13. \( nātI \) (61-74, 87, 93, 118),
14. \( nāt/nāt \) (69, 71, 101),
15. \( nātI \) (79, 80, 82),
16. \( nātI \) (105),
17. \( nātI \) (71),
18. \( nātI \) (2).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 52.

Areally preferred groups: A (1-6); B (7-9); C (10-12); D (13-15); E (16-17); F (18-19).

**Phonological tendencies:** Some of the areally conditioned phonological tendencies of these correlates may be noted as follows:

(i) preference for final vowel and consequent syllabic increase (2-3, 6, 12-14, 16-17, 19);
(ii) vowel harmony (3, 6);
(iii) assimilation of vowels (11-12), otherwise cf., 10,
(iv) voicing of inter-vocalic plosive (6),
(v) reduction of nasal consonant to mere nasality (7-8),
(vi) metathesis of phones (9),
(vii) intrusion of /n/ (4).
Processive stages of this correlate may also be presumed as, first metathesis of phones of /nə/ and then augmentation of /n/, otherwise cf. 9.,
(viii) Aspiration (5).

**Syntactic usage:** The natural place of this conjunctive phrase in conditional compound structure is after the protasis and before the apodosis, as in /u mē hE ḍhUl chi nāṭər mE ukle ġIrE dİchI/ ‘he was elder to me; otherwise I would have brought him down’.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. Garhwali- \( /nāṭər, nāṭərI, nāṭra, nEṭər, nIṭrə, nIṭər, nāṭhər, nāṭhərI, nIṭhərI/ \)
2. Nepali- \( /nāṭra, nIṭa, nIṭa/ \)
Areal Correlates of Intensive Negative Particle, meaning 'don’t'.

Table No. 61

Correlates & Areas:

1. jān (1, 11-14, 17-19 etc. See map), 2. jhān (5-7, 11-14 etc. see map), 3. jlni (1, 62-63, 69, 71, 141), 4. nē (28, 43, 52, 55, 98), 5. nE (3, 4, 75, 77-78, 86, 140, 150-51, 153-54), 6. nI (1, 4, 6-7, 9, 22-25, 27-29, 32, 35, 42, 48, 54, 56, 72, 110), 7. na (1, 8, 10, 46-47, 55, 98), 8. mā (1-2), 9. māt (95).

Areal Distributing: See Map No. 53.

Areally preferred groups: A (1-3); B. (4-7), C. (8), D. (9).

Syntactic usage: These correlates of the emphatic negative particle are used to negate some action emphatically. In a simple utterance it normally precedes the verb which is always in the imperative mood, second person, as in /tu jān jāe/ ‘thou don’t goest’; /tUm jān jāyā/ ‘you don’t go’.

Phonological tendencies: Notable phonological tendencies are - (i) aspiration (2); (ii) preference for open vowel (4-5), (iii) preference for close vowel (3,6); (iv) preference for centering vowel (1-2, 7-9).

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 54)
Table No. 62
Areal Correlates of the Existential Verb ‘to be’.

Correlates: 1. /chê-/, 2. /thê-/, 3. /hê-/
Areal Distribution: See Map No. 54.

Areal preferences: Three areal preferences viz. /chê-, thê-, hê-/ have been noticed for the verb stem (see map No 54). Generally, stem /thê-/ is attested in past tense forms, and stem /hê-/ when occurring as an auxiliary.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: In a quick tempo of speech, in many cases the inflection marker is reduced to inaudibility. Various moods and tenses in Kumauni are generally expressed with the verb ‘to be’ as an auxiliary. Thus when used as copula, it is often dropped in many linguistic areas (see Table No, 69, 79, 72, etc.).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, roots/Chtâ/ and thâ/are used as a verb substantive or as an auxiliary in the present and past tenses, and/ hâ/ for fut. agreeing in number, person and gender with its subject, there being, normally, no differentiation for gender in pres. in most of the areas.

Appendices: The maximum number of variations are attested in the 3rd person (sg., pl.) and 1st person plural forms (see table No. 63-71). First person singular and second person (sig., pl.) show minimum variations. (1) 1st sg. /chô-chû (thô, thû) hô-hû/ (present); (2) 2nd sg. /chê, hê/, (3) 2nd pl. /cha, cha/, ha/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 55)
Table No. 63
Areal Correlates of the Existential Verb /chə-, thə-, hə-/ ‘to be’,
present indefinite tense, 3rd sig.

Correlates & Areas:
1. chə (1, 2, 5, 8, 9 etc. see map), 2. chu (2-7, 16, 22-29, 34-38, 43, 52-57, 75, 77, 118-19, 148), 3. cha (42, 46, 67, 128), 4. chE (46), 5. chɔ (35, 71), 6. chyo (14, 61, 63, 69, 70, 71), 7. thyo (81, 83, 86, 90, 93, 99), 8. cə (47), 9. ho (87, 90, 95), 10. hE (104).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 55.

Areally preferred groups: chə- (1-6); thə- (7); cə- (8); hə- (9-10).

Immediate constituents: Stem /chə- - thə-, hə/ + flectional marker (third person, singular number).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspect: The flectional marker is often elided in a quick tempo of speech. When used as copula the whole form is often dropped in many linguistic areas.

Syntactic usage: It is used as a verb substantive or an auxiliary agreeing with its subject in the third person, singular number, there being no differentiation for gender in most of the areas.

Table No. 64
Areal Correlates of Verb Substantive (Negative) 'is not' present indefinite tense, 3rd sg.

**Correlates & Areas:**


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 56.

Immediate constituents: Negative particle /ni~nE~na~nā/ + existential verb /chā~thā~hā~Φ/ + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The most interesting phonological and morphophonemic aspects in these correlates are: (i) transfer of aspiration from existential verb to the negative particle (14-29); (ii) split of aspiration (31-33); (iii) loss of aspiration (30); (iv) elision of copula (34-36).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a part of VP. in a negative sentence and its subject is always in the third person, singular number, other correlates of the verb substantive are attested as /nichō, nithī/ etc., when the subject is first person, and as /nichē~nīthē/ etc. when it is second person singular number, and as /nichā~nītha/ etc. when it is second person plural number.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Broadly speaking there are only two areal preferences noticeable with regard to the choice of verb substantive, viz., /chā/ and /thā/. The other form with /nh-/ are, infact, cases of transfer of aspiration from /th/, leaving the plosive...
element alone, i.e., /nāthī/, /nāthān/. Correlates from 34-36 show only optional dropping of the copula. However, certain areas have only /h-/ as the verbal element (31-33). This may be due to elision of the plosive element of /th-/ ~ /ch-/ or it may be /hΛ-/ itself. It is a matter for future investigation.

CEP Correlates: 1. Gaṛhwali- /nichā, nicā/.  
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 57)
Areal Correlates of the Existential Verb /chə- ha-/ ‘to be’, present indefinite tense, 3rd pl.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No 57.

Immediate constituents: Stem /chə- -ha-/ + flection marker (3rd person plural number).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) correlates 4, 6 indicate that /E/ and /e/ of correlates No. 3, 5, 8 are a product of assimilated forms of *A + i.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a constituent of a VP, agreeing with its subject in the third person plural number, there being no gender differentiation in most of the areas. It can be used independently as verb substantive or as an auxiliary in a compound verb, as in /ə chan/ ‘they are’.

Stylistic variations and Areal preferences: Areal preferences are noticed for /ch-/ or /h-/ stems: /ch-/ (1-6) and /h-/ (7-9).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /chan, chēn chē, chī/;
2. Nepali - /chan, cha, hUn/.
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Table No. 66

Areal Correlates of the Verb Substantive /chə-/, thə-/ 'to be' (past indefinite tense, 1st sg.)

Correlates & Areas:

1. chiyō (63, 71, 91), 2. chyō (8, 31, 61-72, 75, 90-98, 135-153),
3. chiyu (14, 63, 96-97), 4. chyū (4, 17, 24, 34, 60-62, 69-71, 73, 75, 77-80, 85, 93, 95, 140, 145-46),
5. chy/ 6. chi (1-7, 10-18, 22-60, 74-75, 77-78, 85, 90, 101, 104-128, 130, 132, 137, 143),
7. -hI (3),

Descriptive notes:

Immediate constituents: stem /chə-/, ~/thə-/ verb-substantive + past formative /i/ + inflection marker 1st sg.

Phonological and morphophonemic features: Notable phonological and morphophonemic features of these variants are: (i) emergence of an automatic glide before a vocalic suffix after the past formative /i/ (1-5, 7, 8-9), (ii) elision of flectional person marker (5-7).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a constituent part of a predicate as such it may be used independently or as an auxiliary to denote some action in the past, may be simple, progressive, indefinite, habitual or conditional. Its subject is always in the nominative case and it agrees in number and gender with its subject, as in /mēchyo/ 'I was', /mē dIchyo/ 'I used to give', /mē nhE jāchi/ 'I would have gone', (also see table No. 113-114), /mējān lági rEchyo/ 'I was going', etc.

Areal preferences: In this paradigm areal preferences for the stem /ch-/, /th-/ and /h-/ are attested. For plural correlates see Table No. 67.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /chayō, chay, chài, chau, chə/.
2. Nepali-/thiē, thie, thyo/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 59)
Table No. 67
Areal Correlates of the Verb Substantive /chə-, thə-, hə- / ‘to be’, past indefinite tense, 1st pl.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 59.

Immediate constituents: Stem /chə-, thə-, bhə-, hə-/ + perfective formative /i/ + inflection marker (first person, plural number).

Note: For morphophonemic aspect and usage, see table No 59.

Table No. 68
Areal Correlates of the Verb Substantive 'to be' (past indefinite tense, 2nd person sg.)

Correlates & Areas:
1. chiye/ 2. chie (5, 6, 13, 24, 27, 29, 32, 35, 37, 45, 48, 56, 71, 90, 97, 108, 110, 112-14, 117, 120, 123, 128, 132, 136, 142, 146),

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 60.
Immediate constituents: Stem /chə-, thə-, hə- + past formative + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: See tables 68-69.

Syntactical usages: Syntactically, it is a constituent of the VP., as such it may be used independently as a verb substantive or as an auxiliary to denote a simple, progressive, perfective, habitual or conditional action in the past, as in /tu chiye /'thou wert', /tu dekhno chiye/ ‘thou wert seeing’, /tu še gochiye/ ‘you had slept’, /tu jāchiye/ ‘thou used to go’ or ‘had you gone......’etc. It agrees with its subject in 2nd person, sg.

Areal preferences: For the areas of the stem preferences see map No. 54.

Appendix: Plural correlates of 2nd person plural are as follows: /chiya-chya; thiya-thya, ha/, showing the same phonological tendencies and occurring in the same areas as attested in the case of singular correlates (also see Table No. 95 c).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /chəi, chəy, chay, chE, chəyo, chθ, thθ/.
2. Nepali- /thie, thiis, thye/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 61)
Table No. 69
Areal Correlates of the Verb Substantive /chə-, thə-, hə-/ ‘to be’, past indefinite tense, 3rd sg.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 61.

Immediate constituents: Stem /chə-, thə-, bhə-, hə-/ + past formative /i/ + inflection marker /o/.

Phonological morphophonemic aspect: Notable phonological and morphophonemic features are: (1) emergence of an automatic glide, before suffixal back vowel (1-2, 7-11, 12); (ii) assimilation of past formative with flectional marker (5); (iii) elision of flectional formative (3-6, 12), when used as an auxiliary the /ch-/ stem attests elision of the entire formative and of the inflection marker in some areas.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a constituent of the predicate. It may be used independently or as an auxiliary to denote an action in the past. Its subject is in the nominative case and it agrees with it in number, gender and person, as in /u chi/ ‘she was’ /u chın/ ‘they (f.) were’, /u chyu/ ‘he was’, but when used as an auxiliary to indicate the perfective aspect of the verb, its subject is always in the agentive case and it agrees in number with its object, as in /mēl-hāmōl dud pi hāl chi/ ‘I—we had drunk milk’. Further, when used as an auxiliary it has two more correlates, viz., /ch-/, /c-/, which may be called tempo alternants.

Stylistic and areal preferences: Preferences for /ch-/ (1-9), /th-/ (10-11); /bh-/ (12) and /h-/ (13) stems have been noted in various areas (see map).

Note: (i) For plural correlates see table No 71. (ii) For negative correlates see table No 70.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 62)
**Table No. 70**

Areal Correlates of the Negative Aspect of the Verb Substantive, in the past tense, 3rd sg.

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. nEchyu (12, 14, 17, 18, 27, 60, 66, 68, 72, 75, 137-48, 153),
2. nEchyo (61-62, 64, 67, 69-74, 142, 146, 149),
3. nEchyâ (147-48),
4. nEchi (1, 4-7, 9, 12, 17-19, 37, 43, 52, 55, 57, 60, 63, 74-75, 135, 138, 143, 146, 149-150),
5. nEchE (47),
6. nichye (2),
7. nEchya (147-148),
8. nEthê (140, 145, 148),
9. nEthyo (62, 79-83, 88-90, 93, 101),
10. nhâuli (123),
11. nhEchi (14),
12. nichi (1, 6-8, 10-17, etc. see map),
13. nhichi (118),
14. nichyo (78, 80, 85-86, 90-91, 93, 95-96, 99, 101),
15. näthi/ nEthi (71),
16. nichE (46-47),
17. nachiy (71),
18. nahâthyo (95),
19. nhâtî/nhëtu (91),
20. nachyo (62, 71),
21. nEchyo/chiy (63, 65, 78, 80, 85-86, 90-91, 93, 95-96, 99, 101, 146),
22. nihi (3).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 62.

**Immediate constituents:** - Negative particle + verb stem + past formative and inflection marker (3rd sg.)

**Phonological and morphophonemic aspects:** The most interesting phonological and morphophonemic aspect of these correlates are: transfer of aspiration with special reference to /th-/ stem correlates (10, 13, 15, 19); but there is no such phenomenon when the accent is on the verbal element, with paralinguistic emphasis, and in this case the negative particle follows it. For further notes on morphophonemic aspects and usage see table No. 69.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. Garhwali - /ni- châyo, chayo, chay, chau, thai, chE, chä, thä/.
2. Nepali- /thie nʌ, nE thyo/.

Table No. 71
Areal Correlates of the Verb Substantive /chə-, thə-, hə-/; past indefinite tense, 3rd. pl.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 63.

Immediate constituents: Verb stem + past formative + inflection marker (third person, plural number).

Note: For morphophonemic aspect and syntactic usage see table No. 66.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 64)
Table No. 72
Areal Correlates of the Existential Verb /chã-/, bhã-/, /hã-/ in an assertive statement. 1st sg.

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 64.

**Immediate constituents:** Stem (bhã-, hã-, chã-) + formative elements (tense, person, number, gender marker amalgamated into one).

**Phonological and morphophonemic aspects:** (i) correlates 1-2, 4-5, show an emergence of an automatic glide /y/ when the stem vowel /a/ is followed by a back vowel, but no glide is attested when it is followed by a front vowel, as in the case of correlate No 3. (ii) A higher accent on the initial syllable has resulted in the loss of the final syllable in 4-5, and (iii) in correlate No 6 the stem vowel and the formative vowel have assimilated into /E/, otherwise compare correlate No 3, (iv) No 8 also shows a glidal tendency under the influence of a higher stress on the initial syllable.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, this suppletive form /bhã-/ of the verb substantive is invariably used to emphasise a factual statement with regard to the subject in the present tense, the subject being in the nominative case, as in /mã tUmar bhE bhãyã/ ‘(It is a fact that) I am your brother’.

**Stylistic variations and areal preferences:** Correlate areas from 1-9 prefer a suppletive form of the verb substantive to indicate this particular aspect of the statement, but areas of correlates 10-11 show an overlapping in ordinary and emphatic statements preferring /ch-/ for both the statement.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. Garhwali- /chu, chã, chã, thãhã, thErya, hway/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 65)
Table No. 73
Areal Correlates of the Stem Vowel before the Infinitive Formative in /-a/-/-ah/ ending stems.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 65.
Areally preferred groups: ka + v∗ + (1-12), ka + VN (13-14); bol-, bul- (15-16); bhān- (17).

Constituents: Stem /ka/ + formative vowel + infinitive gerundial formative /n/.

Morphophonemics: Morphophonemically, the most notable point is the ablaut in the formative vowel.

2. Nepali - /bhann, bhannu, bhanyaki, bhanyai/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 66)
Table No. 74

Areal Correlates of the Verb for ‘to kindle’ ‘to burn’ in the infinitive form.

**Correlates & Areas.**


**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 66.

**Areatly preferred groups:** jag- (1-5), jāl - (6-9); bāl - (10-15), lag- (16), silk - (17-20).

**Immediate constituents:** stem /jag~jāl~bāl~lag~sīlk/ + transitive formative /-~u ~ a ~-~o/ + infinitive marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic aspects:** Areal preferences with respect to transitive formatives are notable in all the preferred stems.

**Syntactic usages:** Syntactically, it is used as a first constituent (infinitive) of a compound verb indicating an incipient or compulsive aspect of an action in the past or in the future, as in /u jagūn lágo/ ‘he started kindling’ or /wikē jagūn pāro~pāral/ ‘he had to kindle, will have to kindle; /jagūn cha/ ‘It is to be kindled’. In the former use the NP. is in the nominative case and has the direct form, but in the latter usage it is in the accusative case, hence the subject is in the oblique case with post-positional objective marker. But in the case of /jagūn cha/ the subject is always in the agentive case, as in /mēl jagūn cha/ ‘I have to kindle’. It is used as a gerund or a verbal adjuncts with all oblique markers, as in /kān mē/ ‘in saying’; /kān hūnI/ ‘for eating; /kān hē slwa/ ‘except eating’; /kānāk liji/ ‘for eating’ etc. It is also used in iterative expression, as in /kārān - kārān / “doing repeatedly’ /jagūn - jāgūnE/ ‘kindling repeatedly’.
The remarkable feature of the infinitive usage in the above mentioned environments in Kurnauni is that it does not show any inflection in any of the above mentioned usages. This shows a marked difference with Hindi usage, as in /kārne, jāne/, etc., but shows an affinity with Dogri or Panjabi.

Areal preferences: Areal preferences are noticeable both with regard to the stem and the transitive formative (see areal groupings, above).

Appendix: Further examples of infinitive forms: - /kān, kān, kōn, kūn, kān ~ kān ~ kānU, kāhān/, ‘to say’ /pākān-pākūn-pākōn/ ‘to cook’; /ān-ūn-ōn/ ‘to come’.

Note: Vocalic variants in stems are attested mostly in transitive formatives and causal formatives and in a few diaphonic stems only, otherwise, cf. /kāran/ ‘to do’, /hītān/ ‘to walk’, /khān/ ‘to eat’, /jān/ ‘to go’.
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LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 67)
Table No. 75
Areal Correlates of the Verb /rā-h/- 'to remain', infinitive form.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 67.

Areally preferred groups: ṛh - (1-5), ṛah -(6-8), ṛay - (9), r+ Vx + n (10-14), ḫ+ Vx + n (15-17).

Immediate constituents: Stem /rā-/ ṛah- rāh- rha- ṛa-/ + participial infinitival formative /n/.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable phonological and morphophonemic points may be said (i) ablaut in the stem vowel: (ii) loss of aspiration (9-14); (iii) loss of initial syllable peak (1-5, 10-14); (iv) entire loss of the initial syllable (15-17).

Syntactical usage: syntactically, it constitutes the first component, i.e., the principal verb, of a compound verb, as in /rhōn dīya/ 'leave it'; /mē wāi rhōn dyōl/ 'I shall leave there (=let remain)', It does not show any inflection for the number, gender or person of the subject or of the object.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 68
Table No. 76
Areal Correlates of the Verb /mánān/ 'to like', present indefinite tense (1st sg.).

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 68.

Immediate constituents: Stem /mán-/ , /cIt-1 (+infinitive formative /n/ ) + inflectional marker, with or without the auxiliary /ch/.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) In some of the correlates the stem vowel shows ablaut under a strong stress accent; (ii) in most of the cases (1-10) the auxiliary /ch-/ is dropped; (iii) in 11-12 a liaison occurs in between the principal stem and the auxiliary, (iv) there are some areas (4, 7, 9-10) which show an elision of the liaison in between the stem and the infinitive formative /n/.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a predicate and its subject is always in the nominative singular, first person, as in, /mánānt/ '(I) like' or 'prefer', showing agreement in number, gender and person with the subject.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Besides a preference for the stem /cIt-1 in 16-17, there are other areas which show a preference for infinitive forms (cf. 4-10). In some cases the auxiliary is dropped altogether and in others it is maintained, some do not show any trace of inflection marker. Structurally, forms of correlates 11, 13-16 are analytical, all others have become synthetic.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - / (accho) manudu, mandu, mandu, manāndusāmjdu, sāmjādu/.
2. Nepali - (ramro) manchu, madAchu, mannu, mann/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 69)
Table No. 77
Areal Correlates of the Verb /di/ 'to give', present indefinite tense, 3rd sg.

Correlates & Areas:
1. dlch, 2. dlch, 3. dyu[ch, 4. dyUch, 5. dlchã, 6. dlchU, 7. di,

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 69.

Immediate constituents: Stem /di-/ + durative, participle (including person and number marker) + tense marker (auxiliary).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The most notable points in this regard are: (i) epenthesis of the final vowel * u, o and consequent glidalization of the stem vowel /i/ (3-4, 10-12); (ii) reduction of /i/ in forms with tense marker (1-2, 5-6, 13-15); (iii) elision of copula (7-13, 15). Structurally, forms of correlates 5-6, 14, are analytical, others are synthetic.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a part of the predicate, agreeing with its subject in person and number, as in /u dlch~dyã/ ‘he gives’. (for negative forms see table No 81).

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /dInca, dica, dinduca, dendoča,
dindca, dyõnd/.
2. Nepali - /dInchã/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 70)
Table No. 78
Areal Correlates of the Verb /pIn/ 'to drink', Present Indefinite Tense, 1st, sg.

Correlates & Areas:
1. plchU (4, 12, etc. see map), 2. plchU (34, 36 etc.), 3. plnchU (90, 99), 4. pchU (75), 5. plchā (12, 13, 69), 6. plnā (5-8 etc. see map), 7. pinā (6, 88), 8. pInU (101, 105) 9. pIn (106, 115, 117-18, 123), 10. pyu (1, 24, 137, 139), 11. pIn (1, 3, 5, 14, 22, 24, 25, 34, 46, 55, 78, 97, 142), 12. pyā (2, 6, 13, 14, 17, 18, 40-41, 136, 142-143), 13. pI (2, 4, 7, 11-12, 27, 37, 38, 43, 55, 91, 97), 14. 'khāchU (79, 81, 83, 85, 86, 90, 91, 95-96, 98), 15. 'khānchU (85-86, 90, 99), 16. 'khānu (78), 17. khā (2, 10).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 70.

Immediate constituents: Stem /pi-/, -kha- (+ infinitive formative) + inflectional marker (with or without the auxiliary /ch-/).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspect: - (i) In most of the cases the stem vowel shows a qualitative change, (ii) it is realized as a glide or a semi-vowel in 10-12 before a back vocalic suffixal morpheme, (iii) in correlates 1-2, 10-14 the infinitive formative is either elided or replaced by mere nasality, (iv) in correlates 5-13 the auxiliary /ch-/- or copula is dropped, but it is retained in others. (v) correlate No 4 shows geminating tendency.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a VP. with a subject in the nominative case, singular number and first person, there being no gender differentiation, as in /mē plchU/ 'I drink' (m.f. both)

Stylistic variations and Areal preferences: With regard to the stem only two areal preferences, viz., /pi-/ and /kha-/ are attested, but many preferences are noticeable in the case of infinitive formative and inflection markers.

Structural variation: Structurally, forms of correlates 6-13 and 16-17 are synthetic all other are analytical.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /pinchu, pinchā, pinchō, pinduchā, pindu, pindu chā, pinduchō, khanchō/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 71)
Table No. 79
Areal Correlates of the Verb /rən-/ ‘to remain, to live’ present
indefinite tense, 2nd pl.

Correlates & Areas:
1. räch (14, 24, etc.), 2. rōčha (1-9, etc.), 3. rūčha (4, 5, etc.),
4. rUncha (90), 5. rāncha (87-90, 104, 105), 6. rānch (106), 7. rānchE
(105), 8. rāhācha (31, 33, 35, 40-43, 46-49, 107, 128), 9. rāhācha (32,
rēdo (42, 46), 14. bāhāncha (104).

Immediate constituents: Stem /rā-/ + durative participle /n/-nasality
+ auxiliary /ch-/ + inflectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable phonological
and morphophonemic aspects of these correlates are: -(i) Replacement
of durative particle /-n/ by nasality (1-3, 8-11), (ii) ablaut in the stem
vowel (2-3, 10).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a constituent of a predicate
and has for its subject /rām/, personal pronoun, second person, plural
number, masculine gender, or honorific plural.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: With regard to the
principal verb two areal preferences, viz., /rā-/ + /rāh-/ are attested and
with regard to the auxiliary all but one (10) have /ch-/ The correlates
No 10 and 11 have /h-/ as their auxiliary.

Structural variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 6, 11-12
are synthetic and all others analytical.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /rādāwa, rEndāwā, rādān, rāndān,
rūdān, rando, rEndo, randa, rāndā/.
2. Nepali- /bāsčhā, bāsno huncha, rāhan chāU; rānch/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 72)
Table No. 80

Areal Correlates of the Verb /kar-/ 'to do', Present Indicative Tense (affirmative) 3rd sg.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 72.

Immediate constituents: Stem /kar-/ + durative participle + auxiliary (tense marker).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) In many areas the durative participle /-n/ - which includes number, gender and person markers is reduced into mere nasality, in others it shows only a zero morpheme. (ii) A notable morphophonemic aspect of this paradigm is that in many areas the consonant /-r-/ of the stem /kar-/ is dropped before the durative participle /-n/ (13-15); (iii) the linking vowel /a/ shows ablaut in some areas (2-3, 10-12), (iv) in most of the areas the tense marker /ch-/ is either dropped or loses its aspiration (10-16).

Syntactical usage: Syntactically, it is used as a constituent of a predicate, agreeing with its subject which is in the third person, sig. masc.

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 73)
Table No. 81
Areal Correlates of the Negative Aspect of the Verb /kər-/ 'to do', present indefinite tense 3rd sg.

Correlates & Areas:
1. N+karan (1, 3 etc.), 2. + karan (1, 5 etc.), 3. + karn (71-74), 4. + kərUn (33, 90, 110), 5. + karanU (80, 85, 90, 99), 6. + kənU (61-73, etc.) 7. + kərUnu (90-93), 8. + karno (79, 82, 90), 9. + karn (62, 68 etc.) 10. + karənti (85-87, 90, 150), 11. + kanno (Nep.), 12. + kən (106), 13. + karədu (46).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 73.

Immediate constituents: Negative particle + stem /kər-/ + formative (number, gender, person, and tense), aspect - non-progressive, mood-indicative.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The most important phonological and morphophonemic aspects involved in these correlates are: (i) ablaut in formative vowel, (ii) elision of copula, (iii) elision of /-r/ before the formative /-n/ (12), (iv) assimilation of /-r/ with /-n/ (11).

Syntactical usage: Syntactically, it constitutes the part of a VP and its subject is in the third person sg. and masc., as in /u nE karan/ 'he does not do'.

Note: For affirmative correlates see table No. 80.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 74)
Table No. 82
Areal Correlates of the Verb /kәn/- 'to say', Present Tense, Indicative mood, 3rd pl. masc.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No 74.

Immediate constituents: Stem /kә-bhәn~bol-/ + durative participle /-n/ + inflectional marker /i-an~әn~E-chE/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: (i) The stem vowel of /kә/ shows two ablauts, viz., /~u/ in various regions; (ii) no ablaut is noticed with /bhәn-/ and /bold-/ stems; (iii) the inflectional marker /an/ also shows reduction both in quality and quantity in its respective areas; (iv) the /E/ of correlates 13-14 seems to be a case of assimilation from *kәnai.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is a constituent part of a predicate and has for its subject /u-Un/, i.e., third person, plural number, masculine gender. With feminine subject there will be an auxiliary /chә-/ with /chE-chI-chan/ correlates, instead of /ni-nan-nan/, as in, /kәchE/ cf. Table No. 85.

Stylistic and areal preferences: In these correlates three preferences for stems, i.e., / kә-~bhәn~ bol/ and five preferences, i.e., /i-an~әn~E-chE/ for inflectional markers are attested. Moreover, /bhәn-/stem indicates an influence from Nepali and /bol-/from Garhwali, as these are attested in the border areas common with Nepal and Garhwal respectively.

Structural Variations: Structurally, except the forms of variation No 15 all are synthetic.

Table No. 83
Areal Correlates of the Verb */ran/ 'to live', Present Indefinite Tense, 3rd pl. masc.

**Correlates & Areas:**

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 74.

**Immediate constituents:** Stem */rāh-, rā-, bāh-/ + durative participle */-n/ + inflection marker */-E-an-an-di/

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** (i) The stem vowel */-a/ shows three ablauts, viz. */u, ə, E/* in different regions; (ii) no ablaut is attested with the stem */bāh-/*; (iii) the inflection marker */-an/ also shows variations in some regions; (iv) the inflection marker */E/* seems to be a case of vocalic assimilation form */rānāi/.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, it is a constituent part of a VP. and has for its subject any NP in the third person, plural number, masculine gender, for its feminine correlates see table No. 85.

**Stylistic and areal preferences:** In this paradigm two preferences for the stem */rā- ~rāh-, bāh-/ and four preferences for the inflection marker, i.e., */i~E-an-an/ are attested. Moreover, the correlate No 13 indicate an affinity with Garhwali and the correlate No 15 with Nepali.

**Structural Variations:** Structurally, all the forms 1-15 are synthetic.

**CEP Correlates:**
1. *Garhwali* - */rEndi, rEndIn, rEndān, rEndān, rōdānə, rōdān, rānd/or*
2. *Nepali* - */bāschān, bāstcha, rāḥanchān, bāstān, rānan/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 75)
Table No. 84
Areal Correlates of the Verb /ran-/ ‘to live’ Present Indefinite Tense, 3rd sg. (f.)

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 75.

Immediate constituents: Principal stem /rā-/ + gender marker + auxiliary + person and number marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) In most of the cases the durative participle /-n/ is elided or changed into nasality. (ii) In many correlates (1-5, 9-11, 13-17) the gender marker is amalgamated with the stem vowel. (iii) Similarly, the tense marker /ch-/ is also dropped in many of the correlate areas (9-12, 15, 17-18).

Syntactical usage: Syntactically, it forms a part of a VP with a subject in the nominative case singular number, third person, feminine gender, as in, /lī kā rēch/ ‘where does mother live?’

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: With regard to the principal verb areal preferences are noticed in two forms, viz. /rā-/ /rāh-/. Preferences with regard to the auxiliary are also attested.

Structural variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 3, 5-8, and 16 are analytical and all other synthetic.

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 76)
Table No. 85

Areal Correlates of the Verb /ran--rāh/ 'to live, to remain',
Present Tense, Indicative mood, Third p. pl., fem. gender.

Correlates & Areas:
1. rēchē (22, 25, etc.) 2. rochIn (69, 78, 91, 146, 148, 153),
3. rōchin (60-65, 69, 70-73, 78, 83, 144-148), 4. rōchI (57, 68, 101),
5. rochi/rēchi (62, 67. 95, 146-48), 6. rūchIn (9, 12, 19, 24, 55, 62,
64, 78-90, 97, 99), 7. rūchin (71, 83), 8. rāchIn (88, 93), 9. rānan (101,
104-5), 10. rūnān (8, 90-97), 11. rūnān (90), 12. runān (90-93),
13. rōnan (2, 91-95), 14. rūnā (2, 4), 15. rūnē/rōnē (3, 10), 16. rūnī
(1, 5-7, 11, 14), 17-18, 24-27, 34-35, 52, 56, 75, 77, 107-08, 118, 123,
137, 141), 17. rōnī (1, 5-7, 12-18, 21-23, 27, 29, 75, 110, 123-132),
19. rōchē/rūchē (62), 20. rUCchI (97), 21. rōcchi (68, 75), 22. rēdi (46-
47), 23. rān (101, 106), 24. rāhāni (29, 32, 37, 38, 40-49), 25. bāhnān
(104).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 76.

Immediate constituents: Stem /rā-/ + durative participle /-n/ or
nasality + auxiliary + inflectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morphophonemic tendencies noticeable in these correlates are: (i) the stem vowel /a/ shows /o ~u/ as ablauts; (ii) in /rēchē/ it is a case of vowel harmony, the stem vowel being sensitive to the quality of the vowel /ē/ in /chē/; (iii) the inflectional marker /an/ also shows reduction in its quality and in quantity in many areas. Correlate 23 does not have any auxiliary. Correlates 10-19 overlap with masculine correlates. (cf. Table No. 83)

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it forms a part of a VP and shows
an agreement in person, number, and gender with its subject.

Structural variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 9-18 & 23-
25 are synthetic, all others analytical.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /rEndIn, rEndān, rāndIn, rōdIn,
rāndān, rāndī/.
2. Nepali- /bāschān, bāstchān, rāhan chān, rāchIn/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 77)
Table No. 86

Areal Correlates of the Verb /kar-/ 'to do', in the past tense,
Indicative mood, Impersonal voice. (consonant ending)

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 77.

Immediate constituents: Stem /kar-/ + perfective formative /i/ + auxiliary /ch- -ha/ + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: In this paradigm interesting aspects of phonological and morphonemic tendencies are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel (12, 17-19, 23, 27); (ii) epenthesis of inflection marker (3, 12, 17-19, 21-28); (iii) elision of perfective formative (2-4, 8-13, 15-19), (iv) elision of auxiliary (14-20, 22-23, 26-28), (v) emergence of automatic glides (7-10, 21-28).

Syntactical usage: Syntactically, it constitutes part of a predicate with its subject in the agentive case, there being no inflection for any number, gender and person. However, it shows its agreement with the number of the object, as in /mēl-~umōl kam kārī/ 'I, you did work', /mēl-~wil kāyyo kam kārī/ 'I/he did many works'. Thus it refers directly to the act itself, leaving out of the account of the person or persons connected with it, on account of its impersonal use.

Stylistic variations: It may be noted here that existence of forms like /karIch/ and /karchyo/ and /karach/ suggest that in some areas the perfective formative /i/ is appended to the stem of the principal verb and in others it is appended to the stem of auxiliary verb and these proto-correlates were somewhat like *kāricho and *kārichio.
Structural Variations: structurally, forms of correlates 14-20 and 26-28 are synthetic, all others are analytical.

Note: For negative correlates of these see table No. 89.

   2. Nepali - /gəryo, gər̥-e/.
Table No. 87

**Areal Correlates of the Verb /dekh-/ ‘to see’ in the Past Tense, Indicative Mood, Impersonal (also personal)**

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areal Distribution:** As in Map No. 77.

**Immediate constituents:** Stem /dekh-/ + perfective formative /i-Ç/ + auxiliary (when impersonal) and + inflectional marker (when personal).

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** With regard to the stem vowel it may be said that it shows glidal tendency in certain areas (6, 17-18, 27); it also shows reduction in one case (16); with regard to the perfective formative the notable morphophonemic point is (i) glidalization of it (7, 10, 24) and (ii) elision (5, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 27); (iii) reduction of /i/ into /l/ (1, 9, 14, 16, 21, 25, 26, 28). Another notable point may be said complete elision of the auxiliary in many of the cases and transfer of its aspiration in some cases (19-20, 22-25).

**Syntactic usages:** Syntactically, it is used as a part of a predicate. Its subject is always in the agentive case when impersonal. The interesting feature of this paradigm in Kumāuni is its use both as a personal and impersonal voice. Correlates from 1-25 belong to impersonal voice, as these do not show any inflection according to the person, number and gender of the subject, but in this case the object must have an accusative marker (post-position), as in /mēl tUmokē dekhIch/ ‘I saw you’. But
in the personal voice it shows inflection both for the person and number and the object is without any accusative marker (post-position), as in /mēl tUm dekhicha/ 'I saw you', /mēl t dekhī/ 'I saw them'.

Structural Variation: Structurally, all correlates except 6, 8, 2n and 26-29 are synthetic.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /deki, dyakhi, dyakh, dyakhca, dyakhca, dekhyā, dekhīn, dekhyā cha/.
Table No. 88


Correlates & Areas:

1. bUlač (4, 6-11 etc.), 2. bula: (3-60, 73, 75, 78, 85, 97-98, 108-151), 3. bala: (117, 123, 125), 4. bolay (101), 5. bUIE (104-05), 6. bUIanE (106), 7. bULan (101), 8. bUlonochi (61), 9. bUlhach (33), 10. mathyE (105), 11. bhatyE (105), 12. bulayō (2, 90, 140), 13. bUlayu (1, 2, 4, 13, 32, 46, 56, 60-73, 78, 80-95, 107, 113, 122-23, 137, 139, 143-44, 146), 14. bolayū (69, 71), 15. bālachū (70), 16. bULacho (72), 17. bUlaī (1, 28, 42, 54, 75, 77-78, 105), 18. bULay (9, 46-47, 64), 19. bULahō (71), 20. bulahū (71).

Areal Distribution: As in Map No. 77.

Immediate constituents: Stem (bul--math--bhat-) + formative + auxiliary (ch--h-) + person - number markers.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) The auxiliary /ch-/ is elided in many correlates (1-9), this being the normal tendency with stems ending in a vowel, as in /kha-/ ‘to eat’ /pi-/ ‘to drink’ etc., (ii) correlates 4, 17, 18 indicate that the /E/ of the correlates 5-6, 10-11 is due to assimilation of /a + y ~ i/ under accentual environments. (iii) Emergence of a glide, viz. /y/ before a back vowel (maintained or elided) is attested in many of the correlates. (iv) The back vowel /a/ shows an advanced variant before a front vowel or /y/ glide.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a predicate. It has two voices, (i) impersonal (1-11) and (ii) personal (12-20). Impersonal correlates are used with an objective marker in the NP and do not show any inflection for the number and gender of the subject, but in the personal voice the subject has the direct form and shows inflection for number and gender agreeing with the subject, as in /mē kē-thē bUla:/ ~ /mē bulayō/ ‘I was called’.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Areal preferences are noticed both with regard to verbal stem and formatives as indicated above. The use of personal or impersonal voices is only a stylistic variation.

Structural Variations: Structurally, forms of correlates, 8, 15-16, 19-20 are analytical and all others synthetic.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /bulā/, bULayū, bULayō, bulāi, bulay (cho), bulayca (with p.p.).
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 78)
Table No. 89

Areal Correlates of the Verb /kər-/ ‘to do’, Past Indefinite Tense (negative), Impersonal

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 78.

**Immediate constituents:** (Neg. particle)+ Stem /kār-/ + perfective formative + inflectional marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic features:** The important difference noticeable in these active correlates as compared with their affirmative correlates is (i) absence of the auxiliary /ch-/ forms (cf. table No. 86). However, phrasal constructions with the auxiliary /di/ (13-15) are a peculiarity of this paradigm. For other aspects of morphophonemics see table No. 86.

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, its use is identical with that of affirmation forms (see table No. 86).

**Structural Variation:** Structurally, all variants, except 13-15, are synthetic.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwali - /((ni) kāryo, kāryu, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār, kār.

2. Nepali- /gāre nā, nE gāryo/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 79)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areal Correlates of the Verb /khá/- 'to eat', Past Indefinite Tense, Transitive, Impersonal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlates &amp; areas:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areal Distribution:</strong> See Map No. 79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immediate constituents:</strong> Stem /kha-/ + past formative /i/ + inflection marker (past tense + plural number) /in<del>in</del>ən<del>ə</del>ɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonological and morphophonemic features:</strong> Notable points of morphophonemics are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel, (ii) assimilation of past formative and inflection marker (3-4, 10), (iii) emergence of glidal /y/ (2, 5-7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syntactic usage:</strong> Syntactically, it is used as a part of a predicate agreeing with a subject in the agentive case, there being no inflection for person and gender, as in /mēl-wil-hāmōl ‘rwāt ‘khái/ ‘I-he~we ate bread’. However, it shows agreement in number, with its object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appendix:</strong> Singular correlates: Correlates for a singular object have been noted as follows: /khach, ‘khāICh, ‘khālc, khac, ‘kháy, khE, kha/, as in /mēl-tul-Unōl bhat khach/ ‘I-thou~they ate rice (sg.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural Variations:</strong> Structurally, all the forms of these correlates are synthetic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table No. 91
Areal Correlates of Verb /hUNI-/'to become', Past Indefinite Mood,
3rd Person, Sg. Number

Correlates & Areas:

1. hoch (5, 23, 28, 32-50, 54-58, 107, 110-115, 118, 120, 123, 126, 128, 132), 2. h\=ch (22, 27, 36, 42, 110, 125), 3. h\=ach (37-38),
   4. ho (5, 17, 26, 35, 55-56, 97, 108, 111, 119, 112-125, 128, 135-36, 151), 5. h\= (5-6, 29, 45, 52, 55, 123, 128, 130), 6. ha (22, 24), 7. hE\=ch (8, 12, 19, 31, 33), 8. hE\= (12, 44, 75, 117, 144), 9. h\=ar\=o (48, 95-96),
   10. hE\=, (46), 11. hE\=E (46, 105), 12. \='hE\=E (54), 13. hE\=yo (88), 14. hory\=o (90), 15. hw\=ryo (85), 16. hw\=ra (140), 17. hE\=go (54) 18. \='b\=h\=ach (60-61, 66, 137-139, 147, 151, 153), 19. bha (137-142, 150), 20. bh\=ch (1, 4-6, 9, 11-14, 23, 28-29, 35, 57-75, 78, 91, 95, 98, 123, 128, 140-148, 153), 21. bh\= (3, 4-10, 12-18, 22-27, 34-38, 43, 60-64, 69, 71, 73, 75, 78, 135, 145, 148-49), 22. \='b\=h\=I\=c (82, 90, 91, 95, 99), 23. \='b\=h\=lc (87), 24. bh\=Ec (93, 95), 25. bh\=E (27, 104, 106), 26. bh\=yo/bh\=ay (101), 27. bh\=yo (14, 77, 79, 81, 83, 85-87, 93, 95-97), 28. bh\=yo (75, 78, 80, 88, 95-98, 99).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 80-81.

Immediate constituents: Stem /h\=, bh\=/- + auxiliary /\=/- /\=0- / zero + verb substantive (tense marker).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel; (ii) emergence of a glide in the stem vowel (15-16, 27-28); (iii) emergence of glide in the formative vowel (13-15, 26); (iv) elision of auxiliary (4-6, 11-12, 15-17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 28); (v) elision of aspiration (23-24); (vi) elision of final vowel of verb substantive, (vii) assimilation of stem + formative vowel (7-8, 10-13), i.e., /hE/ = *hLi.

Syntactic usage: Structurally, though it is a past indefinite form, yet syntactically it is used to denote a perfective aspect in the present time, as in / j\=ab u \=hUl hoch/ ‘when he grew (=became) young (=big) (past indefinite), but /\=Umar kh\=Ut m\=e ke hoch/ ‘what has become (happened) in your foot'. From some of the above correlates (7-17) it will be clear that to express this sense clearly they use an additional auxiliary /\=a, ga/. However, to indicate some definite action in the past a perfective formative /i/ is suffixed to the verb substantive, e.g., /hochi/ ‘became'; /hErochi/ ‘had become'.
Structural Variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 1-6, 18-28 are simple & synthetic, others compounded & analytical.

Stylistic and areal preferences: Areal preferences are particularly noticeable with regard to the main verb, viz., /hā-, bhā-/. Preferences with regard to an auxiliary /rā-, gā-, Φ/ also are notable.

Note: For negative correlates cf. table No 92.

   2. Nepali - /bhayeko chə, bhəyo/
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 82)
## Table No. 92

Areal Correlates of the Verb /hU-n-/ ‘to become’, Past Indefinite Tense, Indicative Mood (Negative).

### Correlates & Areas:


**Areal Distribution**: See Map No. 82.

**Immediate constituents**: Negative particle + stem /hā ~bha/ + perfective formative + inflection marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies**: Important points of morphophonemics in this paradigm are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel; (ii) emergence of glide in the stem vowel (4-5); (iii) emergence of glide before inflectional marker (1-5, 8-10, 14-15, 17); (iv) assimilation of stem + perfective formative (6-7, 13), (v) elision of inflectional marker (1-8, 9-13, 15-17); (vi) epenthesis of inflectional marker (2-3, 9-12, 15, 17); (vii) elision of stem vowel (14).

**Syntactic usage**: Syntactically, it is used to denote some action in the past. It agrees in number and gender with its object, the subject is always in the genitive case followed by a passive marker, as in /tUmar kEl yo kam nE~ni hāy~bhāy/ ‘you could not do this work’.

**Note**: For affirmative and assertive correlates see table No. 91.

### CEP Correlates:

1. **Garhwali** - /ni + hoyo, hwāyo, hwāy, hwāy, hwai, hoi, hwe/.
2. **Nepali** - /bhE na. bhāyoi na/.
Table No. 93
Areal Correlates of the Verb /ho- hUn-/ 'to become' Negative Aspect, Future Tense, 3rd. sg.

Correlates & Areas:

Immediate Constituents: Negative particle /nâ-ni-nE/ + stem /ho-bhâ/ + inflection marker (fut. 3rd. sg.).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The notable phonological and morphophonemic aspect of these correlates is - (i) emergence of an automatic glide before suffixal vocalic morphemes (7-10, 19-20, 22-23).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used to negate some action in future. Correlates 19-23 show a stylistic peculiarity of employing a participial construction to negate the action. Correlates 15-17 show identity with affirmative forms as well.

Note: Its affirmative/assertive correlates are: /holo~holu~hwâl~hwâlU~hol~hâl~hâl/.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali-/ni + hUn, hUn, -hUno, -hUnyâ-hUnyâ,-honyâ, -holo, -holu, ni hwe sakUdU/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUINI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION. MAP NO. 83)
Table No. 94
Areal Correlates of the Verb/la/- ‘to bring’, Past Indefinite Tense, 1st person sg. number.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 83.

Immediate constituents: Stem + auxiliary + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic features: In these correlates, notable features of morphophonemics are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel, (ii) elision of auxiliary (4-14, 16-18); (iii) palatalization of the stem consonant (8-15); (iv) aspiration of the stem consonant (16-17); (v) assimilation of stem vowel and flectional marker (17-19); (vi) loss of plosive element of the auxiliary (3).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used to denote some action in the past (indefinite) with its subject being in the nominative case (1st. sg.). It shows a full agreement in number and person with its subject. Correlates No. 19 shows that the present perfective form also can loosely be used to denote a past indefinite action.

Structural Variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 1-3, 15 & 19 are analytical and all other synthetic.


LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 84)
Table No. 95
Areal Correlates of the Verb /gach/ (suppletive) for /jän-/ ‘to go’, Past Tense, Indicative Mood, First Person, Singular Number.

Correlates & Areas:

Immediate constituents: suppletive stem + auxiliary + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Important phonological and morphophonemic aspects of these correlates are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel; (ii) elision of auxiliary stem (8-22), (iii) emergence of automatic glide before suffixal morpheme (back vowel (8-14, 17-18, 20); (iv) loss of stem vowel (18-20, 22); (v) loss of plosive element of the auxiliary (7).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of a predicate, agreeing in number, gender, and person with its subject in the nom. case. As a full verb it denotes some indefinite action in the past, as in, /mē gachō/ ‘I went’, but as a secondary verb it denotes a perfective aspect in the present tense, as in/mē E gachō-gayū/ ‘I have come’, /mē bhUli gachō/ ‘I have forgotten’ /mē se gachō/ ‘I have slept. The principal verb precedes it with a completive formative /i/,

Structural Variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 1-7 are analytical and all others synthetic.

Note: For negative paradigm see table No. 96.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /gāu, gū, gyañū, gyu, gyō, gayuo./
2. Nepali- /gāeko chu, -i sāke (suti sāke) ‘I have gone to sleep), gyō.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 85)
### Table No. 96

Areal Correlates of the Verb /ğa-/ ‘to go’, Past Indefinite Tense (Suppletive), Negative Correlates of 1st. sg.

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. - (nE) gunakan (1, 4, 8, 14, 18, etc.), 2. - (ni) gunakan (4, 6, 8-9, 12 etc. see map), 3. + gunakan (7, 26, 28, 40-41, 43, 60, 62, 66), 4. + gunakan (4), 5. + geVgaT (10, 12-13, 17, 25, 72, 77, 119, 128, 132), 6. + goy (2-7, 11, 22, etc.) 7. +gāy (14, 27, 32, 35, 37, 42, 46, 48, 54, 58, 101, 108, 111, 116, 122, 123, 126, 128, 136, 138), 8. + gyo (14), 9. + GE (29, 47, 125, 128, 130), 10. + ge (105-06), 11. +geV (104).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 85.

**Immediate constituents:** Negative particle (nE-ni-na) + stem + functional marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic features:** Interesting aspects of the negative construction may be said that it does not allow an auxiliary verbal stem, as is attested in the case of affirmative constructions (cf. table No. 95). As usual the phonemenon of emergence of a glide before back vowel is attested in these correlates as well.

**Syntactical usage:** In this regard the notable difference from affirmative forms is that as a full verb its parameter is confined to the past indefinite tense only. It is not used as an auxiliary to denote the perfective aspect as is attested in the case of affirmative forms.

**Structural variations:** Structurally, all correlates except No. 10, are of synthetic nature.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. Garhwali - /ni-gunakan, -gyo, -gi, gāu. -gāi/-

2. Nepali-/gāi na, gae na, nai gaiyo, nāgaiyo/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 86)


Table No. 97

Areal Correlates of the Verb /di-/ ‘to give’, Future Tense, Indicative Mood, 1st sg.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 86.

Immediate constituents: Stem /di/ + tense marker /l~n/ + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic features: Notable phonological and morphonemic aspects of this paradigm are: (i) emergence of glide (1-7, 10-13, 16); (ii) epenthesis of the vowel inflection marker; (iii) elision of inflection marker (5-9, 12-13, 22); (iv) nasalization of tense marker /l/ (10-14).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of VP denoting some action in future. Its subject is always in the nominative case. It fully agrees in number, and person with its subject as in, /mē dyōl/ ‘I will give’. Correlate 15 shows its overlapping with present indefinite. Structurally all correlates, except No. 15 are synthetic.

Stylistic and areal preference: Areal preferences are particularly noticeable with regard to the choice of futurative formative /l~n/.

Note: (1) Its plural correlates have /-la~na/, as tense and inflection markers, as in /hām dyōla/ ‘we shall give’, (2) similarly second person sg. correlates are /dyale/ and pl./dyāla/, third sg. /dyal/ and 3rd pl. / dyāla/ < [dyāla].

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /dyōlo, dyōlu, dyōl, dyulo, dyulu, dyūl, dwelu/.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 87)
Table No. 98
Areal Correlates of the Trans. Verb /bat-/ ‘to tell’ in Negative Future Tense, 1st. sg.

Correlates & Areas:

1. - (N) batō (see map), 2. + batū (1, 2, 5-9 etc.), 3. + b tau (Nep.),
+ bātōn (37, 54-55, 105-06, 123, 140, 146), 7. +bātōn (10), 8. + bātni
(17), 9. +bātōnū (62, 69, 72, 73, 135), 10. /11. + bātnyū/ bātōnyū (78),
12. + bUtōnyū (8), 13. + bātōnī (12, 75), 14. + bātōl (5, 6), 15. + bātōnū
(101), 16. + bUtōnū (73), 17. - bātnābhyo (14), 18. + bātnābhāyō (60),
19. + bātnur-bhāy (3, 4, 6-7, 11-12, 17, 23, 24, 27, 55-57, 78, 8, 97,
+ hay (32, 116, 120), 23. + hāy (123).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 87.

Immediate constituents: Negative particle + stem (bat) + markers
(persons, number and gender, amalgamated into one).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) correlates No 12
and 16 show an ablaut in the stem vowel due to its sensitiveness to
the back vowel /ō/ in the formative; (ii) glidalization (11-12, 17-23).
Structurally, correlates 1-17 are simple & synthetic and 18-23
compounded and analytical.

Syntactic usage: These forms of the transitive verb /bat-/ ‘to tell’
are used as a part of VP. to negate some action in future, as in /mē
nE batō/ ‘I shall not tell’; otherwise /mē bātōl ‘I will tell’ (assertive).

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Areas from No. 18-23
prefer to have the emphatic verb substantive to emphasise the negation.
Correlates from 19-23 are used as modifiers of the subject, parallel to
Hindi /wala/ as in /bätate wala/

Appendix: For affirmative/assertive correlates see Table No. 97.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /bātnu, bātnu, bātya, bālu,
bātōlo, bātōlu/
2. Nepali - /bhindia na, bhandai na, bhanne chai
na, na bātōlo, na bātāl/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 88)
Table No. 99
Areal Correlates of the Verb /ran-/ ‘to remain’, Future Tense, 3rd sg.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 88.
Immediate constituents: Stem /rā/- + tense marker /l/- inflection marker /o~u~e/ (fut. 3rd. sg.)

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects of these correlates are: (i) epenthesis of final vowel or colouring of it (1, 2, 4, 9); (ii) elision of the vowel inflection marker (1, 6-9).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used both as a finite or subsidiary to denote some action in future, both indefinite and continuous. When used as a finite verb it denotes indefinite state of action in future, as in /u yār rāl/ ‘he will remain here’, but when used as an auxiliary it denotes continuity of action in future tense, as in /kam hUnE rāl/ ‘work will continue to be done’/ u jānē rāl/ ‘he will go on’.

Structural variations: Structurally, forms of these correlates are synthetic one.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwalī - /rāl, rāl, rālu, rālu, rālu, rālo, rālu, rālu, rālo, rālu, rālu, rālu, rālo, rālu, rālu, (also dyalu, dyalo, dyalo, dyalo, dyalo, delo)/.
2. Nepali - rāhla. (also dela in didela), rālo/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 89)
Table No. 100
Areal Correlates of Present Continuous Tense, Indicative Mood, 3rd Pl. Masc. of the Verb /ja-/ ‘to go’.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 89.

Immediate constituents: Principal stem + infinitive formative (n) + continuative durative formative /r-¥/) + predicative auxiliary (ch-, h-, ¥) + flectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: These correlates show a number of phonological and morphophonemic phenomena in their respective areas: (i) some showing a linking sound in between the durative formative and continuative formative, and (ii) others showing emergence of an automatic glide between the auxiliary and the inflection.
marker as a liaison to avoid a concatenation of consonants or vowels; (iii) variation in the quality of linking vowel due to its sensitiveness to its environments, (iv) a qualitative and quantitative reduction (ablaut) in the stem vowel under certain accentual environments.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a part of the predicate with an NP. in the nominative case to indicate the progressive state of action or of the action to be performed in the near future, as in /mē ghōrjōnEryō/ 'I am going home' which means 'I am in the process of going or I shall be going today, tomorrow or even day after tomorrow'. It shows agreement in number, gender and person with its subject.

Stylistic and areal preferences: A number of areal preferences are attested in the above correlates, particularly with regard to the secondary verb (continuative formative). Some showing a preference for /rā-/; others for /ha-/ and some for zero. There are areas which not only have the auxiliary /rā-/ but also augment one more auxiliary, viz., /lāg-/ 'to begin'. Preferences for inflectional markers are also varied and obvious.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. *Garhwali* - /jāno, jañū chō, -chū, -cau, -čā/.  
2. *Nepali* /jādAi chu, gāi rahe chū, gāiaraohkokchū; janehū, jhanpāiryō/. 
Table No. 101
Areal Correlates of the progressive aspect of the verb /dekh-/. 'to see', 'to look', present indefinite tense, 2nd. pl.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See above (also Map No. 89).

Immediate constituents: Stem /dekh-/ + durative participle /-n/-N + liaison + auxiliary (continuative formative) + verb substantive (chā-, thā-, hā, ḥ) + flectional marker, agreeing in number and person with the subject.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The most notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects in these correlates are: (i) in certain correlates a liaison vowel is preferred in between the durative participle and the auxiliary, (ii) some correlates (15-16, 17, 19) show gemination of the durative participle /n/ before the formative vowel, (iii) occurrence of an automatic glide also is attested in certain areal correlates (25, 32, 37-39).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a constituent of a VP to indicate a progressive state of action in the present or in the past, as in /tUm dekhncha/ 'you are looking', /tUm dekhncha/ 'you
were looking’, seeing’. It shows an agreement with its subject, in number, gender and person, which is in the nominative case.

*Stylistic and areal preferences:* Besides preferences in auxiliaries and in verb substantive there are many areas which show a preference for the verbal stem /ca-/ instead of /dekh-/ other constituents being the same as noted for /dekh-/. In these correlates some correlate areas (33-39) have added a locative marker (m-) in between the durative participle /-n/ and the auxiliary /rə-/ consequently giving rise to a verbal adjunct in which appearance of a liaison vowel to avoid a concatenation of /n/ + m + r, has separated this /m/ from /dekhənərə/ and has put it with the auxiliary which is realized as /dekhən - mər-/ with a clear juncture in between /n/ and /m/.

*Structural variations:* Structurally, the number of verbal components of these correlates varies between 2-4.

*CEP Correlates:* 1. *Garhwali* - /dekhna chəi, dekhno chə, dekhna chəu, -cha, -chəwa, dekhnu chəi/.
2. *Nepali* - /herdi chəu, heri rəheka chəu, heri rəhe chəu, can pErchya/.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 102
Areal Correlates of the Present Continuous Tense, Indicative Mood, third pl. masc. of the verb /kər-/ ‘to do’

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See above (also Map No. 89).

Immediate constituents: Stem /kər/+ durative participle /-n/ ~N + liaison + auxiliary (continuative formative) + flectional marker, agreeing in number, gender and person with the subject.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable points of phonological and morphophonemic aspects are: (i) sensitiveness of liaison vowel which may come either after the stem or the particle /-n/; (ii) gemination of durative particle before a vocalic suffix (flectional marker); (iii) emergence of glides in certain areas.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a constituent of a VP indicating progressive state of the action in the present tense.
Stylistic and areal preferences: As usual areal preferences are noticeable with regard to the auxiliary, inflection markers, and infixation of locative marker /-m/. (for details see table No. 100-101).

Structural variations: Structurally, forms of correlates 3, 5, 11-20, 21-27 are simple and all others are compounded, involving verbal components from 2-3.

2. Nepali- /gārdāi chān, gārī ṛheka chān, gārī ṛhe chān, gārdān, gādd pāryan/. 
Table No. 103
Areal Correlates of Progressive Aspect of the Verb
/bUl-/~/bol-/ ‘to call’.

Correlates & Areas:

1-bUlönar/bwöönar- (12, 18, 27, 138-151), 2-bUlönEr- (5, 9, 13, 40, 75, 137-153), 3-bUlönar-(95), 4-bUlünre- (85, 86), 5-bUlön- (5, 62, 69-72, 86, 135, 145), 6-bUlün- (66), 7-bolön- (69, 72, 135), 8-bwööna- (71), 9-bölöna- (73), 10-bölunn- (71), 11-bölöna- (61-62, 144, 147), 12-bUlöna- (12, 18, 19, 128, 142), 13-bUlönë- (7, 16-17), 14-bUlön- (4-7, 11, 14, 19, 22-27, 34-35, 52, 55, 56, 60, 98, 101, 118, 123, 126, 128, 130, 144), 15-bölöno- (6, 17, 26, 62, 110, 112-13, 120, 137), 16-bülön- (1-6, 14, 17, 22-28, 32, 35, 52-57, 60, 77, 98, 114, 118, 120, 125), 17-bwööhn- (122), 18-bölün-(62, 108), 19-bölön- (44, 118, 125), 20-bólöna- (54, 67), 21-bUldönyo- (80), 22-bUldönyaro- (28, 78, 83, 113, 116), 23-boltarıyo- (14, 74), 24-bwöönaro-(141, 148, 150), 25-bUlah- (33, 42, 48), 26-bUlähar- (7, 40, 44, 48, 49, 110, 112), 27-bUldör- (96), 28-bUldön (hi)- (105), 29-bolöno (hya)- (3), 30-bUldön(ha)- (104, 106), 31-bUldar- (97), 32-bUläm- (31-35, 38, 42, 46), 33-bUlämne- (46-47), 34-bölömäre (93), 35-bUlämër- (36, 38, 43, 87), 36-bUlonmäryo (83), 37-bUldömär- (90), 38-bUldömär (74, 81-83, 87, 90-91, 95), 39-bölömär- (82), 40-bUlonmärI-(87, 88, 90-91), 41-bUldömärI- (86), 42-bulturmyo-(85), 43-bUldömäsyo (79), 44-bUlonpärI(thya) (99), 45-bUlonpErI (chya) (93), 46-bUlonpErI (chya) (88), 47-bUlön lágIrI- (12-14, 22-24, 34-36, 45, 50, 58, 63, 78, 95, 97, 107, 110, 123, 128, 136), 48-bUlonlErI- (118), 49-bUlönErI- (111, 113, 115), 50-bUlanlágIrI (thya) (101), 51-bUlanlErI- (32, 37), 52-bölhanlar- (48).

Areal Distribution: As in Map No. 89 and also see above.

Immediate constituents: Stem /bol-/~/bul-/ + transitive formative /a~o~a/ + durative formative + /n/ + liaison (a~E~o~a/Φ + continuative formative auxiliary (rö - Φ) + flectional marker, agreeing in number and person with the subject, cha (participle base of existential verb).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The verbal stem shows ablaut, glidal or non-glidal, under various accentual tendencies. In certain correlates (21-23, and 42-43) emergence of a glide also is attested. There are some (8-11) which attest gemination of the durative participle /n/ before the flectional marker. Many of the variants also show emergence of a linking sound to avoid a non-preferred concentration of consonants.
Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a constituent of a predicate to indicate progressive state of action in the present or in the past, as in /tu bolținchE/ ‘thou art calling’ or /tu bōlū chye/ ‘thou wert calling’, the agreement with the subject being indicated by the auxiliary verb /chə-/ and by the flectional marker.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Areal preferences are attested with regard to the vocalic element in durative formative and the auxiliary. Correlates 32-43 add a locative marker /-m/, before the continuative auxiliary /-rd/, thus have become verbal adjunct in these variants.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /bulāṇa-, bUlōṇa-, bulōṇo-, (-chaya, -cha, chəi, -tho)/
2. Nepali - /bolaudi (thiiis), bulai rīheko- (-thiyo), bUlōṇarīri/. 
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 90)
Table No. 104  
Areal Correlates of the Auxiliary Verb /ra-, rạ-/ ‘to remain’ Past Continuous Tense, Progressive Aspect, 3rd pl.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 90.

Immediate constituents: Continuative stem /ra-~ra/ + inflection marker (past tense, third person, singular number).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: The notable aspect of morphophonemic is emergence of an automatic glide before a suffixal back vowel (1, 6-8, 15, 17-19, 21-22).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of VP with third person, plural number as its subject in the past tense. It may be used as a finite verb or constitute as an auxiliary to a compound verb in continuous sense, as in /khānErāya/ ‘kept on eating’.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: For regular correlates, stylistic variations and areal preferences see table No. 75.

Structural variations: Structurally forms of correlates 1-13 are simple and 14-23 compounded.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /chaya, chāy, lāya ra, rāya, rāyya, rāya, rāi, rāi, rēni rēn/-
2. Nepali - /rahe, thie, - thyo, -thyā/.
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LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUN

AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 91
Correlates & Areas:

1. *hE-ha!-hwe goch (46, 61-75, 86, 95, 143-148), 2-hwe~hE-ha goch (5, 6, 11, 17, 22, 23, 27, 31-49, 52, 54, 56, 60-66, 75, 95, 107, 110-12, 115, 119-20, 123, 128, 143-46), 3- hweglch (82, 87-88, 93, 95, 99, 105), 4-hwegEch (87, 93), 5-hwe~hE gach (67, 136, 151), 6-hEgach (143, 145), 7-hE~hwe ga (19, 61, 125, 128, 130, 135, 142, 150-51), 8-hwE~hE-ha go (1-7, 11-18, 22-29, 34-58, 60, 71, 75, 107-08, 110-119, 122-26, 132, 137, 141-146, 149), 9-hE~hwe go (7, 14, 62, 64....), 10-hwe ge (105-06), 11-hEgE (13, 47, 104, 105), 12-hE~hwe gyo (4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 28, 43, 55, 79-87, 91, 93, 97, 123, 140), 13-hE~hwe gyo (4, 8, 9, 25, 43, 77-81, 86-87, 95-98, 101), 14-hwe gya (140), 15- hwe~hE gya (46), 16-hEgoy (6, 32, 38), 17-hEg (90).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 91 and also above.

Immediate constituents: Primary stem /ho/ + perfective marker /i/ + auxiliary stem (suppletive) /gâ/ + inflection marker + tense marker /châ~â/.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects may be said: (i) the stem vowel of the principal verb is assimilated with the perfective marker /i/, in some areas a glidal /w/ also has risen in this environment. (ii) The stem vowel of the auxiliary shows ablaut for the inflection of number, gender, and person, due to sensitivity of the vowel system, (iii) the inflection marker is infact epenthesised here. (iv) In many cases (7-11, 13, 15-17) the copula is elided.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, verb root /ho-/ is used as principal and the root /gâ-/ as an auxiliary to denote the perfective aspect of the verb in the present tense, as in /kam hE goch/ ‘the work is done’ /u nhEgo/ ‘he has gone’.

Structural variations: Structurally, all the forms are compound one, but correlates 1-6, 12 & 14 are 3 member compounds and others 2 member compunds.

Appendix: Areal correlates of third person, singular number, feminine gender are: /hwe~hE-hâ + gya~gyo~gây~gE~ge~gEchi~gEch~gech~glch~gyech/.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali -/hwe-gi, -ge, -gE, -gai, -gay, -gaya, -gyaya/.

2. Nepali - /bhâi sâkyo, bhâi gEko châ/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 92)
Table No. 106
Areal Correlates of the Perfective Indicative Auxiliary
Verb /hal-/–/ha-/ ‘have’

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 92.

Immediate constituents: Stem (hāl~hā~gE) + perfective formative + auxiliary (chā) + flectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: (i) The perfective formative /i~l~ə~d/ is elided in some areas, (ii) in others the aux. is dropped, (iii) there are certain areas which attest the glidal tendencies both in the principal stem (22-27) as well as in the auxiliaries (6-10, 20-22). (iv) The vowel of the principal stem shows ablaut in many correlates. (v) In 24-33 the /l/ of /hāl/ and (vi) in 34-35 the aspiration is elided in a quick tempo of speech.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of compound verb indicating the completed aspect in all tenses, the principal verb occurring immediately before it with formative /i/. Its subject is always in the agentive case in the present and past tenses or in presumptive perfect, and it agrees in number and gender with its object, as in /mēl kam kār hāləch/ ‘I have done the work’ (pres.) /wil bhat khE hāl chī/ ‘he had eaten rice’ (past); /wil kam kār hāl hUnE l/ ‘he might have done the work’ (presumption). In this case it has /hun/- instead of
/ch-/ as its auxiliary; but its subject is always in the nominative case when it indicates some action in the future, as in, /mE kǎrI hálUl/ ‘I will have done’.

**Stylistic variations:** Areal preferences are particularly noticeable with regard to the auxiliaries. Certain showing preference for /th∂-/ instead of /ch∂-/.

The principal stem /h∂-/ also is replaced with /g∂-~gh∂-/ in some variants (37-38).

**Note:** For past tense correlates see table No 69 and for correlates occurring with /hUn-/ indicating possibility see table No 108.

Structural variations: Structurally, the aux. /ch∂-/ is dropped in the forms of the correlates 11-19, 26-27, 31-32, 34-37 and is maintained fully or partially in others.

**CEP Correlates:**

1. Garhwali - /(kārI) ālāc , āl, -yale, -hyāla,-hyālí, -hyál, -le, -li/.

2. Nepali- /gārI) sākyo, sākye, halyo, halya/. 
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 93)
Table No. 107
Areal Correlates of the Verb /di-/-to give’, Past Perfect Tense
(Intensive Aspect) 3rd. plural (Impersonal)

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 93 and also above.

Immediate constituents: Principal verb /di/- + Auxiliary verb /di--hál/ + tense marker (including number, gender and person).

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable phonological and morphophonemic tendencies of these correlates are (i) glidinalization of past formative /i/ (5-8, 10, 15); (ii) glidinalization of the stem vowel of the auxiliary (15); (iii) amalgamation of tense marker with the stem vowel (1-2, 11, 13, 17, 18); (iv) elision of tense marker (14-16), ablaut in the stem (Aux.) vowel (10-19).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a first component of a compound verb, denoting intensive perfective aspect of the verb ‘to give’ in the past tense. Its subject is always in the agentive case, showing agreement with the number of the object only, as in, /mêl-twl-coról ʃə rUpė didI-didyan/ ‘I, you, thieves have given—gave all rupees’.

Regional preferences: Regional preferences are noticeable with regard to the auxiliary, correlates from 1-9 showing preference for /di/, and from 10-19 for /hál/, and 20 for /ghE/.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /dedI, deden, dedln, dedlni, dilya, dilyən, dilIn/.
2. Nepali - /didiyó, didya, phErkai die, dihalya, dihalye/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 94)
### Table No. 108

**Areal Correlates of /hu-ho/ ‘to become’ in Presumptive Perfect Tense, Third Person, Singular Number, Masculine Gender.**

**Correlates & Areas:**

1. hUnelo (71), 2. hUnolo (69, 71, 85), 3. hUnol (24, 123), 4. hUnelo (70, 72), 5. hUnol (5, 7, 13, 34, 37, 75, 96, 114), 6. hUnol (5, 6, 14, 16 etc. see map) 7. hUnol (5, 6, 12, 18 etc. see map) 8. hUnol (7, 27, 35, 71, 97), 9. hUnol (2, 3, 4, 7 etc. see map), 10. hUnE1U (62, 71, 78, 97), 11. hUnElo (61, 64), 12. hUnElo (85), 13. hUnElo (69), 14. hUnyol (u) (95), 15. hUnyelo (61, 69), 16. hUnyolo (78), 17. hUnyol (13), 18. hUnyel (4, 8, 9, 13-17, 23, 25, 60, 66, 75, 77-78, 90-91, 95, 97, 120, 128, 130, 135-36, 153), 19. hUnyelo (99), 20. hunyo (146), 21. hUnyaho (62), 22. nhol (54), 23. nhel (10, 33, 34, 75, 76, 118), 24. hwal (12, 55, 140-41), 25. hwalo (46), 26. holo (62-63, 68, 99, 101). 27. hól (12, 14, 43, 60, 62, 72-73, 87, 90-91, 96, 101, 132), 28. hál (106), 29. hUnol (93), 30. hUnol (83, 85, 86), 31. hUnyal (98), 32. hHanE (104-05), 33. hHo (91), 34. ho (43, 79), 35. hunEl (1, 7, 12-14, 17, 19, 23, 28, 34-35, 45, 60, 65, 71-75, 78, 107, 110-113, 122, 135-153).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 94.

**Immediate constituents:** Stem + presumptive perfective formative + futurative suffix + flectional marker.

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** The most notable phonological and morphophonemic features of these correlates are: (i) sensitiveness of linking vowel to the vowel of the flectional marker, presumably its proto-correlate had no linking vowel +hUnlo, (ii) epenthesis of flectional marker; (iii) elision of inflection marker (3, 5-8, 20, 29-30, 32-34); (iv) quantitative and qualitative reduction of inflection marker (1-2, 11-13, 15-16, 19, 25-26); (v) glidalization of presumptive formative (14-21); (vi) glidalization of stem vowel (24-25); (vii) elision of stem vowel (22-23); (viii) elision of futurative marker (20-21, 29, 30, 32-32); (ix) elision of the presumptive formative (24-28, 33, 34).

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, it constitutes a part of the predicate, may be as finite verb or as a subsidiary, indicating presumption of completion of some action in the past, including immediate past. When used as a constituent part of a verbal phrase its subject is always in the agentive case, and it agrees with its object in number and gender for grammatical flection, as in /Unol sāb kam kārlhal hUnEl/ (possibly)
they may have finished all work'. But it may be used independently to indicate presumption of some action, as in, /u wāi hUnEl/ 'he may be there' (possibly) and in this use it agrees with its subject for number, gender and person.

*Note*: For plural correlates see table No. 109. In this too, morphophonemic features and syntactical usages are similar to that discussed above for singular correlates, when used in the sense of presumptive perfect tense, it agrees with its object, but when used in the sense of simple presumptive, it agrees with its subject, as in /tUmūkē cErā hUnEl/ 'they may be waiting for you'.

*Structural variations*: Structurally, all forms, except of 21, are simple and synthetic.

*CEP Correlates*: 1. Garhwali - /holo, holu, hol, hwəlo, whəlu, whəl/.
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Table No. 109
Areal Correlates of the Verb /hUn-/ ‘to become’
Presumptive Perfect Tense, 3rd, pl. Masc.

**Correlates & Areas:**
1. hUnEl (11, 17, etc.), 2. hUnyEl (8, 12-13 etc.), 3. hUnála (95, 97), 4. hánál (5-7, 14 etc.), 5. hUnýál (4, 6, 11 etc), 6. hUnál (2, 14, 23 etc.), 7. hánEl (5, 32, 71 etc.), 8. nhEl (12, 35), 9. hUnyála (61, 72, 96), 10. hUnyálo (69), 11. hánél (46, 48), 12. nhél (46), 13. nhál (5-7, 12 etc.), 14. nhálay (17), 15. nhyEl (10), 16. nyál (17), 17. nhál (42), 18. hUnUlo (62), 19. hUnho (83), 20. hUnwal (61), 21. ho (101), 22. hUn (62, 79-95, 99), 23. hwäléa (46-47), 24. ’hwál (1-3, 7, 13, 24, 55, 65, 72, 73, 89-93, 97, 101, 105, 115), 25. ’hwäl (105), 26. híl (40, 44, 55), 27. hál (5, 9, 14, 75, 105-06), 28. hUnóñ (93), 29. hUnun (81, 85, 96), 30. hUné (95).

**Areal Distribution:** See Map No. 95.

**Note:** For morphophonemic and syntactical notes see table No. 108.

**CEP Correlates :**
1. Garhwali - /hola, hwala, hwäléa/.
2. Nepali -/ hola, holan/.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 96
Correlates & Areas.


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 96 and also above.

Immediate constituents: Stem /rakh~râh~thâ/- + formative + tense marker (auxiliary) /ch/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Some of the notable points of morphophonemics in this paradigm are: (i) epenthesis of formative vowel (2-4); (iii) elision of copula (8-10, 12-13, 15, 17, 19-24, 26, 28, 29, 30), (iii) lengthening of vowel before elision of copula; (iv) transfer of aspiration (20-24).

Syntactical usages: Syntactically, it is used as a constituent (auxiliary) of a predicate indicating consummation of an action with an emphatic sense in all tenses. Its subject is always in the agentive case when denoting some action in the present or in the past or in a presumptive perfect, and it agrees in number and gender with its object, as in, /mâl sâb thik kârI rákha (ch)/ ‘I have done everything perfectly in order’ (=everything is perfectly in order). /mâl sâb thik kârI’ rákh chi/ ‘I had put everything in a perfect order’; (wil sâb thik kârI ‘rákh hUner/ ‘(presumably) he may have arranged everything properly’, but its subject is always in the nominative case when denoting some action
in the future, as in, /mē sēb thik kārī 'rākhU/ 'I shall be keeping everything in perfect order'. The principal verb has only a past formative /i/.

**Stylistic and areal preferences:** Besides transfer of aspiration in /rakha/ → /rhaka/ other areal preferences and stylistic preferences are noticeable with regard to the verbal stems /rákh/, /rāh-/ and /thā-/.

Preference for /rákh-/ is attested in 1-13 and 20-23, for /rāh-/ in 14-19 & 24-26 and for /thā-/ in 27-28.

**CEP Correlates:**
1. Garhwali -/ (kāryu) cā, rhakyō/.
2. Nepali - / (gāreko) cha, rakhnu bhāeko cha (gāri) rakhcha/.
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LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 97)
Table No. 111
Areal Correlates of the Verb /nhā-nās-cāl-ja- 'to go' denoting Perfective Aspect.

Correlates & Areas:
1. nhE- (1-56, 75 etc. see map), 2. nhē- (141-144), 3. nhī- (71), 4. nhēE-(23, 28 etc. etc. see map), 5. hī- (14), 6. lhē-(5-7, 13-14 etc.) 7. nišī-(60-78, 87, 142, 144-153), 8. našī-(48), 9. nh ī-(19), 10. cālī-(46-47, 72), 11. hīt(i)di-(50, 72, 75), 12. ja (lyāo) (46), 13. jē (liyō) (5, 7).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 97.

Immediate constituents: Stem /nha-nīš-cāl-hīt-ja/ + perfective marker /-i/ + (auxiliary).

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: In many areas the stem vowel /a/ and the formative /i/ are assimilated in /E/ (1, 2, 4, 6, 13).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of a VP. (first component of a compound verb) to denote perfective aspect of some action in the present or in the past, as in /u nhē goch/ ‘he has gone’, /tu nhē gochye/ ‘you had gone’. It is also used to denote some future action with determination, as in, /mē bhol nhē jōl/ ‘I shall (positively) leave tomorrow’. Moreover, it is used as a principal verb to denote an order or request in an imperative mood, besides others, correlates 12-13 pertain to this particular aspect only, as in /tUm nhē jāo/-/tUm ja lyāo/ ‘you go’. It is an impersonal verb and as such is not inflected for number, gender and persons.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: With regard to the imperative mood areal preferences are particularly notable. Areas of correlates 1-11 prefer the auxiliary /ja/, but areas of correlates from 12-14 have /ja-hī/ as principal and /di-li/ as auxiliary.

Appendix: Further examples: In this paradigm (perfective) the following correlates of the verb ‘to sleep’ as principal, have been noted as /še-šē-šī-śni-pērī-pērī-sepērī/, as in /u še goch/, ‘he has slept’ /tu šiIn pērī go chye/ ‘you had slept’, etc.

Stylistic and areal preferences: Areally conditioned stylistic preferences are attestable in respect of choice of the principal as well as the auxiliary verb stems.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali -/cāl/-
2. Nepali - /gāi sākeko, hīni gāeko, ni (ja), nāi (jha)/.
Table No. 112
Areal Correlates of the Verb /li-/ in Imperative (polite) Mood. (2nd. pl.).

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 98.

Immediate constituents: Stem /li/ + imperative formative /a- o -a/ (2nd. pl.)

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Notable points of phonological and morphophonemic tendencies in these correlates are:
(i) emergence of an automatic glide as a linking sound (1-6, 10-12);
(ii) amalgamation of formative and stem vowels (7-8, 13-14);
(iii) elision of stem vowel and formative in a quick tempo of speech (15).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of a VP. It may be used as full verb, as in /tum llya/ ‘you take’ and as an aux /tum liliya/ in the former case it denotes a polite command, but as an auxiliary it denotes permission, as in /tUm kər liya/ ‘you are premitted to do’, but with /li/ it also shows intensive aspect, as in /li llya/ ‘have’ (you). Its agreement is always with second person plural number, there being no gender differentiation in this paradigm. Plural correlates of (7-8, 12-15) overlap with singular correlates of other areas.

Stylistic and areal preferences: Areal preference with regard to aspiration is attested in correlates No. 4-9.

2. Nepali - / (le) - leu, leo, lhiy/.
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LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 100)
Areal Correlates of the Auxiliary Verb /lag-/'to start' showing Progressive (inceptive) Aspect, Past Tense, Indicative Mood, Third Person, sg. masc. gender.

Correlates & Areas:

1. + 'lág= (7, 12, 29, 40, 95, 111, 123), 2. + 'lágo (1, 4-7, 11-12 etc. see map), 3. + 'lága (117, 130), 4. 'lági (1, 9, 18, 56, 60, 78, 101, 106, 140, 146, 151), 5. + 'lágch (63, 71-74, 91, 96), 6. + lágyo (75, 83, 93, 101), 7. 'lágIgyo (97), 8. 'lág (2, 14, 16, 24, 32, 34-36, 42, 48, 73, 110, 118), 9. + LEg= (110, 113), 10. + pǎr= / 11. + pǎr (14, 108, 110, 128, 145), 12. + pár (18), 13. + pǎrI (38, 43, 60-64, 87, 135-142, 150), 14. + pǎryo (65, 72, 73, 143-149, 151), 15. + pǎry (72), 16. + pǎrIgo (68-69, 70), 17. + pǎrI (140, 151, 153), 18. + pǎrI (62-63, 69, 71-74, 90, 143), 19. + pǎrI (62, 90), 20. + pEtI (57, 77-78), 21. + pEtIo/ 22. + pEtIo (96-97), 23. + pEtI (99), 24. + phEto (5, 10, 11, 12), 25. + phEto (58, 118, 123, 128), 26. + phEto (54, 6), 27. + phEto / -ga (2, 52, 112, 116, 125), 28. + phEto (123, 128), 29. + bEto / 30. + bEto (14, 43), 31. + bhEto (5, 6, 22, 39, 98), 32. + bhEtIo /-to (119, 145), 33. + bhEtIo (3, 55), 34. + bhEgo (27, 48), 35. + bEgyo/bEgyo (46-47), 36. + bEgyo (86-87), 37. + bEgyo (90), 38. + bEgyo (86, 88-89, 90), 39. + bEgyo (82), 40. + bEgyo (93), 41. + bEgyo (75, 95), 42. + bEgyo (79, 83, 87, 93), 43. + bEgyo (90-91), 44. + bEgyo (81, 83), 45. + bEgyo (80, 90), 46. + bEgyo (90), 47. + bEgyo (105), 48. + bEgyo (91), 49. + bEgyo (85), 50. +(n)=chi (104), 51. + (m)=chi (33, 46), 52. hi (3).

Areal Distribution: See Map Nos. 99-100.

Immediate constituents: Stem+perfective formative + auxiliary + flectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: (i) Preservation of auxiliaries like /chə--gə-/ indicate that in most of the cases it has been dropped now, (ii) emergence of a glide before suffixal morpheme also is attested (6-7, 14-15, 3 7-42, 44-45, 49); (iii) The most interesting morphophonemic aspect of these correlates are transfer of aspiration from non-initial phone to the initial phone (24-28, 31-34).

Syntax usage: Syntactically, it is used as an aux. to denote a progressive (inceptive) aspect of the verb, showing an incipient state of action in the past, in a composite verb. The first member of which has a nominal function (infinitival) and the verbal aspect is denoted...
by the auxiliaries. It shows a full agreement with its subject which is always in the nominative case, as in /u 'ján lágo/ 'he started going'. In some areas (41-46, 50-52) it shows over-lapping with continuative aspect of the verb.

*Note:* For its correlates in the feminine gender see Table No. 114.

**Stylistic and areal preferences:** Areal groupings of these correlates are as follows: /lág-/ 1-9, /pār-/ 10-19, /th-/ 20-23, /phEt-/ 24-28, /bEth-/ 29-35; /pās-/36-37, /mās-/ 38-40, /mār-/ 41-46; /bās-/ 47-49.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. Garhwal - /bEṭhi-gaya, -gyaya, -gyay, -gay, -gE, bEṭhig, bEṭhɔ, bEṭhi, -lège, -lEge, māsigāi/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 101
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Table No. 114
Areal Correlates of the Auxiliary Verb /lág/ for ‘to start’
Indicating Processive (inceptive) Aspect, Past Indefinite Tense,
3rd. sg. fem.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 101.

Note: For phonological morphophonemic and syntactical aspects, see notes on Table No. 113.

Areal preferences: In these correlates the areal preferences have been noted as follows: /lág- 1-6, /pá r- 7-13, /pÉth- 14, /phÉt- 15-18, /bÉth- 19-23, /bhÉt- 24-26, /pás- 27-30, /mÉ- 31-33, /más- 34-37, /már- 38-40, /bá s- 41-44.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali- /bÉthi ge, -gyei, -gay, -gi, -lág ye, bÉthi, lági, lági, màsIge/.
2. Nepali - /lág, pásI, pásIg yo/.
Linguistic Geography of Kumaun Himalayas

Table No. 115
Areal Correlates of the Conditional Past Tense of the Verb /ja-/ 'to go'

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 102.

Immediate constituents: Stem /ja-, gā-/+ conditional formative /n~chā~th-/+ inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: (i) the stem vowel shows ablaut in most of the cases, (ii) the conditional formative /-n/ is reduced to mere nasality in the areas of correlates 6-13, 16-17. In many the past formative /i/ has emerged as a fulfilled glide /-y-/ before a vocalic suffix (3, 7-8, 12-19, 21).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of protasis in a conditional statement denoting some action in the past, as in /tu jánE: mē IE jānō/ 'had you gone, I would also have gone'. It shows an agreement in number, gender and person with its subject.

Stylistic areal preferences: Areal preferences are noticeable with regard to conditional formatives. In one case (21) the stem also shows suppletivism, i.e., a preference for /gā-. With regard to the aux. it has been noted that correlates 1-5 and 19-21 do not favour it, 6-16 prefer /ch-/ and 17-18 prefer /th-/.

CEP Correlates:
1. Garhwali - /jandu, janda, jandi/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlates</th>
<th>Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. jánE</td>
<td>(4-8 etc. see map)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. jánEt</td>
<td>(48-49, 60, 73, 78-99, 105, 108, 110-115, 120, 123, 125, 128, 135-150, 153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. jányet</td>
<td>(27, 151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. jāánwet</td>
<td>(78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. jhánE</td>
<td>(90, 93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. jēch</td>
<td>(83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. jēchye</td>
<td>8. jēchye (1-9, 12-17, 27-34, 40, 44, 52, 55-58, 60-62, 69-78, 86, 90, 97, 107, 112-118, 122-26, 130, 136-138, 140-143, 146, 149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. jāchE</td>
<td>(6, 25, 34, 36, 43, 78, 128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. jāch</td>
<td>(6, 36, 150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. jāch</td>
<td>(82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. āachIyE</td>
<td>(22, 37, 38, 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. jāchye</td>
<td>(7, 27.....)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. jāchye</td>
<td>(106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. jāchye</td>
<td>(105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. jāhye</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. jāhye</td>
<td>(83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. jāthe</td>
<td>(81, 87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. jāyabātī</td>
<td>(101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. jandE/jand</td>
<td>(46-47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. gāyāt</td>
<td>(101)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LANGUAGE AREA
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(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 103)
Table No. 116
Areal Correlates of the Verb /'a-/' 'to go' in the Conditional Past,
1st sg. denoting possibility.

Correlates & Areas:
1. jánō (8, 18, 37, 48, 60-73, 87-99, 101, 113, 120, 123, 138-148, 153),
2. jánυ (4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 19, 24, 28, 34, 36, 78, 91, 95-98, 150, 153),
3. jānt (1, 14, 19, 22-28, 42, 60-73, 79-93, 137, 140-42, 149-50),
6. jhānt/ 7. jhānō (90, 93), 8. 'jāchi/ 9. 'jāchi (1-7, 12-18, 35c. see map),
10. 'jāchyo (61, 69, 72, 90-93, 146), 11. 'jāchyo (62, 95),
12. 'jā chyo (60, 142), 13. 'jāchyo (69, 72), 14. 'jāchyo (137-41, 150),
15. 'jāch (82), 16. 'jāchI (101, 104-06), 17. 'jāchyo (83, 86),
18. 'jhāńthyo (86), 19. 'jāh (3), 20. jandu (46-47), 21. janth (83),
22. jāthyo (86).

Areal distribution: See Map No. 103.

Immediate constituents: Stem /ja-jha-a/ + conditional formative
/-n/ or nasality + past formative /o ~ Φ ~ i ~ chi-thi/ + flectional marker
/o~u/.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable points of
phonological and morphophonemic aspects are: (i) ablaut in the stem
vowel; (ii) nasalization of conditional formative; (iii) glidalization
of past formative /i/; (iv) elision of past formative; (v) elision of flectional
marker.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a VP. in the apodosis,
as in /tu jánE: mēle jánU/ 'had you gone, I would also have gone'.

Stylistic and areal preferences: Stylistic and areal preferences are
noticeable with regard to past formative aux. /th-/ and /ch-. It is for
/ch- in the areas of correlates 9-17, for /th-/ in 18-23, and for zero
in 1-8.

LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI

(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 104)
Table No. 117
Areal Correlates of the Model Verb /hUn-/- to become/, Subjunctive, 3rd sig. expressing condition.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 104.

Immediate constituents: (Principal stem + past formative /i/ ) + auxiliary /hʊ-; rʊ-, bhʊ-/+ participial formative + perfective formative /i/ + inflection marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic features: Notable points of morphophonemics are: (i) reduction of participle formative /n/ into nasality (10-15, 17-18, 20-21); (ii) gemination of formative or auxiliary before suffixal morphemes (9, 17); (iii) emergence of glide before suffixal morpheme (10-11, 15, 17-20, 26, 28, 29).

Syntactic usage: See table No. 118.

Table No. 118
Areal Correlates of the Verb /a-/ 'to come'
Conditional Past Passive Participal.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 105.

Immediate constituents: Stem /a-/ perfective formative /i/ + participial formative /-n/ + auxiliaries /hà-, rô-/ + flectional marker.

Phonological and morphophonemic features: Notable phonological and morphophonemic points of these correlates are: (i) assimilation of stem vowel and perfective formative (12-14) when the 1st aux. is /râ/-, (ii) emergence of glide before flectional suffixal morpheme (7-11, 15), (for auxiliaries see table No. 117).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a part of a VP in a protasis, showing conditional action. Its subject is always in the nominative case and it agrees with it in number, gender and person; /u ái huchyol/ had he come, /u ái huchi/ ‘had she come’/ ái huchya/ ‘had they come’.

Stylistic variations: Correlates with /râ-/ as an auxiliary (14-16) show a stylistic variation with past indefinite tense, as in /u achi-u Erochî/ ‘he came’ he had come, or /u unêt/‘had he come’ (simple condition).

LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 106)
Table No. 119
Areal Correlates of Past Passive Participle of /ja-/ 'to go'.

Correlates & Areas:

1. jái (1-60, 71, 74... etc. see map), 2. jōi/ jE (24, 33, 42),
3. jāya (71, 82, 86), 4. jālya (66, 91), 5. jēya (46-47), 6. jayū (104-05),
7. jāyo (101, 105-06), 8. jāy (63, 65, 69), 9. jā (3, 115),
10. jālu (86), 11. jāyyā (142), 12. jāIn (79, 83, 85), 13. jālna (43, 69, 81, 85,
87, 90, 93), 14. jālnāk (91), 15. jāyā (90, 161), 16. jālyā (91),
17. gā (7, 9, 13. etc. see map), 18. gāyā (69, 71), 19. gāy/gay (62, 69,
70-73), 20. g ya (90), 21. gyei (7), 22. gya (14, 72, 78, 83, 87-90,
93, 97, 99, 146), 23. gyan (62-63), 24. gE (62, 147), 25. gāIn (79).

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 106.

Immediate constituents: stem /ja~gā~/ + past passive participle formative /i~a~la~In~Ina~an/.

Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies: Important phonological and morphophonemic features of these correlates are: (i) ablaut in the stem vowel; (ii) emergence of vocalic glide before suffixial back vowel (3-8, 15-16, 18-23), (iii) automatic aspiration (15-16); (iv) suppletive stem (17-25).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it is used as a modifier to an NP. The modified head is in the objective case, as in /wikē jái kēlUk dIn hēgāv/ 'how many days passed since he left', there being no inflection for number, gender and person.

Stylistic variations and areal preferences: Stylistically, areas of correlates 1-16 prefer the root/ jān-/ and of 17-25, the suppletive root /gā~/.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /jaya, jēya, gēya./
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 107)
Table No. 120

Areal Correlates of the Verb /kər-/ ‘to do’, Causative Aspect.

Correlates & Areas:


Areal Distribution: See Map No. 107.

Immediate constituents: stem /kər/- + causative formative /a/ + perfective formative /i/

Phonological and morphophonemic aspect: Notable phonological and morphophonemic points of these correlates are: (i) assimilation of causative and perfective formatives (1, 3, 5, 7); (ii) emergence of an automatic glide (3-7); (iii) absence of /w/ glide (1-2, 8) which is conspicuously present with vowel ending stems, as in /khəwE/ or /khəwə/ from /kha/ ‘to eat’, but is an areal preference with consonant ending stems.

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, this paradigm constitutes a part of a VP., there being no inflection for number, gender and person. This flectional differentiation is indicated by the auxiliary /li-di/ which is in the imperative mood (see table No. 112). It shows a full agreement with its subject in the nominative case/ ṭUm withē kam kərE-kərwE liya/ ‘you get the work done from him’.

2. Nepali - /gərai (leu), gəraunUs, gəraun hwəs/.
LANGUAGE AREA
OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 108)
Table No. 121
Areal Correlates of the Verb ho- , hUn-/ ‘to become’, denoting Processive Aspect, Continuous Tense.

Correlates & Areas:

Areal Distribution: See Map No. 108.

Immediate constituents: stem /ho-, hU-/ + continuative formative + intensive formative.

Phonological and morphophonemic aspects: Notable phonological and morphophonemic aspects of this paradigm are: (i) assimilation of formative + intensive formative (1-3, 9) *hUnAi > hUnE-hUne, (ii) emergence of automatic glide (4-5) *hUnUi~c > hUnwe, (iii) vowel harmony or colouring of vowel (7), (iv) absence of intensive formative (8).

Syntactic usage: Syntactically, it constitutes a part of the predicate, occurring as a first component of a compound verb, indicating progressive state of action in the past, present or future tenses, there being no inflection for number, gender and person of the subject. However, it shows agreement in number, gender and person with its object, as in /dvo hUnE goch/ ‘it went on raining’ /lärē hUnE rEch/ ‘quarrel continued/ went on becoming’ /kam hUne r=I/ ‘works will be going on’. [for the forms of /r=I/ see table No 99]

Note: Similarly, /kâmE-/ ‘doing’, /khânE-/ ‘eating’ /jâN/s/ ‘going’, etc.

CEP Correlates: 1. Garhwali - /hondo, hundo, hunda, hundi (f.) huni (f.), hunE, honu/.
2. Nepali- /hundâI, hUndI, hUnoi/.
### Table No. 122

**Areal Correlates of Continuative Aspect of the Primary Verb */pək-/* ‘to cook’ (Impersonal)**

**Correlates & Areas:**


**Areal Distribution:** See above, also as in Map No. 108.

**Immediate constituents:** Stem */pək-/* + transitive formative + continuative formative (assertive).

**Phonological and morphophonemic tendencies:** Important points of phonology and morphophonemics in these variations are: (i) choice of transitive formative, i.e. */ə~ o~ u~a/ (ii) glidal tendencies (8-10), (iii) gemination of formative */n/ (16).

**Syntactic usage:** Syntactically, it is a part of predicate (principal verb). Its subject is in the nominative case, but is not affected by the number, gender and person of the subject. It is indicated by the auxiliary following it. Its use is confined to the past and future tenses only, as in */mê pəkûnE râyû/ ‘I continued cooking’ */mê pəkanE rôl/ ‘I shall go on cooking’. (for the correlates of the aux. */rô/* see table Nos. 99 & 104)

**Appendix:** Further examples of */kha/: */khânE~khâne~khânE~khâtE~khânwe~khâne~khânhi~khândI/.

**Note:** For the past tense correlates of the secondary verb */rêh*, rôn/ see table No. 104. For the future tense correlates of the secondary verb */rêh*, rôn/ see table No. 99.

**CEP Correlates:** 1. *Garhwali* - */pəkânu, pəkându, pəkânde, pəkônE, pəkônO/.

2. *Nepali* - */pəkaûdâi, pəkaûndi, pəkônoî (thyo) pəkâanna, pəkunno*/.
LANGUAGE AREA OF KUMAUNI
(AREAL DISTRIBUTION: MAP NO. 109)